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Abstract

In this era of digital technology and very fast data rates, it becomes very important to have a digital

oscilloscope that has the possibilities needed for examining high speed (up to 1.0 GHz) signals.

For this the scope has to be provided with a high speed data acquisition system that samples the signal at

the input with a high enough sample frequency and produces the correct (reconstructed) signal on its output

the display.

The most important feature of today's digital oscilloscope is to deal with "one shot" signals as in the case with

glitches in high speed signals.

Even in the most sophisticated digital oscilloscopes of today the detection of these glitches is done with an

analog circuit, which means that we still do not have a complete digital oscilloscope as we might think.

The purpose of this project was to find some data acquisition system that could detect all glitches in a signal

and process them in such a way that the acquired data could be used very efficiently to reconstruct the

original signal.

I have designed an hardware structure that does some kind of minimum maximum calculation and then saves

the most important samples to be used for the reconstruction of the input signal. The design is only a part

of a great deal of hardware of this new generation of digital oscilloscopes.

The resulting structure calculates the extreme values of a number of samples presented at its input (from

an analog to digital conversion section) at a rate of 500 Mbyte per second.

How the acquired data is to be stored and how many data is to be stored that has been produced by this

hardware structure called MINMAX is still not defined unequivocally.

The part of the scope that is decisive for this problem, is the reconstruction part which is also in study.

For simulation purposes I used a very simple reconstruction in which the stored samples are connected by

a straight line, a kind of linear method.

Although this certainly is not the best reconstruction method it gives an idea of what the output on the

scopes screen might be using the data coming from the MINMAX structure I have designed.

A system is presented that reduces the sampled data in such a way that the "relevant" information, including

e.g. glitches, are maintained.. Simulations show some resulting plots, on a fictive screen, when the presented

reduction is used.

Some ideas for the additional controlling circuitry are presented, but there still remains a great deal of study

to be done on this subject.

From the lines above it must be clear to the reader that the final word about this project is not written down

yet.
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Chapter 0

Introduction

With the increasing demands for better (more sophisticated) oscilloscopes, the need for better and faster

data acquisition systems within the digital oscilloscopes became more important.

For a better signal reconstruction, and the application of various digital signal processing methods, faster

sampling systems are required.

But faster digital systems mean high data rates, for which high speed signal acquisition systems are needed.

Above mentioned reasons (and more) lead to the development of a new generation of digital oscilloscopes.

The most digital oscilloscopes today still have a great deal of analog signal detection that provide the

detection of e.g. glitches.

My aim was to find a kind of acquisition system that did not require any analog detecting circuitry, but still

had the same (or better) output.

Also it was important to find an algorithm that would process the sampled data in such a way that only the

relevant data could be stored without lost of essential information.

This is especially needed because, sampling at high frequency rate also means a lot of produced data, which

in turn means a lot of memory to store the data in for later use.

The latter is not possible for any amount of memory-space, because the memory space is always limited (in

this case 4 -to 8 kB).

The results of my study done during this graduation period can be read in the next pages of this paper.
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Chapter 1

Graduation-task: DESIGN OF A HIGH-SPEED SIGNAL
ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The use of digital signal processing techniques implemented in "analog" oscilloscopes has lead to a diversity

of instruments on the measuring instruments market. For the user such instruments have a great deal of

advantages e.g., simple information storage into a digital memory, the processing of the data using different

algorithms (FFf, DFT, statistical analyses etc.), and the good visualization of "one shot" signals on the

screen.

A disadvantage of the conventional digital oscilloscopes is the more complex users interface, and the lack

of specific user-wanted information of the signal reproduction on the screen.

One solution to start with is to find a way to give a more "analog feel" to the modern digital oscilloscopes.

The principle of the system under study is shown in figure 1.

~
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1." '.11•••••1.
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Figure 1. Complete AID-conversion chip architecture.

In the prototype system 4 AID-converters can be used, each operating at a clock-rate of 125 MHz. There

will then be a 2 osec. time difference between the samples of each converter. In this way a practical sampling

frequency of 500 MHz is achieved. The information of the 4 AID-converters has to be stored into a memory

block using, for example, a circular register or memory banks (4K to 8K of ECL-SRAM).

Its not necessary for all the data to be stored into memory.

If e.g. the input is a 1 kHz sine sampled at 500 MHz, and the scope having a screen with a maximum of 512

pixels horizontal as well as vertical (screen-length vertical and horizontal is approx. 10 em), then if one period

of the sine has to be shown on screen the output time step is of 1/512 msec equals 2 J.1sec..
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The result of this procedure is that one out of 1000 samples has to be stored for the reconstruction of the

signal on the screen. When this is note done carefully important information, e.g. superimposed signal

glitches, might be lost. Every signal having a duration of less then 2 I1sec. is thrown away by the sampling

procedure.

This can be prevented by comparing the data of each time interval (of2 I1sec.) with the begin and end values

of the time interval.

When the samples in between, override the begin and end values of the "window", the extreme values must

be stored to be used for the reconstruction of the signal.

Other methods for finding the relevant information of each window are also possible. For example finding

the number of appearances of each possible code in one window. So it is of great importance to develop a

good method for throwing away irrelevant information of a window.

When the so called "delayed sweep" is used, the controlling part of the throw-away-algorithm must be

adjusted to save more samples. In this way a better picture can be obtained.

Another possibility is the time-delayed triggering of the sampling-clock, by which a fictive higher sampling

frequency is obtained. For this method the input signal must be repetitive. Furthermore a big time resolution

is possible, but has the disadvantage of "aliasing" resulting in signal distortion.

Realization:

Define what might be a good throwaway algorithm using simulations and what the effects these algorithms

have on the picture of analog signals on screen. For this a PASCAL or C++ program can be used. The

simplest algorithm in this case is the minimum/maximum calculation within a window.

Design of a hardware implementation of this algorithm which can be built and used at the above specified

clock-rate with ECL-100k-Iogic components.

The 4 A/D-converters with controlling clock-signals and the controlling of memory block or circular register.

Making the saving mechanism, in combination with data memory, microprocessor-controlled.

A special card will be available for the interface between the personal computer (PC) and the acquisition

system to be build. Eventual modification of the available software for the picture construction on the PC.

Eindhoven, apri118 1991.



Chapter 2

Some preceding basics

In this chapter some basic topics are presented so the reader can follow the ideas in the chapter following

hereafter, with more ease.

Also the most important problem, which resulted in this project, will be more clear to the reader.

2.0. Some sampling methods

There are at least three sampling methods on which the most sampling systems of today are based. These

are the real-time sampling, the sequential-sampling and the random-repetitive sampling.

I will give a brief description of each of these sampling methods;

2.0.0. Real-time sampling

In real time sampling samples are taken of the signal at equal time intervals of time T. in which T.= l/F.

and F. the sampling frequency.

This is the most simple and frequently used method of sampling. The advantage above the other methods

to be explained below is the possibility of sampling "one-shot-signal", Le. signals that can vary in time.

Glitches can also be seen as a kind of signal variations in time.

2.0.1. Sequential sampling

In sequential sampling the samples are taken one every period of the signal.

This is done at a time given by some triggering signal, so the sampling point within each period is varied,

delayed from the trigger point. After a lot of samples are taken, this means a lot of periods have passed, the

signal can be reconstructed with the stored data in the scopes memory.

2.0.2. Random repetitive sampling

This method of sampling is basically the same as the sequential sampling.

The difference is the way in which the decision for sampling point is taken. In random repetitive sampling

the sampling point depends on the time relation of the sampling clock and the trigger signal.

9
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2.1. Some reconstruction methods

CHAPTER 2. GRADUATION REPORT

After the sampling method has been chosen and the data coming from the sampling system is stored the

signal has to be reconstructed in order to be displayed on a output device, e.g. L.C.D. (Liquid Crystal

Display). Using all the sampled data is not a realistic idea so only relevant data is to be stored into the

limited memory. Which data is relevant, I will explain later on.

I will now, very briefly, explain the basics of three signal reconstruction methods, the double quantification

method and the min-max method, the local approximation method. For a more thorough study on the

methods see [12];

2.1.0. Double Quantification Method (D.Q.M)

This method is based on the extra coarse sampling of data, by which four bits are obtained at a sampling

rate four times the Nyquist rate [6].

This coarse information is used by the D.Q.M. to reconstruct the digitized data stored in memory. The

additional (4-bits) data makes it possible to detect glitches if the amplitude is greater than one 4-bit-LSB.

So for D.Q.M. two sampling frequencies are needed say FI1 and F112> in which Fs1 is at least 4 times smaller

than F.2• Every time 1/F12 the 4-bit extreme are compared, and after liFo! seconds the resulting 4-bit extreme

is compared to the 8-bit data sampled at frequency F.p If the 8-bit data is "out of range" which means it

exceeds the coarse extreme range, it is assumed as aliased and is discarded.

Only the "correct" 8-bit data is used for reconstruction. Depending on the number of data that was stored

a regular low pass filtering, a simple linear interpolation, or a constant value when all stored data had re

mained the same, is to be applied. Afterwards all stored data is displayed.

For this method a 8-bit sampling system is needed, a fast extreme decision circuit for the 4-bit data and

another decision circuit to decide whether the data is worth saving or not. Finally the logic to accomplish

the mentioned reconstruction algorithm.

2.1.1. MIN-MAX Method (M.M)

The reconstruction by the M.M. is done using the dassicallow-pass filtering. This is why additional circuitry

is needed to get information of the signal between sampling intervals.

In this method you have to deal with 8-bit samples at the sampling frequency say F. and the extreme values

stored and compared every 1/F. seconds. Furthermore this method uses a 2-bit status word to decide which

interpolation method to apply between sampled data points.

The 2-bits hold the following information, no local extreme, one maximum only, one minimum only and

more then one extreme found. Because low-pass filtering is applied for the reconstruction the last situation

of more then one extreme is considered as "aliasing" and this data will not be further processed by the

reconstruction circuitry.
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The other situations are considered as "non-aliased" and the resulting data is used for signal reconstruction.

In the first case, with no extreme, the last values are displayed, in the second and third case an simple

interpolation method is used to display the data using a ''best fitting"-curve.

For this method we need some kind of extreme detecting circuitry to produce the minima and maxima. So

two peak detectors are needed. Furthermore a decision circuit to produce the status word. Finally

interpolation circuitry and low-pass fIltering.

2.1.2. Local Approximation Method (LAM)

LA.M. is based on the idea of using only the stored data within a sampling interval to reconstruct the signal.

This way the reconstruction is not affected by the other samples outside this interval, so no aliased data is

used

The algorithm consists of two parts, one for computation of the reconstruction of the signal, and a second

one for testing of the extreme value validity as calculated by the first part. I will only point out some of the

basic formulas used by this method. The theory behind this method is explained by mathematical formulas

using matrixes, so I will leave it to the interested reader for further study [12]. The input is sampled between

"time" n and n+1, and its sampled value is Sn+l(t+n) for t€(O,l).

An approximation of this value we get from the formula

Sn+l(t+n) = s,,+1 • f(t), where (2.1)

f(t) is a given function vector and

s,,+l is a coefficient vector.

Now given these formulas an algorithm is applied using the square error during sampling time to get a

approximated value for the real input.

The [mal formulas which have to be realized in hardware then get the form;

s,,+l = A x,,+l + B x" , (2.2)

where A and B are some constant matrices, and the interpolated points are found with equation 2.2.

Different functions can be used for the function f and a standard procedure is used by checking for

continuity to decide which samples to save for reconstruction.

2.2. The Linear MINMAX Method

AI above mentioned methods were tested by simulations, for the results see [12].

L.M.M. is the method I developed, and is somewhat based on the M.M. reconstruction method, and the real

time sampling method. The signal reconstruction, is a basically very simple one and was only used to show

that the stored data was adequate to use for signal reconstruction.

The sampling is done with N interleaved AID-converters.
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Here N is the number of AID-converters being used, each sampling at a rate of 500IN MHz. In this way

we obtain an overall sampling frequency of 500 MHz. The basic idea of this method is to take a number of

samples depending on the chosen time-base frequency, and the constant sample frequency of 500 MHz.

N-AjD-converters are working in an interleaved way which means each section works at a sample frequency

of 500jN MHz and samples of consecutive stages have a delay of 2*N nsec. So this has the same effect as

one section sampling at 500 MHz as mentioned above.

In this way all glitches etc, with a duration of 2 nsec. or more will be detected, this is done as follows;

When the time-base frequency is known the number of samples is calculated, this is done by dividing the

sample frequency by the time-base frequency. Afterwards the numbers of samples to be used for one pixel

on the screen is calculated. If the total number of samples is 500 or less all the samples will be used, and

a window size (W) of 1 is defined. For bigger number of samples the window size W > 1.

The MINMAX algorithm now compares the data of one window to each other and saves the extreme

(minimum and maximum) of each window of size W.

When the acquired samples have passed through the algorithm hardware the signal can be reconstructed

using the start values, sampled at the beginning of each window and the minimum and maximum values, of

that window.

Which minimum and maximum values are to be used, depends on the selection of the time-base and the

choice the oscilloscope-user may make.

In the next paragraph, I calculated some values for the window size.

2.2.0. Time-base selections

From the fact that the oscilloscope time-base selection is always a multiple factor of 1, 2 and 5, and assuming

that 500 pixels are used for one (plot-) screen it follows.

First the number of samples follows from equation 23.

#samples = Sampling-frequency I Time-base-frequency. (23)

We can now make a table with possible values of the Time-base frequency and the resulting number of

samples that will have to be processed by the MIN-MAX algorithm.

The values in the column named window size are valid assuming a total of 500 horizontal pixels on one

screen.

It can be concluded from the table that the number of samples per window is always a multiple of 1, 2 or

5 depending on the time-base that was selected. This knowledge will be used later.

Furthermore it must be made possible for the user to make an other choice than given in the table.

For example at a time-base frequency of 100 Hz the window size would be 10000.

The controlling system should be build in such a way that it makes it possible to take a smaller window size

at the same time-base.

The extra samples achieved this way must be used to give the signal reconstruction the "analog feel".
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Table 1. Time-base selections.

Time-base => frequency. Total Samples Window-Size

1E-09. 1000 MHz 1 1

2E-09 500 1 1

SE-09 200 2 1

10E-09 100 5 1

2OE-09 50 10 1

50E-09 20 25 1

100E-09 10 50 1

200E-09 5 100 1

500E-09 2 250 1

1E-06 1 500 1

2E-06 500 kHz 1000 2

SE-06 200 2500 5

10E-06 100 5000 10

2OE-06 50 10000 20

50E-06 20 25000 50

100E-06 10 ooסס50 100

2OOE-06 5 ooסס10 200

500E-06 2 ooסס25 500

lE-03 1 oo0סס5 1000

2E-03 500Hz 1000000 2000

SE-3 200 ooסס250 5000

1E-02 100 ooסס500 10000

2E-02 50 10000000 20000

5E-02 20 25000000 50000

• This is not a realistic time-base for this system.

2.3. Hardware (technology)

13

The system to be designed can be classified as a high speed system, therefore we must find a logic type that

is fast enough for this purpose.We needed logic that had delay-times in order of nano-seconds. The most

likely one to choose is the Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL), as suggested in the task description (see Chapter

1). But another advantage of ECL is the small density of the circuits. This is very important for the chip

design, because it means less space is needed.
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We have chosen for the ECL-lOOK series as they are faster, then e.g. TIL or CMOS. The choice was not

for the ECL-I0K series because of its poor temperature compensation.

Furthermore I had to try and restrict myself to use only the standard ECL components as could be found

in the latest (1990) data handbook of Philips ECL products. This would make any future upgrades, with e.g.
the ECLinpS, of the acquisition system easier.

2.4. Speed and pipelining

Keeping in mind that the speed we will be working with was in the order of nano-seconds, more specific 8

bits of data every 2 nsee, it was very important to take into account the possibility of using a pipelined

structure.

This means that the presented data at the input of the hardware (after AID-conversion) had to be processed

in portions, and the interim results had to be stored using some registers or latching or anything of that kind.

How this pipelining is to be used depends on the hardware structure I will use to obtain the desired result.

The basic idea of pipelining is to subdivide a large process into smaller processes, that can be performed in

parallel.
This increases the speed of the hardware design. Because of its analogy to a physical pipeline, such a

organization of the hardware, or process, is called a pipeline organization, or pipeline structure.



Chapter 3

Preliminary ideas for the hardware implementation

Before you can really start with any design it is very important to start by evaluating "all" alternatives you

can think of. And you can do this by defining blocks that represent the parts of the circuit you want to design

and then specify the inputs and outputs to be expected.

3.0. Initial AID-conversion

For the AID-conversion part the choice was simple because the AID-converters to be used where already

known, so no alternatives had to be found. Only the number of AID-converters to be used could be varied

if found necessary.

The AID-conversion circuit concept is shown in ftgure 2. The 125 MHz clock signal has to appear 4 times

viz for the four AfD-converters, because these are working interleaved.

This demands a conversion time for the AfD-converters of less then 8 nsec.

analog in -->

500 MHz ->
AID - conversion

125 MHz ->

digital out, 4 X 8 bit every 2 nsec.

Figure 2. AID-conversion.

The converters to be used are the NE 5160 of Philips, and their conversion time is about 2.5 to 3.0 nsec.

which is less then 8 nsec.

There is no end_of_conversion signal which might be used for the MINMAX algorithm (controlling part).

End of conversion can be concluded at about 2.5 nsec after the negative edge of the converter clock.

The data remains stable afterwards until the next negative edge of the converter clock (this is for

approximately 7.5 nsec).

The latter is of importance for when the data has to be latched, if necessary.

I will now continue to specify the rest of the algorithm hardware as designed so far.

15
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3.1. Initial algorithm structure

CHAPTER 3. GRADUATION REPORT

There where two structures for the algorithm (hardware) that I thought of, the ftrst one as shown in ftgure

3, consisted of a number (N) of AID-converters each followed by a part of the MINMAX algorithm

hardware labeled M/M - i.
At the end the intermediate results are processed and the ultimate result is attained.

data AID
1

M/M - 1

~==>

data AID
2 -----

MjM - 2 -----

-----
II

"calculation of -
results

II

data AID
N

M/M - N

<

Ultimate MINMAX

Figure 3. First alternative for MINMAX.

The structure is expected to be functioning as follows. The data coming from the AID-converters at a rate

of 8 bits per N * 2 nsec will have to be processed by the algorithm, in every block M/M-~ see ftgure 3.

The result after a specifted time, given by some start signal, must be the extreme value of the samples

coming from AID;. Finally the results of the N- M/M-i blocks are compared and the result is attained at

the output "Ultimate MINMAX".

Another possibility, shown in ftgure 4, was to compare the data of consecutive AID-converters. This stage

is then followed by a stage that compares the result of the previous comparison etc, until you get the ultimate

MINMAX result.

Both structures must be able to calculate the positive, as well as the negative extreme.

This can be realized very easily by designing a parallel structure in which the minimum is calculated in one

part, and the maximum in the other.

Taking into account that there would be multiple of 1,2 or 5 samples (see table 1, paragraph 2.2.0) to be

compared to each other and the simplicity of the hardware I have chosen for the second alternative to

continue with.

Also because the fIrst one would have more delay between input and output.
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Furthermore a very fast calculation of extreme value would be needed to process the final result labeled

"Ultimate MINMAX". The number (N) ofA/D-converters suggested in the task description (see chapter 1.)

was 4 as in figure 5, but due to timing restriction this had to be changed into 5.

So the structure will be of the form shown in figure 7.

data AID
1

data AID --------
2

data AID
N

2=S
9

Ultimate: MINMAX

Figure 4. Second alternative for MINMAX.

The algorithm I want to build in hardware, will need some sort of comparing logic, some buffering circuit

(latches) which have to be used to form a pipelined structure, and of course additional logic for the

synchronization and control.

The concept of this circuit is as follows. The data coming from consecutive A/D-converters (with a delay

of 2 usec) is compared with each other.

The result is again compared with the result from the next two samples until all the data of one period of

8 usec is compared. Then the procedure will repeat itself.

The cycle starts when enable start is made active by some controlling logic. After the number of samples,

depending on the window size and/or the choice made by the user, the enable end is activated. The basic

block for a comparison section which I have in mind will look somewhat like the following, call it a MM-i

block.

In every block marked "MM-i" with i= 1, 2, 3 or 4, see figure 6, there will be a calculation of extreme values.
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data from A/D-converters

<-- enable start
MINMAX

<-- enable end

start mID max end

Figure 5. MINMAX choice blockschematic.

This means the data of A/Di is compared with the data of A/D i +1 for i= 1,2, or 3, and the data of A/D4 will
be compared with that of A/D\ to complete the loop. In general the structure could be generalized to i =

N, and then the loop will be completed when A/DN is compared to A/D\.

data AID
1

data AID
2

data AID
3

>2;S
9

result MINMAX.

data AID
4

Figure 6. Initial MINMAX structure.
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For this I thought of using a comparing device, for example the ECL lOOK comparator 100166.

This is a 9-bit comparator which puts the results '=', '<' and '>' "real-time" at its output. There is no

enabling signal needed which means that for a trustfully result the data should be latched, before comparison.

The latches will hold the data stable for at least the tnn"e needed for the comparison to take place.

These latches must be placed after the AID-converter (i=l) and between each following comparing stage

(i>l). This is done to allow the data to change at the input while the "old" value is still being processed by

the algorithm hardware.

This design has a hidden problem, there is the possibility of getting multiple of two or four samples but not

a multiple of five this is why I decided to use five AID-converters instead of four. Also this structure could

be expanded to the number of N AID-converters, without much difficulty. The structure of MINMAX with

N = 5 will then be as shown in figure 7.

data from the A/D-converters

500 Mhz ->
<- enable-

'1' --> MINMAX start
'2' --> <- enable-
'5' --> end

Figure 7. MINMAX structure revised.

start mm max

It will be shown later on that the above shown "block" is much more complex than it might appear to be.

As discussed earlier the MINMAX structure will need some sort of comparing logic, a buffering circuit

(latches) and of course additional logic for the synchronization etc.

Multiplexing will be required for the interini results to be distributed correctly.

The MINMAX internal structure will have to be as follows, see figure 8.

With this structure, before the data is put at the output, some multiplexing will be needed to give us the

results on outputs start, min, max and end as suggested in figure 7.

At every block marked "MM-i" with i=l, 2, 3 or 4 there will be a calculation of extreme values.

This means the data of AID; is compared to the data of A/Di+} for i = 1, 2, 3 or 4, and the data of AIDs will

be compared with that of AID} to complete the loop. This is needed for the case that the window-size is a

multiple of two, more about this will follow later on. I still think of using the ECL lOOK comparator 100166,

because some XOR-Iogic only, would not give the desired "<" or ">" outputs.

For this comparator the so called "toggle frequency", which indicates the speed of the circuit, only depends

on the propagation delay time and hold-times, of the other logic to be used, and the time for the comparing

result.
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The latches, these are at the input of each MM-i circuit (not shown in figure 8) to reduce complexity, will

be holding the data stable for at least the time needed for the comparison to take place.

These latches must be placed after the AID-converter (i= 1) and between each following comparing stage

(i> 1). These are the component that represent the pipelining which has been done in this structure, along

with the latches in the multiplexers.

data AID
1

Cl

data AID
2

C2

data AID
3

n
C3

data AID
4

n
C4

data AID
5

C5

result MINMAX

Figure 8. The MINMAX structure.

3.1.0. Basic logic and expected timing

A "MM-i" part of the circuit will look like shown in figure 9.

The connections of one such circuit are denoted by '*', the place of the latches/buffers can now be seen at

the inputs.
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en 2

II
*

*

decJ.sion?

II
*

input data from stage i-I.

en 3-----'

Figure 9. MM-i part.

II
result: MIN or MAX-stage i,

depending on the decision.

en 1

I will continue the discussion of the different sig

nals which will be needed or can be expected,

and the related timing. Data coming from stage

i-I will have to be latched because of the delay of

2 nsec between consecutive samples. When the

data is valid and latched, the comparator com

pares them and gives the result with a delay of

3.3 nsec. Note: the delay of a latch is 1.2 nsee,

after enabling. After the data has been compared

the result is used by the (MPLX) multiplexer to

decide which of the data to transfer to its latch

for the next stage to take over. Remember the

consecutive data at the inputs have a delay of 2

nsec, so the data can only be compared when the

second one is also latched.

The time needed for this multiplexing is

propagation delay input to output after enable

and delay for addressing 1.85 nsec. So a total

delay at each stage of 1.2 + 2.0 + 3.3 + 1.85 =

8.35 nsec will be needed for the desired result at

the output MIN or MAX -stage i. Note that the

delay times mentioned above are worst-case

values, so they may be smaller.

Because I now use five AID-converters instead of four the time we have available between consecutive

samples of an AID-converter with a 500 MHz interleaved sampling clock is now 10 nsee, so the timing seems

to be fitting in the available time for one cycle.

Two very important signals for the latches are en_1 and en_2 which are used to latch in the data from stage

i-I. These signals appear 2 nsec after each other (en_1 goes active first, followed by en_2), and should repeat

every 10 nsec.

To clear some details mentioned above i sketched a timing diagram (see figure 10.) in which all the signals

are put against each other. First we have the five clock signals of the AID-converters.

These signals are derived from the 500 MHz clock signal so divided by N=5, this gives a clock signal every

10 nsec. The enable signals must in some way be synchronized with the clock in such a way that they will

be activated when the data is valid.

Furthermore we know the data delay (in between consecutive samples) is 2 nsec., so the second enable

(en_2) will have to appear 2 nsec after the first one (en_I). Thereafter the data can be compared by the

comparator and this comparison takes 3.3 nsec. This decision is maintained for 10 nsec., this is the delay

before the next en 1 will be active.

The pulse width is also important this must be at least 2.5 nsec. for all the enable signals, and the data is

"latched" after the positive going edge of the enable signal.
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A/D-1 A/D-2 A/D-3 AjD-4 A/D-5 A/D-1

-ll'--_----Jn'--__nt...-__nL...--_----Jn__----Jn__---J

.....en 1

data
valid

.....en 2

data
valid

1.2 ns

2.0 ns

1.2 ns

3.3 ns

1.2 ns

L
I

I
I

L

1.2 ns

L

decision
0.0 ns

decision
valid

.....en 3

Figure 10. Sketch of the expected timing.

Finally which data to be transferred to the next stage can be indicated by the comparator to the multiplexer,

by driving its "addressing"-inputs. The data can be latched for the next stage using the enable of the multi

plexer only during the time the decision is valid and before the next en_1. The time between two enable,

"'en_lor "'en_2, pulses equals N*2 nsec, so in the case of 5 AjD-converters this is 10 nsec.

Furthermore the data in the latch will be valid at its output, about 1.2 nsec after the positive going edge of

the enable, here called en_3.

The same procedure holds for all the stages of this structure, only the timing is moved 2 nsec every time in

the consecutive horizontal, as well as in the vertical stages, (four MM-1, three times MM-2, two times MM-3

and one time MM-4).

3.1.1. Additional logict factor It 2 and 5

In the MINMAX-structure some additional multiplexer logic will be needed to switch between the different

outputs of the MINMAX structure. The data points are labeled B, C and E.

The selection of the rout to choose by the data coming from the A/D's is made depending on the choice

of time-base-frequency.

When the time-base-frequency has a value between 500 MHz and 1 MHz all the samples must be stored,

and no MINMAX is done. The window-size, W = 1.
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When the time base frequency has the value of 500 kHz a MINMAX has to be executed on every two

consecutive samples, this is the case W =2.

Finally in the case that the time-base frequency is between 20 Hz and 200 kHz the MINMAX has to be

executed on every consecutive five samples, or W=n*5.

We saw in the table that the window-sizes could be a multiple of 1, 2 or 5. In the case of window-size 1 no

MINMAX will be needed so we will have to save all the sampled values.

In this case the outputs labeled Bi will be used and the hole MINMAX structure is avoided.

In the case of a window-size of 2 the MINMAX has to be executed on every two consecutive samples. In
this case the outputs labeled Ci will be used.

Now to get the correct results of MINMAX after every two samples this means that we have to save the

results in the following order, C1, C3, C5 followed by C2, C4 and C1, C3 etc the cycle repeats. This is not

as easy as it might seem because the time needed for calculation of C1, C3 and C5 is different from that for

C2 and C4. The controlling logic which has to provide the signals for the memory will have to do this in

accordance with the earlier mentioned order of the resulting data. This could be done by using a counter

which is being compared to a constant number e.g. in a register. When the desired count is reached the

circuit activates the signal for the multiplexer to take the proper output. More detailed information will
follow in paragraph 3.2. and chapter 7.

In the case of a window-size of five, or a multiple of 5, the hole structure is needed with exception of the

last MM-1 circuit at the upper right side of the structure. The latter is only used for the case W=2.

Now the MINMAX result is attained after every five samples at the output labeled 'result MINMAX', see

figure 8.

Note here that either the data points labeled B, Cor D are always used, because of the fact that selection

depends on the chosen time base, and this is a choice of one out of three (1, 2 or 5 factor).

3.2. Basic Controlling circuit

The block structure which has to provide the algorithm part of the hardware and the memory part of the

wright controlling signals, see figure 11, is called the decision circuit and will hereafter be basically specified.

The "trigger clock" signal is a very important one as it, among other things, signals when the initialization

has to start, this is when the input signal is "triggered". This could be done by activating some master reset 

or init signal. Furthermore it could function as an indication for the rest of the circuit when to start the

algorithm.

The "time-base" is important for the decision of the number of samples to be used in the MINMAX

structure, and this depends on the time base-factor 1,2 or 5 as shown in the table presented earlier. In the

case of output '2' there will be another part of the controlling circuit to choose the proper consecutive values

hence C1, C3, C5, C2, C4, C1, etc in this order to save into memory, see figure 8.

The "delayed sweep" can be seen as a signal on which the circuit will have to decide when to start (after a

trigger) with the sampling, and along with the time base it stipulates how many samples have to be taken.

It can also be an indication as to how big a window must be made. This is when the user would like to

choose an other window-size then specified in table 1, paragraph 2.2.0..

"Enable start" and "enable end" are signals to indicate when the start -and last sample must be taken of a

window, also the beginning and the end of the MINMAX algorithm for one window.
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By window is meant a number of samples which the MINMAX. algorithm has to decide on. It might be

enough to use only one of them since the end of one window equals the start of a next one.

500 MHz ->

trigger clock ->

time base ->

delayed ->
sweep

DECISION CIRCUIT

(for control & data saving)

>- enable
start

>- (enable
end)

>- memory
enable

>- "write"
enable

Figure 11. The decision circuit.

'1' '2' '5'

For data storage into memory we need the signals memory enable and write enable. These signals will have

to be related to the last stage enable signal of the MM-i part of the circuit, in this case for i=4.

This circuit should be functioning as follows; after an trigger has been indicated and there has not been an

delayed sweep signal, the enable start has to be activated an the AID-conversion circuitry and MINMAX

is activated.

At the same time some logic has to provide the write signal to save this first sample value of the window,

the so called start sample.

The time base signal, which has different values with factors 1, 2 and 5, is used along with the sampling

frequency to decide the number of samples to be taken. For example a time base of 1 msec, or time base

frequency of 1kHz, means that 500000 samples have to be taken.

This means that, for one period to be shown on an screen with about 500 horizontal pixels, a window of 1000

samples must be used by MINMAX.

A time base of 5 msec means that 2.5 Ms must be taken, hence the window consists of 5000 samples. For

more values see table 1 of paragraph 2.2.0.

So a part of the discission circuitry has to calculate the window size from the chosen time base.

The window size should than be used to load a counter circuit which will signal the end_of_window, or as

called above enable start andlor end, after 1000 samples have been taken.

We could also use the enable start again since the end of one window equals the beginning of the next.

This signal should also be used to save the actual values of MINMAX., values of stage 4, in the case of a

multiple of 5. But also in the other cases when the data is coming from multiplexer-sides labeled A or c.
So when enable start is activated write enable and memory enable must also be activated afterwards.

In case of an also activated delayed sweep signal the procedure is almost the same.

The differences are that now the counter-part of the decision circuitry does not only use the time base factor

signal, but also the delayed sweep factor signal to calculate the window size.
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Furthermore a time delay is calculated to indicate when to initialize the AID conversion and MINMAX after

a trigger has been signaled.

3.3. Data memory concept

When we have a time base selection equal to, or greater then, lMHz see table 1 paragraph 2.2.0., we will

have to save all sampled data at a rate of 8 bits per 2 nsec. This is the fastest mode, and no MINMAX is

to be done by the hardware.

By using five interleaved memory banks we reduce the writing speed to 8 bits per 10 nsec for each bank

which is much more easier to realize with SRAMs (e.g. 100474) of the ECLlOOK series.

This is done by directing the data of the five AID-converters to the five consecutive memory blocks, see

figure 12.

In the case of a multiple of 2, the samples taken at outputs C1, C3, C5 followed by C2 and C4 (and again

C1, C3, C5 etc) will have to be stored into the interleaved memory blocks, in the previous sequence.

This is done every 18 nsec; in the first 10 nsec C1, C2, C3 will be stored, and during the last 8 nsec C2 and

C4.

The delay between the data coming from consecutive Ci is 4 nsec. So the same five memory banks can be

used again. The part of the controlling logic has to control the data multiplexer will have to count the time

passed to be able to switch between the data points Ci.

This can be done with a counter that is been compared with a constant value in, for example, a register. If

the counter is clocked at a frequency of 100 MHz.

When 5 clock counts are detected the enabling of the memory bank has to be changed to the other two

(initially the banks corresponding with C1, C3 and C5 respectively bank 1,3 and 5 are enabled) thus C2 and

C4, respectively banks 2 and 4, see figure 12. After another 4 clock counts the enabling has to be changed

again to the initial situation.

In the case that MINMAX has to be executed on only five samples we will have to save only the data coming

from the output E, the result of the comparison of data of AIDs and A/D\ is not used.

For extreme calculation, of a multiple of five samples, a small feedback circuitry must be designed (see

chapter 5).

For the memory addressing a counter can be used which starts counting after receiving a memory enable

signal, by using one of the AID-clocks as a clock pulse.

The size of the memory depends upon how many data we want to save, but must be at least 500 * 8 bits this

equals about Y2 Kbyte.

But of course when MINMAX is executed more memory will be needed because we will have at least 3

values of 8 bit for each point on the screen.

In that case we will need at least 3 * 500 • 8 bits, and this equals about 1Y2 Kbyte.

In practice the size of memory needed is much larger of course, taking into account the frequency at which

the screen will be refreshed with new data.

Every pixel for W=n*5, demands for at least 3 8-bit-words (or 3 bytes), viz start, minimum and maximum.

So with the suggested 4KB, see chapter 1, we could store at least two full screens.
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Figure 12. Interleaved memory system.



Chapter 4

Software Simulation

The simulation program has been written to make it possible to simulate the ideas that were formed for the

(algorithm-) hardware as suggested in the previous chapter. In the program the signal type and its frequency

as well as the time base frequency and the sample-frequency are made variable to the program user.

In this the user will be able to experiment with different values and functions. But in practice the sample

frequency is a constant value of 500000000. By doing this the different situations as presented in table 1, see

paragraph 2.2.0., can be verified.

4.0. The program instructions

The simulation program can be run by typing SIMU followed by <ENI'ER > at the dos prompt, of course

in the directory where the SIMU.EXE fIle is located, you can now insert the simulation values you wish when

asked for.

The first you see is a start-up window followed immediately by the question of the first simulation variable,

viz the type of signal you want to simulate at the input.

****************************************************************

This is a simulation program of the MINMAX-(hardware-)algorithm.

By Leendert JJ. Pengel (c) 1991.
****************************************************************

Which function (b)lock n(o)isel or (s)ine or (n)oise2:

Here you can make a choice for the kind of signal you wish to simulate at the input by typing a first letter;

b : a simulated rectangular function with a glitch,

o : a simulated rectangular function with a glitch and added noise,

s : a simulated sine 'function with a glitch,

n : a sine function with added noise.

After you have typed a letter you see the following;

****************************************************************

This is a simulation program of the MINMAX-(hardware-)algorithm.

By Leendert JJ. Pengel (c) 1991.

****************************************************************

Which function (b)lock n(o)isel or (s)ine or (n)oise2: "letter"

27
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What is the frequency of this signal:
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At this point you can insert the frequency of the signal which has been simulated at the input.

This and all following numbers must be integers and must be less then 2147483647 (this is the maximum

number for an integer of type long in the C-Ianguage). But in practice this will be a value which is less then

the range given by the type of oscilloscope in this case less then ooסס50000 (or 500 MHz). If you take the

Nyquist rate into account this must be at the most 250000000 (or 250 MHz).

After having inserted a correct number followed by enter you will see;

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
This is a simulation program of the MINMAX-(hardware-)algorithm.

By Leendert JJ. Penge1 (c) 1991.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Which function (b)lock n(o)ise1 or (s)ine or (n)oise2: "letted"

What is the frequency of this signal: "numbed"

Insert a value for the time base 'frequency':

Now insert a value for the time base frequency as you would have selected with a real oscilloscope this
means values that are a multiple of 1, 2 or 5 for example 10 (for 10Hz) oo0סס1 (for 100kHz) 2000 (for 2kHz)

50000000 (for 50 MHz) etc.

The next value to be inserted is the value of the sample frequency this is done in the following window;

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
This is a simulation program of the MINMAX-(hardware-)algorithm.

By Leendert JJ. Pengel (c) 1991.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Which function (b)lock n(o)ise1 or (s)ine or (n)oise2: "letted"

What is the frequency of this signal: "numbed"

Insert a value for the time base 'frequency': "number2"

Insert a value for the sampling frequency:

After entering a value and pressing enter the values you will see the next window;

28
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****************************************************************

This is a simulation program of the MINMAX-(hardware-)algorithm.

By Leendert JJ. Pengel (c) 1991.
***************************************************************.

Which function (b)lock n(o)ise1 or (s)ine or (n)oise2: "Jetterl"

What is the frequency of this signal: "numberl"

Insert a value for the time base 'frequency': "number2"

Insert a value for the sampling frequency: "number3"

The values inserted were: numberl, number2 and number3 press <ENTER>
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Now the basic values are known by the simulation program and you will be asked for the type of plot you

would like to see of the values stored by the MINMAX-algorithm.

•••••••••••••*•••••••••••••*•••****************.****************

This is a simulation program of the MINMAX-(hardware-)algorithm.

By Leendert JJ. Pengel (c) 1991.
•••****••*.*.**••*.*••*•••*••***********************************

Which function (b)lock n(o)ise1 or (s)ine or (n)oise2: "letterl"

What is the frequency of this signal: "numberl"

Insert a value for the time base 'frequency': "number2"

Insert a value for the sampling frequency: "number3"

The values inserted were: numberl, number2 and number3 press <ENTER>

Which plot type would you like (a)LL, (m)inMaxAlg or (l)inePlot:

After you have entered a letter corresponding to the available plot types the program will perform some

calculations to decide how may samples there will be taken and the values will be prompted after you have

pressed enter.
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The following screen will then be;
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
This is a simulation program of the MINMAX-(hardware-)algorithm.

By Leendert JJ. Pengel (c) 1991.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Which function (b)lock n(0)ise1 or (s)ine or (n)oise2: "letter1"

What is the frequency of this signal: "numbed"

Insert a value for the time base 'frequency': "number2"

Insert a value for the sampling frequency: "number3"

The values inserted were: number1, number2 and number3 press <ENTER>

Which plot type would you like (a)LL, (m)inMaxAlg or (l)inePlot: "letter2"

Plot with method letter2,

The number of samples are numberX

The number of samples per pixel on screen = numberY

The simulation will start now, after you've pressed on <ENTER>.

Now the graphics part starts with the plotting of the function as sampled by the simulated system. When this
is finished you'll see the text;

Graph with 256-quantization-levels

After you have pressed enter the data which has been stored by the simulation program will be plotted by

the method inserted by you at the beginning.

Depending on the chosen method you'll see a different plot that ends with on of the following messages;

End of plot_(A)LL_data! or,

End of plot_(M)inMaxAlg_data! or,

End of plot_(L)inePlot_data!.

After you have pressed on enter (after one of above mentioned messages has appeared) you'll be given a

chance to repeat the running of the simulation program.
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This will be asked with the next windoW;

Do you want to repeat the simulation?

Press 'q' or '0' to quit, any other key to repeat
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Ifyou press q on your keyboard the program will terminate with the message shown below followed by your

DOS-prompt;

**•••••••••••••••••••••••**.*••••*•••*•••••
You decided to quit the simulation program,

thank you for your attention, good bye!
.*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*

If you press anything else including enter the simulation program will start all over again, and you can insert

other values.

A listing of the program which has been used for the simulation is shown in Appendix A at the back of this
report. The program is written in (Turbo-) C but using most of the standard ANSI-C rules for compiler

checking.

4.1. Some simulation examples

Following are some examples which are the result of runs of the simulation program (SIMU.EXE). In al

the simulation the sample frequency is chosen to be the practical value of 500 MHz. For all the simulations

the (L)inePlot-type is used.

The first one, plot 1, is of a sine wave with added noise, signal frequency (1 MHz) and the time base

frequency is set at 1 MHz.

No MINMAX is done because there are 500 samples, and they will all be used for reconstruction. The next

example, plot 2, is for a sine wave with again added noise, but of a frequency of 750 kHz, the time base is

set at 500 kHz. In this case the window size will be 2, so MINMAX is used.

The third example, plot 3, is one with a rectangular function with noise, of frequency 300 kHz and the time

base is set at 200 kHz. Now MINMAX has to be performed on a window of 5 samples.

The forth example, plot 4, is of a simulation done again with a rectangular function with added noise but now

of a frequency of 40 kHz and the time base is set at 20 kHz, so now there will be 50 samples for MINMAX

to process.

The next simulation, plot 5, is done with a sine wave with added noise of a frequency of 500Hz an time base

setting 1 kHz, so the window size is now 1000 samples.

The last simulation, plot 6, is done with an sine wave with a glitch as input signal of 1 kHz, a time base set

at 1 kHz. The number of samples will be 500000 and the window size will be 1000 samples.
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End of Dlot_(L)inePlot_data!

Simulation plot example 1, Flip = 1 MHz and Ftimeb.= 1 MHz.

Simulation plot example 2, Flip.= 750 kHz, Ftimeb.= 500 kHz.
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End of plot_(L)inePlot_data!

Simulation plot example 3, Fsign. = 300 kHz, F timeb•= 200 kHz.
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Simulation plot example 4, Fsign. = 40 kHz, Ftimeb. = 20 kHz.
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Simulation plot example 5, Fsign. = 500 Hz, Ftimeb. = 1 kHz.

Simulation plot example 6, Fsign. = 1 kHz, Ftimeb.= 1 kHz.
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4.2. Translation of hardware into software
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After we have seen how the simulation program works we can now make a kind of translation of the

software in to hardware.

This means we have to find a hardware structure, with standard ECL logic of the ECLlooK series, that

realizes the same result as we could expect from the simulation, and the ideas explained in chapter 3. This

means that it has to be possible to compare 8-bit data delivered at a speed of 8-bit per 2 nsee, thus at a data

rate of 500 Mbyte/sec.

The chosen ECL-components can only be used for this project at this speed, (considering the delay-times)

using pipelining as explained in the preceding chapter, this will be discussed in chapter 5.

The translation in hardware is basically easy because it consists of some comparing device and some memory

structure for saving the information which is necessary for reconstruction. Furthermore the sampling must

be done, but this is automatically done by the AID-converters.

For the comparing part some comparator's (available in the ECLlooK-series) can be used, in combination

with a data multiplexer to decide which data to save, and when.

As for the memory structure this can be realized using static RAM components. This reduces the overhead

(compared to dynamic RAM where refresh would be needed). Which type to be used depends on the

amount of memory we will need.

Before this all can be realized, I had to make a global design. This means dividing the whole problem into

smaller parts, and defining the function every part (block) should have. Inputs and outputs must then also

specified. How this is done is found in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

Concept-realization Block-schematic

After the simulation has been performed and the results were acceptable the further design and simulation

of the algorithm part could start.

The complete hardware block part that is to be tested (simulated) is shown in figure 13.

data_input (from AD's)

elk ad 1 ->

elk ad 2 ->
'MINMAX-algorithm'

elk ad 3 ->
&

elk ad 4 ->
some controlling

elk ad 5 -> logic.

<- low in
<- high_in
<- reset
<- trigger
<- input 2
<- input-5
<- multi-5
<- en start

Data multiplexing circuit

II
data_outputs of algorithm

start, min and max

Figure 13. The basic algorithm block.

The input data has already been discussed in earlier chapters. The elk_inputs of the AID-converters clk_ad_1

to 5 are to be used because of the fact that the data of the converters is stable 2.5 nsec. after the negative

going edge of the clock (until the next negative going edge).

Furthermore each AjD_clock has a 50% duty-cycle, which results in overlap of the clock signals. This fact

has been used to generate the internal enabling signals.

5.0. Analog to digital conversion

The analog to digital conversion is done by five interleaved AID converters of the type NE 5160.

These are not used in the hardware simulation because the output specification of the AID-converters is
enough to make the simulation for the rest of the circuitry possible.
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5.0.0. AID-converter timing

CHAPTER 5. GRADUATION REPORT

As a matter of security I did some measurements with the AjD-converter that would be used. The results

showed, see picture 1, that indeed the best time to take over the data from the converter into the latches,

is on the positive edge of the AID converters sample clock.

This just before the data is to change again because of the next sample to be taken.

I I

". j. I i
H' ! t I

"--- r--- '-'T ..
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II,
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j !
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r::: ~i
.. - .- - ...~-.,.... . . . .. P""II.. .. .

,'J -= ,J
.. -i~- !

Picture 1. The AID-converter timing.

In the picture of the measured timing we see in the upper trace the switching of a LSB bit output, and in

the lower trace the sample clock of the AjD converter.

5.0.1. Clock-circuit for the AID-converters

In the simulated design the clock signals for the AID-converters were generated by a fictive circuit called

the "elk_unit", see figure 14a. The only thing this circuit does is provide 4 different delays of one same clock

signal elk ad1 (lOOMHz).

The delayed clock signals are called clk_ad1 (delay Ons), clk_ad1 (delay 2ns), elk_ad3 (delay 4ns), elk_ad4

(delay 6ns) and elk_adS (delay 8ns).
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The delay values between braces are the delay times relative to elk_adl.

In the realization of the design in hardware this elk_unit will have to be designed with EeL-components. I

made some preliminary study on the design of such a clk_unit, see figure 14b.

The resulting design, called "clk_eirc" and its logic will be discussed in paragraph 7.0.

low in
hign in
reset

.. sys_clk

.. klok in

clk unit

(a)

Figure 14. The elk_unit and clk_circ block.

(b)

5.1. The algorithm part

The complete structure that had to be designed and tested was shown in figure 13. This includes the

algorithm part that only has to provide the minimum and maximum values. This algorithm part is shown in

figure 15.

data from A/D-converters

- en start
<- trigger
<- init

II . . . II
<

MINMAX

elk AD i >
c lk-AD-i+1--->
clk-AD-i+2 >
clk-AD-i+3 >
clk-AD-i+4 >

start min max

Figure 15. Total Data Acquisition (MINMAX)-block.

The hardware of the algorithm is shown in figure 16. The block shown in figure 16 is of course only a part

of that in figure 15. (=figure 7.).
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Figure 15 includes also the controlling, and synchronization, and in figure 16 only that part of the design is

shown that provide the extreme values of the sampled data coming from the AID-converters. The latter are

represented by the squares labeled data AID;, with i=1..5. For the multiple of two samples a "feedback" loop

is needed, for the data of AID1 to be compared with that of AIDs, this shown in the figure by the (*).
The principle of the circuitry could be tested in order to be able to make conclusions with respect to

possibilities and bottleneck's in the design.

5.1.0. The MINMAX-algorithm hardware

There are three different structures, see figure 16, of "MM-i", I called them min}.J>lus, max}.J>lus and

mm}.J>lus. These are all based on the structure of one stage given in figure 9 of chapter 3.

The first one (MM-1) determines the minimum and maximum of two compared values, the second the

maximum, and the third a minimum.

Figure 16. The MINMAX-basic design.
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The latter two are represented by MM-2, MM-3 and MM-4, see also figure 17. These three are needed

because we want to determine both minimum and maximum values of a sequence of samples.

For this reason, and for speed purposes, I decided to build a parallel structure in which the minimum and

maximum will be determined simultaneously.

But in the primary stage, where data is coming from the AD-converters, a decision must be made in order

to determine which data to send to which part of the two parallel structure, see figure 17.

In this figure we can see the first stage in which a minimum and a maximum is determined, followed by two

parallel stages in which the overall minimum, and overall maximum are determined.

data from AD-converters

5X
mm_i-p1us

max.
rr===<====!J

6X
max_i-p1us

maximum

Figure 17. Parallel structure of MINMAX.

min.
l.!:::====>======;\

6X
min_i-p1us

minimum

The inputs of the first block are the clock-signals as shown in figure 13, and the data inputs from the A/D

converters. The parallel parts get the primary maximum en minimum values (called "min" and "max" in figure

17) as inputs, and the just mentioned clock signals.

Timing aspects of the circuitry mentioned above as well as the logic design and its simulation follows in

chapter 6.

5.1.1. Multiple of five samples

If there are a multiple of five samples to be processed by MINMAX then additional hardware is needed, see

figure 18.

This circuitry is needed to "save" and compare the results at output E, see figure 16.

The results of the present result is "saved" in order to be compared to the result of the next five samples.

This can be done by an extra stage of MM i, see figure 9, MM-i part). After five samples have been

compared the result, labeled result MINMAX (E) in fJgUTe 16, is compared with the data in the latch labeled

"final MINMAX". The result is put in this same latch.
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When the multiple of five samples is processed, the output of latch "final MINMAX", "MINMAX output"

will contain the final minimum (or maximum).

result MINMAX.(E)

L>

Figure 18. Comparing multiple of five samples.

5.2. The controlling part.

MINMAX

I======::!.!:::===> MINMAX
output

This is a complex part of the design that could only be partly designed, is also an essential part of the design

proposition.

500 MHz -->

trigger -->
clock

timebase -->

delayed -->
sweep

DECISION CIRCUIT

for the overall control

of the complete
design

1----> enable
start

f----> ( enable
end)

f----> memory
enable

f----> "write"
enable

f----> init

Figure 19. Decision circuitry.

'1' '2' '5' multi 5 trigger

This part of the total design has not been developed completely yet, but I have already thought about some

features which are to be included into the controlling part of the decision circuit. Also the init signal that

indicates when the multiple of five samples has to be "calculated" must be generated.

The signals '1', '2' and '5', that are the same as input_1, input_2 and input_5 of the MINMAX algorithm part,

see figure 13, must also be generated.

The same holds for the other control outputs shown in figure 19.

In comparison with the basic idea presented in figure 11 of paragraph 3.2. there are now two more

controlling outputs.

These outputs are multi_5 and trigger.
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Multi_5 five has to go high when the samples to be processed are a multiple of five. The trigger signal is

expected to go high every time a new series of valid data is presented with a different processing demand.

The outputs '1', '2', and '5' are needed for the selection to be done by the data multiplexer, see also figure

13, depending on the choice of time base frequency and/or the delayed sweep function.

data data data data data
from AID from AID from AID from AID from AID

1 2 3 4 5

II >~ >1 >1 I
Bl B2 B3 B4 B5

Figure 20. For the case of W = 1.

We saw in the table of paragraph 2.2.0. that the window-sizes could be a multiple of 2 or 5.

In the case of window-size 1 no MINMAX will be needed so we will have to save all the sampled values,

in the earlier mentioned interleaved memory blocks. In this case the whole MINMAX structure is bypassed,

see figure 20.

In the case of a window-size of 2 the MINMAX has to be executed on every two consecutive samples.

The part of the algorithm used is shown in figure 21.

In this case the data multiplexer will have to pass the data coming from the first MM-i stage to the output

of the MINMAX algorithm hardware.

data AID
1

<====!.!::;]

( *) ...............---"---,

C3

Figure 21. For the multiple of two case W = 2.

To get the correct results of MINMAX after every two samples this means we have to multiplex, and later

on store, the results in the following order, C1, C3, C5 followed by C2, C4 and C1, C3 etc the cycle repeats.

How this is done follows later on in chapter 7.
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The controlling circuit has to provide the enabling of the memory banks, in accordance with the timing of

the data multiplexer.

In the case of a window-size of a multiple of 5 the whole structure is needed with exception of the last MM-l
circuit at the upper right side of the structure, this is shown in figure 22.

Now the MINMAX result of five samples is attained at the output labeled 'result MINMAX'. By using the

feedback structure of figure 18 we get the MINMAX result for multiple of five samples.

data AID
1

2;-S
9

result MINMAX. (E)

Figure 22. MINMAX for multiple of five, W = n • 5 samples.

5.3. The memory part

For storing of the data into memory also additional logic has to be designed that operates in accordance with

the logic used for the data multiplexer mentioned above.

The controlling signals for the memory blocks will have to be provided by the decision circuit in combination

with other addressing logic.

The only thing I know is that for the primary storage fast components will be needed. I thought of e.g. the

100£474 static RAMs, with a 5 nsec. access time. This part of the design has not been worked out yet.
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5.3.0. How the data could be stored
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The data will of course initially be stored in the order they are provided by the MINMAX circuitry.

The data rate depends on the timebase selection and is the biggest when the time base factor is '1'.

In this case all data has to be stored in the consecutive (interleaved) memory blocks shown in figure 12 of

paragraph 3.3.

In this case the data of A/D j (for all i) will be stored in the memory bank i. This is done with a speed of

8 bits per 2 nsec.

This demands an access time for each memory bank of 8 nsec maximum.

If we choose the 100474 of the ECL100K series we will have an access time (write recovery) of 5 nsec this
is enough four our purpose. To fulfill the setup demands latches will have to be used to hold the data stable

for the write access time specified for the memory components.

In the other cases '2' and '5' the access time demand is smaller respectively 4 nsec. and every 10 nsec, or

more in the case of multiple of five samples for the window size.

After the data has been stored in the primary memory (fast memory), the data could be (re-)arranged in

a secondary memory in such a way that it would be easier to access. This will probably be done anyway

taking into account the relatively slow refresh rate of the screen.

5.3.1. Accessing the stored data

Accessing the data is of course dependant on the way it was stored and what the peripherals addressing

capabilities are.

But I can not tell much about this because this is not specified yet by the group that has been dealing with

this part of the problem, Philips Research in Almelo. So the suggested hardware that would be used to

interface with the PC was not available. The same holds for the software which should be adjusted and/or

modified, as mentioned in chapter 1.

The latter was not available yet.
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Logic design and timing aspects

Now we have a global idea of the logic that has to be designed we can start looking for the components to

realize the functions specified for each block. To clear some details mentioned before, and to illustrate the

importance of a correct timing, I will use some simulated "measured" results done with Ouicksim.

6.0. Used components and there timing

In this section I will show the logic which was designed and I will explain their timing using the simulations

done with Ouicksim, a tool from Mentor Graphics.

6.0.0. The MM-i blocks design and timing

The different circuit-blocks mm_iylus, min_iylus and max}ylus that where designed and simulated, based

on the MM-i structure of chapter 3, are shown in the figures 23a, b and c. The task of these blocks is to

compare two inputs, and produce the result (minimum and/or maximum) at their output.

o .. .....
I • MH-I I I MIN-I I I MAX-I

00 00 00

1"-1"- I"- I"- 1"-1"-
-~

.-iN ..... N .-iN
nOl '1'1 'I 01
:3:3 :3::1 :3:3

~~ ~~ ~~
+HJ +J+J +J+J

~~
n!nI n!n!
'tl'tl 'tl'tl

l"

e- ..
e

(a) (b)

Figure 23. (a) mm IJllus (b) min iJllus (c) max iJllus.

(c)

The inputs follow each other with a delay of 2 nsec but change every 10 nsec. Within this time the decision

must be made and set at the output. For the synchronization the (A/D-) clock signals are available.
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Internally, this will be shown later on, the enable signal are derived from the clock signals connected clock

inputs ad_i, ad}+1, ad}+2 and ad_i+4. These are respectively pins 3, 4, 5 and 6 in figure 23. The MR, pin

1, is an master reset signal used for complete initialization of the internal logic. The low_in signal, connected

on pin 1, is an active low input this signal must be low before the MR is activated and must remain low for

the complete duration of the process of MINMAX. The data to be compared is connected at the 8 bit inputs

databus1(7:0) and databus2(7:0), see pins 8, 9 and 10 in figure 23.

The definition of the signals is the same of that of the data outputs of the AfD-converters already explained

in chapter 3 (paragraph 3.0.).

The output of the MM-i block depends on the type of MM-i block we are considering. The mm_iylus has

to outputs maximum(7:0) and minimum(7:0), see pins 7 and 8. The first is the largest, and the second is the

smallest of the inputs databus1(7:0) and databus2(7:0).

The output is available 11.0 nsec after the first data was presented at the input databus1(7:0), or 9.0 nsec

after databus2(7:0). The data at the output is available (and stable) for 10.0 nsec.

H the data on databus1(7:0) is greater than databus2(7:0) than the outputs maximum, minimum will be the

same as databus1(7:0) and databus2(7:0) respectively, vice versa.

When databus1(7:0) equals databus2(7:0), the output minimum equals output maximum.

In this case both output will be equal to databus2(7:0). For the cases of min}ylus an max_iylus the timing

is the same the only difference is that now only the maximum or the minimum is presented at the output.
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+ I + I t I t I t od- i

+ I I + I I + I I + I I + l- od_i + 1

+ I 1+ I 1+ I 1+ I 1+ L od_i +2

+ I + I I + I I + I I + r- od_i +I!

_ J + I J + I J + I J + 1 J + I /MM_i / q3/_Be
- - - - -

_J + 1 J + 1 J + I J + I + / MM_i / q1/_8 e
- - - -

+ ___ J + +1 ~I + /MM_i / q5/ 0_
- - - - - - - - - -

+ + _ +J +1 + /MM_i / q5/ 0-l
- - - - - -- - - - - - - -
"B8r + 81 i8 22 i8 84 iF + dotobusl

eOr + 18 + 11 BB + FF 48 + OF + dotobus2

+ 1_ J_J + +1 J +1 J +1 J /MM_i/q6/_8
- - -

08r + + 18 + 22 + 118 + )C MiniMuM

GOr + + 81 + BS + 811 + )C MoxiMUM

18.8 28.8 38.8 48.8 58.8

Figure 24a. Simulation of mm}ylus.
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For min_iylus the output minimum(7:0) is the smallest of databus1(7:0) and databus2(7:0), and for

max_iylus the output maximum(7:0) is the largest of the two inputs.

In the following timing diagrams we can see the result of a simulation of the circuits, this was done after the

internal logic, see following figures, was designed.

Simulations of the blocks plotted in figures 23a, b, and c are respectively in figures 24a, b and c.

+ + + + low_in

+ + '+ + MA

od_i+ I t I + I t I
I+ I I + I I + I I + I od_1 + 1

J+ I 1+ I 1+ I 1+ I od_1 +2

+ I + I I + I I + I L od_i +4

1 + I J + I J + I J + I /Min_1/q3/_eo
· - - - -

J + I J + 1 J + I J + I_ J /Min_i/ql/_eo- - - -
+ J + +1 :1 / Mi n_1 / q 5 / 0_1 t_b

· - - - - - - - - - - - -
38r + 81 i8 22 i8 8ll iF dotobusl

38r + 18 + 11 BB + FF ll8 + OF dotobus2

+1· J + +1 J +\ J /Min_i/q6/_el- - -
J8r + + 18 + 22 + 48 MiniMuM

18.8 28.8 38.8 48.8 58.8

Figure 24b. Simulation of min}ylus.

In these timing diagrams the reader can also find some signals that can not be seen from the outside of the

block. These are internal signals and they correspond to the signals to be measured in the circuitry of figures

27a, 27b, 27c and 27d.

I will discuss these signals later on, for now its enough if we look at the signals low_in, MR, ad}, ad} +1,

ad_i+2, ad}+4, databus1, databus2 and minimum and/or maximum, see figure 24.

The reader can verify above mentioned delays from the simulations. The numbers given on the x-axis are

times in nsec, and the different signals with names corresponding to names in the logic circuits are given in

the y-axis.

The simulated input data is, in principle, chosen at random but in such a manner that the data bits undergoes

drastic changes.

Now we have seen how each circuit block behaves let us see how these functions are realized internally at

one lower level in each block, for this look at figures 25a, 25b and 25c.
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In these figures we find the logic of each of the earlier shown blocks that were shown in figure(s) 23.

+ + + + 1ow_i n

~ + + + + MR

+ I + I + I + I od_i

+ 1 I + 1 I + I I + I r- od_i +1

+ I 1+ I 1+ I 1+ 1 r- od_i +2

+ I + I I + I I + I L od_i +4:

_J + I J + I J + I J + I /Mox_i / q3/_eo- - - -
_J + I J + I J + I J + I_ J /Mox_i/ql/_eo- - -

+ J + +1 :1 /Mox_i / q5/ 0_1 t_
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OOr + 81 i8 22 i8 84 iF dotobus1

OOr + 18 + 11 SS + FF ll8 + OF dotobus2

r- J + +1 J +1 J +1 /Mox_i/q6/_e1
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18.8 28.8 38.8 48.8 58.8

Figure 24c. Simulation of max_iylus.
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Figure 25a. The internal mm_iylus blocks.

In figure 25a we find the general form of the MM-i logic. This is represented in the block labeled mmJ For

the other figures this is min_i and max_i
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The reader can see the both data inputs databus1(7:0) and databus2(7:0) and the outputs (in this case)

minimum(7:0) and maximum(7:0).

Furthermore now the enable signals en_1, en_2 and en_3 can be found. These are provided by the logic in

the block labeled en_gen.

The logic in en-Ben, provides the enabling signals en_1, en_2 and en_3 mentioned in chapter 3, using the

clock signals of the AjD-converters. The en_gen is the simplest block (see figure 26a), so I will start by

explaining this one and go on with the MM-i blocks.

databus2{7:0)
databusl{7:0)

low in
:>-----Iad T
>-----1aai+1
">----1ad-i +2
:>-----Iaai +4

mini

minimum{O:7)

Figure 25b. The internal min_iylus blocks.
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Figure 1Sc. The internal max)ylus blocks.

The en 1 signal is found by an OR-function between the clock signal ad i and ad i+1, for en 2 the same- - - -
is done with clock signals ad_i+2 and cIk_adi+4, see figure 27a.
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The only restriction is that the clock signals must have the known 50% duty-cycle and a delay of 2 nsec

between the successive clock signals.

Furthermore we know the data is stable 2.5 nsec after the negative going edge of the concerning A/D

converter clock, until the next negative going edge.

With this knowledge the en gen signals can be defined. The simulation of the en gen block is shown in- -
figure 26.

+ + + + + + + low_In

+ + + + + + + od_1

+ I + I + I + I + I + I + I od_I+1

+ I + I + I + I + I + I + I od_1 +2

+ + I + I + I + I + I + l- od_1 +4

.... ____ :-J + 1- _+_1 + 1- _+_1 + I- _+_1 en_I

+ I + Oil - __ I + Oil - __ I + OJ___ r--- en_2.... -------_____ :-J + 1- __ I + + I- __ I + + I - _I + en_3-
5.8 18.8 15.8 28.8 25.8 38.8 35.8 48.8

Figure 26. Simulation of en_gen.

We see the clock signals, ad_i, ad_i+l, ad}+2 and ad}+4 of the AID-converters and the resulting en_i

signals, en_l, en_2 and en_3. The en_i outputs, pins 6, 7 and 8 in figure 27a, are used for controlling the

latches in the mm_i, min} and max} blocks. Because the clock signals did overlap, the logic that provided

the correct enable signals was very simple.

The only logic needed were some OR-gates, 100102 of the ECL100K series, see figure 27a. By OR-ing two

consecutive clocks I got the desired signal for the enable, with the correct duration. This is a pulse with

length 3 nsec and has a period of 10 nsec.

en_gen

low in. ad I"
low in E

ad-i+l en 1
ad i DlA ClA

ad-i+2 D2A .,..
ad i+l D1B -OB en 2ad-i+4 O2B 08.. OlC -DC

ad i+2 D2C DC
olD -00

O2D 00

6 DlE -OE en 3en ad i+4 O2E Cl&

en
en

Figure 27a. en~en block and logic.
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For en_1 and en_2 this was done as follows;

en_1 = ad_i + ad_i+1,

and en 2 = ad i+1 + ad i+2.- - -
The enable for the multiplexer part inside a MM-i block was basically formed the same way. Only in this

case the clock signals that were OR-ed were not consecutive.

This is because the comparing operation and the propagation delay of the latches must also be included in

the timing for en_3.
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Figure 27b. mm_i intemallogic.

The delay needed before en_3 could be activated resulted to be 1.9 nsec. of the latch for databus2(7:0), see

q1 and q2 in figure 27b, plus 2.0 of the delay between en_1 and en_2 (in this is included the 1.9 nsec of the

latch for databus1(7:0), see q3 and q4 in figure 27b) plus 3.5 nsec for the comparator, see q5 in figure 27b,

to give an decision at its output is a total of 7.4 nsec. after en_1, or 5.4 nsec after en_2.
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After some study of the clock signals it became possible to combine two other clock signals to make en_3
with. This was done as follows.

en 3 = ad i+2 + ad i+4.- - -

The result can be seen in the timing diagram of figure 26.

The logic of en_gen (one level lower) is shown in figure 27. I will continue now with the explaining of the
MM-i block timing.

1 !--!

h.
ilUilU ~111,~,lli

1,1 8,8 ala a,lI I~
11

Figure 27c. min i intemallogic.

When the en_I, _EA and _EB of q3 and q4 in figure 27b, is low the data at databusl(7:0) is passed to the

comparator, the latch of databusl(7:0) is transparent. This data is then latched when the enable input of

input latch goes high, thus on the positive going edge of en_I. The same holds for en_2, _EA and _EB of

ql and q2, and databus2(7:0). The signal en_3 is low, see _El and _E2 of q6, q7, q8 and q9 in figure 27b,

when both en_1 or en_2 have been low, and the data has been compared by the comparator.
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This is at least 5.4 nsec after en 2 has gone low. In this case, see /mm. ijq3/ ea, /mm i/q1/ ea and- - - --
/mm.}/q6/_e1 in figure 24a, this is 6.0 nsec after en_2 is low, because of the above mentioned en...Ben

circuit.

At the negative going edge of en_3 the output latches of the multiplexers are transparent and the data is

written to the minimum and/or maximum outputs, see minimum and maximum in figure 24a. This data must

be, and is, latched at the positive edge of en_3.
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Figure 27d. max} internal logic.

The logic for en_gen and the MM-i blocks used to realize the desired functions as mentioned above can be

seen in figures 27a, b, c and d, for respectively en_gen, mm._i, min} and max}. The logic for en_gen consist

of a simple Quint 2-input OR/NOR gate with enable, the 100102.

The enable input is always connected to a low level ('0') this is done with the low_in input.

The mm}, min} and max} consist of basically the same components, viz the 4 hex D-type latches 100150

labeled q1 to q4 in the figures 27, the 9-bit comparator 100166 (q5). The difference is 4 Quad 2-way multipl

exer/latch 100155 for the mm._i, q6 to q9 in figure 27b, and 2 Quad 2-way multiplexer/latch 100155 for the

min} and max} circuits, q6 and q7 in figures 27c and 27d.
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The D-type latch have a delay of 1.9 nsec from input to output, after their enable input goes low. This time

was expected to be 1.2 nsee, in paragraph 3.1.0., but this was not the case, hence the timing will be somewhat

different.

This means that the comparator makes a valid decision on its inputs only 1,9 seconds after en_2 has gone

low, see /mrn._i/q5/a_lt_b (or /mrn._i/q5/a_gt_b) in figure 24a.

Put another way, the comparator can only make a correct decision after 1.9 + 2.0 = 3.9 nsec. Note, the 1.9

nsec delay of the first latch controlled by en_1 is included in the 2.0 nsec delay between the en_1 and en_2.

Another aspect of the en_i signals, which is very important, is that the signals must remain active (=low) for

at least 2.5 nsec. With en_gen the en_i signals are low fore 3.0 nsec so this is in accordance with the

specifications.

After the data has passed the comparator (simulated by Quicksim) it takes 3.5 nsec., and not 3.3 as suggested

by the data handbook, to compare the data and gives an high signal at one of its outputs (a<b, a = b or a> b,

the other two remain low) depending on the magnitude of the inputs.

This result is used to drive the multiplexer into the proper direction.

The decision is available at the output 2.0 + 1.9 + 3.5 = 7.4 nsec. after the negative going edge of en_1, or

5.4 nsec after en_2 as explained earlier.

After this the en_3 can be activated (made low) for the output multiplexer's to pass the data to the output

(minimum and/or maximum), and is latched after en_3 goes high.

Care has to be taken here because en_3 must go high at least 1.9 nsec. before the en_1 goes low for the next

set of inputs. This is because of the setup -and hold times of the multiplexer inputs. The data at the output

is now stable, and can be used by the next stage.

The effect of using a pipelined structure is clear when we observe the delay of the data being transferred

from the input to the output of one mm_i, min_i or max_i block and the time of one period of data change

at the input. The data at the input changes every 10 nsec with a delay of 11.0 nsec.

The fact that all the en_i signals were deduced from the clock signals has the advantage that now the hole

structure is synchronized with the conversion clock and internal delay differences will not influence the

process.

The input low_in is used to connect all unused inputs of the components to a well defined logic level. This

is essential for ECL logic as is also the need for every output to be connected by a ECL-pull-down resistor.

The master reset, MR., is used for initialization of the latches, and must have a pulse width of at least 2.5

nsec. After the individual circuits have been designed and simulated, and it seemed the individual circuits

functioned properly, I compiled the hole MINMAX structure to find out if and how it works.

Figure 17 can now be shown in detail using the already explained circuit blocks of mm}ylus, min_iylus

and max_iylus, see figure 28. For this reason five mrn._iylus blocks, six max_iylus and six min}ylus

blocks were needed. This all put together corresponds to the structure shown in figure 22, with the parallel

structure of figure 17.

The five MM-I blocks, with their input and output, correspond to the structure shown in figure 21, again

without the multiplexers. We see here, corresponding with figure 17, the complete structure in which these

are represented in the blocks MM-I, MIN-I and MAX-I respectively.
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Figure 28. Complete MINMAX circuit structure.
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The additional block labeled clk_unit is used only to simulate the different clock signals of the AjD-
converters. This provides the earlier mentioned 2 nsec delay between successive clock signals, see also

paragraph 5.0.1.

+ + + + reset

q1/ c 1k_od 1

q 1/ c 1k_od2

q1/ c 1k_od3

q1/ c 1k_od4

q1/ elk_odS

,81'" doto_od1

doto_od2,81'"

,81'" doto_od3

doto_od4

·Br data_odS

,81'" q1/q1/MlnlMuM

·Br q1/q2/MlnlMuM

,81'" ql/q3/MlnlMuM

,81'" ql/q4/MlnlMuM

·Br ql/qS/MlnlMuM

,81'" q1/q9/MlnlMuM

,81'" q1/q18/MlnlMu

,81'" q1/q11/MlnlMu

,81'" q1/qll!lMlnlMu

,81'" q1/q15/MlnlMu

,81'" q1/q17/MlnlMu

28.8 48.8 68.8 88.8 188.8

Figure 29a. Simulation of the basic MINMAX structure. MIN part.

As can be seen from the simulations the total delay from input to output is of 47.0 nsec. for the processing

of five samples.

The mentioned delay can be seen e.g. between the signals data_adl and ql/ql7/minimum in figure 29a. The

same holds for data_adl and ql/ql6/maximum in figure 29b.

This is in accordance with the delays in the MM-i blocks viz 11.0 nsec for each block. There is something

very important to be noticed here.
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There are four levels in the MINMAX structure as presented in figure 28, the first one with the five MM-I

blocks, and then three parallel levels of MIN-I and MAX-I blocks.

+ + + + reset

q 1Ie 1k_od 1

q lIe Ik_od2

q 1Ie 1k_od3

+ q 1Ie lk_od4

+ q 1Ie Ik_od5

'8r + doto_od1

'8r + doto_od2

'8r + doto_od3

'8r + do to_od4

'8r + doto_odS

'8r + q1/ql/MoxlMuM

'8r + q1/q2/MoxlMuM

'8r + q1/q3/MoxlMuM

'8r + q1/q4/Moxlr'IUM

'8r + q1/qS/MoxlMuM

'8r + q1/q6/MoxlMuM

'8r + + ql/q7/MoxlMuM

·ar + + .q 1I q 8 I M°x 1MUM

·Qr + + ql/q12/MoxlMUM

'8r + + q1/q13/MoxlMUM

'8r + + + q1/q16/MoxlMuM

28.8 48.8 68.8 88.8 188.8

Figure 29b. Simulation of the basic MINMAX structure. MAX part.

Ifwe add up the delay times we will get a total delay of 4 times 11.0 nsec is 44.0 nsec. Simulation shows 47.0

nsec.

The difference can be explained as follows. The consecutive clock signals that are used for the MIN-I and

MAX-I blocks in the lower three levels.

The clock signals at the input were chosen in such a way that the restrictions for the data and enable signals

would approximate those of the first level.

This is the reason for the extra 1.0 nsec in every level.
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Figure 29c. Simulation of the basic MINMAX structure. only result.

Taking this into account we now find a total delay of 1 • 11.0 + 3 • 12.0 and this equals the 47.0 nsec. as

was measured in the simulations.
The data at the outputs minimum(7:0) and maximum(7:0) of the MINMAX structure is the result of

processing five consecutive samples.

The data compared in the first cycle was data_ad1=81, data_ad2=01, data_ad3=45, data_ad4=31 and

data_ad5=54 so the minimum is q1/q17/minimum=01 and the maximum is q1/q16/maximum=81 as can

also be seen in the simulation, see figure 29c. The outputs remain stable (unchanged) for 10.0 nsec, because

of the latching function of the multiplexers q6, q7, q8 and q9 in figure 27.

6.0.1. The multiple of five part

The basic MINMAX is now ready but we still cannot calculate minimum and/or maximum for the multiple

of five (10, 15, 20, etc) samples. So now we will need the feedback part needed for the multiple of 5 samples

window, as was introduced in figure 18 in paragraph 5.1.

We will have to design two types of the multiple of five circuits which are basically the same but one is for

the minimum part of MINMAX and the other for the maximum part.

Furthermore there must be a kind of init signal that signals the circuit when to start the process of multiple

of five extremes calculation. The blocks for the circuits of multmin (for the minimum part), and multmax

(for the maximum part) are shown in figure 30a.
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The internal logic for respectively multmin and multmax are shown in figures 30b and 30c. Finally the

simulations for the circuits are shown in the figures 30d and 30e. The inputs are the signals low_in, reset,

init and the clock signals ad_i, ad_i+1, ad_i+3 and ad_i+4. These are respectively the pins 1, 2,3,4,5,6

and 7 in figure 30a. Also the data resulting after every five samples is input of the multmax/min circuits at

input databus(7:0), pin 9 in figure 30a.

multrnin
en

l'- aa .... r--

~ low in r-- -- +Jreset r-l rl
l~ init

U} ::s. ::s (I).- ad i ~~ . Q)

;;- ad-i+l oW ~
~ ad-i+3 "'

s::
.t- .r/

ad-i+4 'tl a..
JI

multmax
en

11

- 0

~
0 ..

low in o. r--
reset r-- -- ,JJ

~ init r-l.
(I)

rl
'";"" ad i ::s ::s
'";" ad-i+l

~
(I)

• QJ
>- ad-i+3 ~. oW Xe- ad-i+4 "'..

"'- 'tl a
.01 1

Figure 3Oa. Multmax and multmin Block schematic.

The timing of the multiple of five circuit is based on that of the MM-i blocks, with the difference that now

no en_2 signal is needed, neither will be the multiplexer.

What we now need is the two latches represented by q1 to q4 in figure 30b and 30c. Furthermore the

comparator, q5 in the same figures.

The max -or minresult is output on pin 8, see figure 3Oa. The incoming data is latched on the positive edge

of en_1, _EA and _EB of q1 and q2 in figure 30b and 3Oc. But 1.9 nsec. after the negative edge of en_1 the

data is already present at the output of the latch.

This is now compared to the data of the second latch, formed by q2 and q3.

Now, 1.9 + 3.5 = 5.4 nsec. after the negative edge of en_1, the decision will be valid on the output of the

comparator q5.

Depending on the type of multiple extreme logic this is the output a}t_b or a_gt_b see figures 30b and 30c.

The enable signals are generated by a simple OR-function between the clock signals ad_i and ad_i+1, and

ad_i +3 and ad)+4. This is realized by q6 in figure 30b and 3Oc.

The result of the multiple extreme calculation is output at the output max -and/or minresult(7:0), pin 8

figure 30a. The data is available 1.9 nsec. after the negative edge of en_3, on the inputs _EA and _EB of q1

and q2 see figures 30b and 3Oc. So again we can find a combination of clock signals we could use to make

the enable signal for the result latch, as follows;

en 1 = ad) + ad_i+2 and,

en 3 = ad i+3 + ad i+4.- -

The latter gives a delay of 6.0 nsec following en_1 which is enough, to meat the timing demands. This is

larger then the calculated minimum of 5.4 nsec.
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Figure 3Ob. Multmin logic circuit.

Another important signal is that of the initialization, the init signal to indicate where to start with the

multiple of 5 extreme process.

After initialization with the reset signal on pin 2, see figure 3Oa, the output of the latches are all equal to

'0'.

This gives no problem for the process for the multmax, but does for the multmin, since there is no value

smaller then '0'.

As in the simulation the init must be activated when the data at the output of the minmax algorithm is valid.

The simulations showed that this would be after about 6 clock pulses of the A/D clock signal of A/DI •

In the simulations shown in figures 30d and 30e this init !lignal is included and the resulting extra enabling

signal is seen, see signal q6/_od at approximate time 40.0.

Now the data that is valid at this moment is output on the min -and/or maxresult, see signals maxresult and

minresult in figures 30d and 3Oe.

The output is stable for at least 10 nsec. depending on the value presented at the input, viz if every

consecutive value is an new extreme this will be the case, else the output will be stable for a longer period.
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Figure 3Oc. Multmax logic circuit.
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Figure 30d. Simulation of Multmin.
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Figure 3Od. Simulation of Multmax.

6.0.2. The total MINMAX with feedback

After the multiple of five circuit was tested, I modified the MINMAX circuit as shown in figure 28. Now the

multmin and multmax blocks are included.

The resulting MINMAX is the one shown in figure 3la. The multmax and multmin are labeled ql8 and ql9

in this figure.
In this figure we find the multmin and the multmax blocks after the MIN-I and the MAX-I in the lowest

level of the structure, viz ql6 and ql7.

Finally I simulated the hole MINMAX structure including the feedback part for multiple of five samples

(multmax and multmin) the simulation results can be seen in figure 3lb.

The overall delay from input to output, through the longest path through the MINMAX structure, is of 56.0,

viz the 47.0 nsec. of the basic minmax plus the 9.0 nsec. of multmin -or max.

The delay could be different depending on the time of the init signal being active. The exact time of the init

signal must be defined in accordance with the decision logic which still has to be designed.

But we already know that it must be activated 6 clock pulses of the AID clock signal clk_adl, after the

trigger signal has gone from low to high.

The trigger signal indicates that the data presented at the outputs of the AID-converters is valid and can be

processed by MINMAX.

But also in the case of an enable start signal this init signal must be activated with the same timing as

mentioned before, hence 6 clock pulses after the trigger.
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Figure 31b. Simulation of MINMAX with mult-max/min.

From the simulation, see figure 31b, it can be clearly seen how multmax an multmin function. After six clock

pulses of elk_ad1 of the first A/D converter the init signal is generated by the init_eire logic.

This is at time 160.0. The output of the multmax and multmin logic, shown as q1/q19/maxresult and

q1/q18/maxresult take over the minimum and maximum of the five samples that were valid after the trigger

had gone from low to high. Hence the minimum and maximum of the samples starting from time 110.0.

These were the values 81,01,45,31 and 54.



Chapter 7

Up to date realization

Up to now we have seen the realization and simulations of the MINMAX structure, with multmax and

multmin, but some control signals are still needed. The signals still to be generated are the init and the

controlling signals for the multiplexer that would be used at the output of the MINMAX structure.

The design of the logic for the multiplexer and its controlling signals, as well as the logic to translate the

enable start signal into a init signal will be discussed in the next paragraphs, see also chapter 5.

7.0. The clock_eirc concept design

As mentioned earlier in paragraph 5.0.1., I studied the possibilities of designing an clock circuit that would

provide the interleaved clock signals for the five A/D-converters. The logic which resulted, but that does not

meat all the specifications is shown in figure 32a. The clock_circ block was already shown in figure 14b.
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The inputs of this eircuitry are, the power lines low_in and high_in, reset and sys_clk. The power lines are

used to tie the unused inputs of the components to a defined logic level. The reset is used for initialization,
and the sys_clk is used for synchronization.

The counter (100136) is clocked with the signal resulting from the XOR of the sys_clk and its delayed

version. The delay is provided by two XOR gate delays, see qO in figure 32a. In this way the edges of the
counter output represents the number of edges of the sys_elk.

This is done to realize a divider by five, viz we want to divide the 500 MHz sys_clk by 5 to get a 100 MHz

clock that can be delayed to provide the clock signals for the A/D-converters.

By counting the clock edges of the sys clk we can divide the 500 MHz by five. The output of the counter is

compared to a fixed value representing the division factor (=5). This is done with q2. The idea is to use the

output of the counter, which changes every 1 nsec., for the delay between the different A/D clock signals.

There are five important counter outputs 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 in 4 bits binary value. The delay is provided by

clocking five D-flipflops with, 2 nsec., delayed clock signals, see q3 and q4 and q3 -and q4/cpi in figure 32b.

Initially, after an reset, the output of the counter is 0 and the q outputs of the flipflops are '0', the _q outputs

'1'. The input of the first flipflop (0) of q3 is then '1'. Within the first 4 clock edges of the sys_clk no change

is seen in the output of the elk_eire. This corresponds to four pulses qO/oe, see figure 32b.

When the output of the counter equals 4 the cpO goes low, and returns to high at the next count. This

happens at respectively the fifth and the sixth pulse of qO/oe. At this moment the output of flipflop 0 of q3

goes high. And at the next count the output of the second flipflop of q3. This goes on until the output of the

second flipflop of q4 has gone high. Then on the next count the output of the first flipflop in q3 goes low
again and the same follows for the consecutive flipflops, see the simulation in figure 32b.
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Figure 32b. Simulation of elk_eirc.

The above explanation about the 500 MHz clock would hold if the components were indeed fast enough. But

this was not the case. I have simulated the eircuit at a frequency of 50 MHz.
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The maximum frequency that can be divided correctly is 66.7 MHz.

The restriction is mainly caused by the propagation delay of the XOR gates and the maximum clock

frequency of the counter, which is 250 MHz. The design would be faster if we used the ECLinpS logic, but

the difference would not likely by a factor ten in speed.

Furthermore I did not have all information needed to find out how far I could get using these special ECL

components in the design. If this design is further worked out, care has to be taken to avoid the possibility

of races, as a consequence of simultaneous changing of the XOR inputs.

This might result in erroneous clocking of the flipflops.

7.1. The init_eire design

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the init signal must be generated 6 clock pulses clk_ad1 after the

trigger has gone high.

For the design I will need some counting device, a comparing device, maybe in the form of XOR gates, and

other additional logic for control like e.g. flipflops.

init eire

high in
low 'I'n
reset
ad i
input 5
trigger

• en start

ini
7

The init_circ block is shown in figure 33. The inputs will be the power signals high_in and low_in, the reset

signal, AID clock signal ad i and the trigger signal. Furthermore a signal input 5 corresponding with '5' in- -
figure 19.

The latter, signals when we have to process five, or a multiple of five, samples. The output of init_circ is on

pin 7 see figure 33.

Finally to include the function of enable start, the input en start is added, see pin 8.

So when input_5 is high and the trigger goes from low to high the init signal must be generated after 6 clock

pulses of ad). The init signal must also be generated when en_start goes high.

The logic design that resulted is shown in figure 34. The circuit must only generate an init when input_5 is

high. To realize this I connected the input_5 signal to the enabling input of a special AND gate (100117),

see q4 in figure 34.

The counter (qO) is now only clocked when the input_5 and the trigger are high. The output of the counter

is compared with a constant value representing the number of six clock pulses to be counted.
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In this case, taking into account the big delays in the eircuit components, this was the binary number 5, or
0101. The simulation results are shown in figure 35.
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Figure 35. Simulation of init_eire.

To clear the count comparing, by XQR logic, with the constant 5 to obtain the correct result, can be
explained as follows, see the logic in figure 34.
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The delay of the counter (qO) from input to output is 2.1 nsec., the XOR (q1) has a delay of 1.8 nsec., the

delay of the AND gates are 2.5 nsec., and finally the delay of the D-flipflop from clock input to output is 2.0

nsec.. The logic I used was to realize the next idea.

The counter has three controlling inputs So, Sl and S2' These inputs can be used to put the counter in a

wanted state, e.g. as up-counter, down-counter, synchronous reset etc.

The two states I wanted to use were up-counter and synchronous reset, respectively SOSlS2 = 011 and 101.

The reader can note now that S2 is high in both states and the other two controlling inputs are inverted. So

to realize these states I can use the inverting and non-inverting outputs of aD-flipflop.

After initialization and at the positive edge I want the counting to start, when input_5 is high. This means

output qO of q2 must be low.

When an reset has been given the latter is automatically the case, but thereafter some controlling must

provide this situation. I used XOR gates to produce extra positive edges resulting from the changes in the

levels of the trigger signal and the en_start and/or the comparing XOR output, which is an WIRED-OR of

the outputs ob, oc and od of q1.

This means every time the count of 5 is reached the above mentioned comparing output goes low for 10

nsec., this is the time it takes for the next clock count. At this moment we would like to synchronous reset

the counter, but this not possible because the setup time from cp to Sj> of the counter, which should be at

least 3.8 nsec. would be violated. By the simulator the setup time simulated is of 3.5 nsec.

The delay time would be, without the NAND q5, 2.1 + 1.8 + 1.8 + 2.0 = 9.5 nsec. so a setup time of 0.5

nsec. would be obtained this is far to little.

By adding the extra NAND gate q5, which had to be used to include the input_5 signal into the clock signals

of the flipflops, the delay is changed to 10.2 after the last positive edge of the counter clock, and extra count

is done. At this moment the synchronous reset is done, because the comparing output goes high, see

simulation signal qO/cp in simulation.

The counter stays in this state until a next positive edge of the trigger input, or an en_start signal is detected.

In both cases the D-flipflop will be toggled and the clock will be in the up-count state again.

The init signal as obtained at the comparing, WIRED-OR, output q1/ob has a pulse width of 10 nsec. This

is to long, since the init signal is used to start the multmax or multmin circuits and this would result in taking

over the data at a wrong moment.

To reduce the pulse width I did an OR operation between the output q1/ob and the clock signal at the

output q4/0. In this way a pulse width of 5 nsec. is obtain which was also the case in the simulation of

MINMAX with multmax and multmin, see simulation figure 31b. In the final design shown later on the

init eirc will also be included.

7.2. The start_circuit design

The start circuit is an very simple eircuit that has to latch the data coming from A/Dl> when the enable start

signal is activated.

For this purpose a latch can be used which is enable by this enable start signal. The resulting design is called

start_eirc and its block can be seen in figure 36.
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1
low in

The inputs for this circuit are low_in, reset, en_start and the output of AfD-converter A/D t • The output is

start(O:7) on pins 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively.When. en_start is activated, goes high, the internal latches must

be transparent. At the negative edge of en_start the data must be latched. The internal logic of the start_eire

can be seen in figure 37a.

III

~ start eire

r-f
'0

:~
+J ••

reset ro 0

.. en start '0:;;-- ~

ro
+J
01

Figure 36. The start_eire block.

How this start_eire functions can be seen very easily in the figure. The en_start signal is inverted using an

OR gate, qO. The inverted en_start is the used to control the enable signals, _EA and _EB, of q1 and q2.

data_adl(7:0) ~~--------------------------~1~1~~~1~1·. .-~low 1n ~ ~

en start ~----~

reset

~ B

1 0102
qU tm h I

~ 010.
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~ 01C
~ 02C
;-- DID
~ 020

C~

Figure 37a. The start_eire logic.
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The en_start signal is activated by the controlling circuit, and must be activated after an trigger signal so we

can be sure the data that is being latched is the correct one.
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Furthermore en_start must be synchronized with the clock signal of A/D
i
•

The start_eirc will also be included in the final MINMAX structure to be shown later on, in this chapter.
Simulation of the start_eirc can be seen in figure 37b.
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Figure 37b. Simulation of the start_eirc.

7.3. Multiplexing the output data of MINMAX

The fmal step taken in this design was the multiplexing of the data coming from the MINMAX structure,

i.e. from C1 to C5,the minimum and maximum, and finally minresult and maxresult outputs.

The idea is to use a multiplexer that multiplexes the outputs from the different points in the hardware, and

concentrates them into the outputs start, min and max, as was suggested in figure 13 and figure 15.

7.3.0. Design of the multiplexer

We are concerned with 7 different inputs to multipexed, viz C1 to C5 which are changing every 4 nsec.,

minimum and maximum changing every 10 nsec. and finaIly the minresult and maxresult changing at a rate
slower than minimum or maximum, see figures 16 and 31a.

1

t' sO
s1

.. s2

Figure 38a. The multiplexer block mtpx_1 for seven 8 bit data.
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The multiplexer used for the realization of this circuit was the 100163, that is a dual 8 bit multiplexer.So for

the multiplexing of the 7 different data inputs I would need for of these multiplexer components. One of the

inputs is multiplexed to the output depending on the controlling inputs SOSlSZ' The basic block for the

multiplexing part in shown in figure 38a, the mtpx_1 block.

For both the parallel parts, for minimum and maximum, such an multiplexer will be needed. The delay from

controlling inputs to the change in multiplexed is output is of 2.8 nsec.

The logic for the multiplexer can be seen in figure 38b. This logic consists of four dual8-input multiplexers

of the type 100163. The inputs are the C~ MIN_MAX indicating the minimum and maximum outputs of five

samples and the MULTMIN_MAX which correspond to the multiple of five samples outputs. The output

MIN MAX out, is one of the inputs depending on the controlling signals SOSlS2'
- -

The next step is to design the multiplexer controlling logic that has to provide the wanted multiplexing, see

figure 39.
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Figure 38b. The internal logic of mtpx_1.
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When both the input_5 signal and multi_5 signal, which indicates that we have to calculate a multiple of five

extreme is high the inputs minresult and maxresult should be multiplexed to the output of the multiplexer.

In the case of only a extreme after five samples the input_5 signal only will be high.

In this case we would like the inputs minimum and maximum, respectively multmin_max(7:0) and

min max(7:0) in figure 38a, to be multiplexed to the output.

• · • • • • lo,,_ln
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Figure 39. Simulation of mtpx_1.

When the input 2 is high, indicating minmax must only be executed with two samples, the outputs C1 to C5

must be multiplexed to the output. This must be done in the order as explained in paragraph 5.2, and is
shown in figure21.

The order can simply be obtained by connecting the outputs C1 to C5 as shown in figure 38. This means

when the controlling data on SOS1S2 changes from 000 to 101 the data is multiplexed in the wanted order, viz
C1, C3, C5 followed by C2 and C4 and then again C1 etc.

The simulation shows an example in which the data of C1 to C5 is respectively 55, 22, 88, 11 and BB. When

the control signals change from 000 to 100, see signals SOS1S2 in figure 39, the output will be respectively 55,

88, BB, 22 and 11 as wanted.

There are now three possibilities left for the remaining two inputs, viz SOS1S2 are 101, 110 or 111. I made the

choice of the latter two possibilities because they seem easier to realize with some simple logic.

7.3.1. Design of the controlling logic for the multiplexer

After we have seen what we want the multiplexer to do, we can continue with the design of a multiplexer

controlling logic, I called the design mtpx_ctrl.

The block design is shown in figure 40. The inputs are the already known power signals, low in and high in,- -
reset, input_2, multi_5 and a 250M_elk which is a clock signal with a frequency of 250 MHz as the name

suggests.

The outputs are the multiplexer controlling signals SOS1S2 see figure 40.

The clock signal 250M_elk is used to obtain the delay of 4 nsec. between the data at the outputs C1 to C5

as explained earlier in chapter 5.
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Figure 40. The mtpx_ctrl block.

The internal logic of the multiplexer controlling logic is shown in figure 41.
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Figure 41a. The internal logic of mtpx_ctrl.
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The same "trick" is used to reset the counter by using the opposite counter inputs SOS1 combination and the

counter outputs qO and ql, see instances ql and q4 in figure 41a.

When both ql/qO and ql/ql are high the output 0 of q4 becomes high and the inverted output low. In this
state the count 100 is reached an the counter must be reset.

We must take care not to violate the setup time of Sj to cp of the counter again.

This is not the case because the change in controlling signals, at the output of the instance q4, reach the

counter input SOS1 2.0 + 2.5 = 4.5 nsec. after the last positive edge of the 250M-elk input. This means equals

a setup time of 8.0 - 4.5 = 3.5 nsec. before the next edge of the 250M_elk. So there is no setup time
violation.

Now for the other two cases when the multiplexing of min_max and multmin_max must be done the
controlling input combination 110 and 111 is used.

This is controlled by three OR gates in instance q3 and three XOR gates in instance q2. When the input_2

is low this means that input 5 and multi 5 are high, or input 5 alone is high, or input 1 is high. In the latter- - - -
case that is of no importance for this design.

Simulation of the mtpx ctrl in the case input 2 is high and multi 5 is low, is shown in figure 41b.- - -
The reader can see how the controlling outputs vary from 000 to 100 which is needed for multiplexing the

data in the case of MINMAX for two samples.

ll:l.l:l 2l:l.l:l 3l:l.l:l 1Il:l.a Sl:l.a S8.8 7l:l.l:l

Figure 41b. Simulation of the mtpx_ctrl.

The input_5 signal is not needed we can use the inverted level of the input_2 signal instead. When input_2

is low the inverted value will be high. This means that the outputs q3/oa, q3/ob and q3/oc will be high
simultaneous.

The outputs out_sO, out_sl and out_s2 will then be 110 or 111 depending on the level of the multi_5 signal.

If the multi_5 is low the output will be 111, else it will be 110.

This is realized by using three XOR gates.

These gates pas the signals coming from the counter outputs through the OR gates (q3).

The one passing q3/0a, with output q2/oe or that results in out_sO, is inverted when multi_5 is high so the

wanted multiplexing control is complete.

The combination of the mtpx_1 blocks and the mtpx_ctrl is now combined in a new block called big_mtpx

and provides the hole multiplexing of the data produced by MINMAX.
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The big_mtpx block is shown in figure 42a.
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Figure 42a. The big_mtpx block.

The simulation traces of the big_mtpx for different states of the input_2, input_5 and multi_5 is shown in

figure 42b.

After the reset has been active the output of the counter equals 0, and the output of the big_mtpx will be

equal to min or max, which are 18H, because the q3/_oe. will be high. .

This means the outputs q3/0a, q3/ob and q3/oc will alI be high too.

These outputs are compared with low by comparator q2 so the resulting outputs will be alI ones 11I.

Thus the multiplexer will multiplex the data from the min and max to its outputs.

Then simulation starts with input_2 being high.

The output of the multiplexer will then switch to clmin and clmax, see figure 42b. These are both 55H• After

that the output will change depending on the control signals SOSlS2' The delay after each positive edge of the

250M clk is 3.8 nsec.

When input_2 is low, its assumed input_5 is high so min and max values are multiplexed to the output. And

when multi 5 is high at the same time input 2 is low, a multiple of five output is multiplexed to the output- -
of the multiplexer.

The resulting outputs are called mini and maxi in the simulation traces.
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Figure 42b. SimulatiQn Qf big_mtpx.

HQW the internallQgic was cQnnected tQgether is shQwn in figure 43.

We see the same inputs as mentiQned fQr the mtpx_ctrl circuit, and the mtpx_1. The additiQnal pQwer inputs

IQW_in and high_in are again used internally tQ tie up unused inputs tQ a defined level.

NQte that fQr the mtpx_1 part the inputs are nQW frQm the minimum as well as the maximum parts Qf the

MINMAX structure.

SQ there is Qne multiplexer part mtpx_1 fQr each side Qf the parallel structure Qf MINMAX.

TQ separate these input they are prQvide with an different suffix indicating tQ which part the data is tQ be

CQnnected.

This can be seen in the added suffix min Qr max at the inputs Qf the mtpx_1 blQcks.

The Qutputs Qf the big_mtpx are the mini(7:0) and the maxi(7:0) multiplexed data Qutputs, see figure 43.

After al abQve mentiQned additiQnallQgic init_eirc, start_eirc and the big_mtpx have been designed I include

them in the MINMAX structure.

The resulting hardware structure after including the big_mtpx, start_eirc and init_eirc is shown in figure 44.

FQr this design a new blQck was design fQr use at a higher hardware level and was called minmax this block

is shQwn as a part Qf figure 45a.
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00 00

Figure 43. The big_mtpx internal block structure.
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In figure 45a the combination of minmax and the clock_unit is shown. I called this complete design MinMax,

when using the Mentor Graphics simulation tools.

The inputs and outputs shown here are in accordance with what was defined in figure 13 in chapter 5.

But still the circuit for the clock signals for the AID converters has to be studied, for simulation purposes

the clk unit is still used.

Furthermore it is important to mention here that the initialization of the circuit is very important for a

correct functioning.

After the whole circuit has been reset using the input reset, the first positive edges of the clock signals

250M_elk and that of AID! have to initiated simultaneous.

The same holds for the trigger it has to go high if the data is valid, but must be synchronized with the AID!

clock signal such that the positive going of the AID clock signal happens when the trigger goes high also.

The same is also the case with the trigger and the 250M_elk inn for the case input_2 is high and the

multiplexer has to switch between data points Ci.
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Figure 44. The complete minmax design, up to date version.
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The latter is because the AND logic I wanted to use for this purpose has a delay of 2.5 nsec or a toggle

frequency of 200 MHz and could not be used. In the circuit of figure 41 I wanted to realize a AND function

of the 250 MHz clock and the trigger but this was not possible because of the reason mentioned before.

data_adS (7: 0)
data_ad4 (7: 0)
data_ad3 (7: 0)
data_ad2(7:0)

data_adl(7:0)

minmax.---- ..L....L-L-L....l...-,.

-----00000

ql

000- ....

klok in

elk_unit

......

Figure 45a. The complete design block of MinMax.

That is why its so important for the positive edges of the trigger and the 250M_clk to happen at the same

time in the case of MINMAX on two samples.

As for the en_start it must be generated at the beginning of a new window and when the data of A/Dl is

valid.

The simulation of the complete design as realized up to date is found in the traces of figure 45b.

In these traces is not so clear how the data changes but the reader can find a complete simulation in

appendix C
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7.4. Possibilities for chip-realization
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As a matter of completeness I made a calculation of the chip-size, in case the design would be implemented

in a chip. For this I made use of the next properties of the technology used.

The chip surface size, and power consumption of the following standard cell elements per bit are used.

Type A:

D-flipflop,

Multiplexer,

Latches,

(X)OR and,

(N)AND gate 80 X 80 IJ.m 400 IJ.A/cell

Type B:

Full adder,

Comparator 100 X 160 IJ.m 600 IJ.A/cell

In the design as is presented up to date, the number of cells of type A and/or B are as follows.

Device: Type A: Type B:

MM-I 280 16

MIN-I 180 16

MAX-I 180 16

Multmax 24 16

Multmin 24 16

lnit eire 23 4

Start eire 16 0

Mtpx_1 128 0

Mtpx_ctrl 18 4

Total 873 88

Note: the totals for the different types of the various devices mentioned refer to all those used in the

complete up to date design.

This brings us to the next values for the chip surface size and power requirements.

Chip space type A: 873 * 80 X 80 [lJ.m]2 = 5.6 mm2

type B: 88 * 100 X 160 [lJ.m]2 = 1.4 mm2
(1)

(2)
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This gives a total in chip space of (1) + (2) .8 mm2 •

85

In practice this result is multiplied by a factor 1.5, taking into account the space needed for buffers and

wiring.

So the total space would then be approximate 1.5 * 8 = 12 mm2 •

The total power consumption would be,

Power type A: 873 * 400 J.LA = 349.2 rnA

type B: 88 * 600 J.LA = 52.8 rnA

(3)

(4)

Resulting in a total of 402 rnA, which means about 2 Watt of power is needed.

The circuitry is using relatively moderate power, and the surface space is not to big. So it would be possible

to make an integrated circuit of the design.
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Conclusions and Remarks

The design realized up to date is not all we aimed to design, but there was not more time available to finish

it all.

The results presented up to now are very promising, because from the simulation it showed to be working

as desired. In practice there will be more problems, especially the load dependence of ECL logic.

A great part of the controlling circuit was designed, and simulated the most important parts were discussed

in chapter 7.

So the realization of figure 15 was done almost completely, except for the clock_circ that would provide the

interleaved clock signals deduced from the 500 MHz input system clock. This was due to limited speed of

the used, standard ECL-1ooK, logic.

Furthermore it resulted from the study done on this part of the design that no enable end was needed,

because the start value of a new window would be the same as the end of the previous one. Meaning that

the output end is not necessary either.

A remark in the case of window size of two samples (W=2) is, that it has no use to go through the minmax

structure and store start, min and max values, because this would demand for more memory then needed

for the two samples themselves.

Ifwe should do minmax on two samples this would mean three samples per pixel namely start, min and max,

this costs three 8-bit words, versus two words for the data itself.

So minmax in the case of 2 samples is not relevant, it only would cost extra memory. The best solution is

to store only the minimum and maximum, and no start value.

About the decision circuitry I can tell the following. The possibility must be created in the decision circuit

to make the window size larger then defined in the table of paragraph 2.2.0. without changing the time base

selection.

This can be done easily by making the time for the initialization signal, init, mentioned in paragraph 6.0.l.

variable depending on some input from the user-scope interlace. The same holds for the case that we want

the delayed sweep function to be integrated.

Also the memory managing for storing the relevant data at the correct time is still to be designed. This part

is to be designed in accordance with the specifications for the controlling signals of the SRAM memory

components to be used, also depending on memory size. Very important for this study is also the timing of

the MinMax output as shown in chapter 6 and chapter 7, concerning the validity of the data at the outputs

of the circuits.

Some data latches will be needed to save the data in the case of a multiple of two samples because the

multiplexed output of MinMax changes every 4 nsec in this case. The SRAMs, e.g. type 1ooE474, demand

for the data to be stable during the time the write signal is low, and the write signal must be low for at least

5 nsec.

So the data coming from the multiplexed output will have to be latched, to be able to store it. An other

possibility is to use faster memory components, but these if available will be very expensive.

There will be the need for additional controlling logic that is controlled by the decision circuit.

87
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Up to now I only needed the signals mentioned in figure 19, except for the enable end, memory enable and

write enable. The latter two were not used because I did not get to that part of the design concerned with

the storage of the data.

Concluding, big part of the complete design as described in chapter 1 has been realized, but there still

remains a large part to be designed.

Especially the part, that has to use the stored data coming from the MinMax, and produce a display on the

digital oscilloscope that would have the desired "analog feel".

This is a very big problem, because the definition of this "analog feel" is not equivocally. The people at the

research department in Almelo are working very hard on this subject.

Furthermore a great deal of the decision circuit will have to be done using software running on fast digital

signal processors (DSP), or by fast arithmetic logic.

Because the calculation of the information about the output signals, see figure 19, must be done fast. So if

I look back at the very first figure, figure 1, I can deduce that the part of this figure that is realized up to

now is that part between the analog in and the DATAMEMORY.

There still remains a great deal of work to be done, I only hope my work can be useful to the people that

have to finish the project.

Its a pity I could not get any further, due to my graduation time limit.
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/* MIN-MAX-Simulation-Program '*/

#include <stdlo.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <conio.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <graphics.h>

#define HOR 500

#define VERT 348

typedef struct {

long int AantalMonsters;

long int Fsample;

long int Freq;

char function;

char algor;

} Invoer;

/* Definition of global variables '*/

Int START[500], MIN[500], MAX[500], EIND[500];

/* Function declarations '*/

GRADUATION REPORT

void GRAFISCH(void);

void X_Y_AS(void);

void SCROLL(int hor);

void SAVE_MM(int m, int Min, int Max, int Start, int Eind);

void MIN_MAX(int '*Min, int '*Max, int Q);

void PLOT_ALL_DATA(int N);

void PLOT_ALG(int N);

void PLOT_LINE_ALG(int N);

int RAAM_GROOTTEOdiv_t '*r);

int SINUS_WAARDEOong int Sign_Freq, long int Sample_Freq, long int 1<);

int SINUS_RUIS(long int Sign_Freq, long int Sample_Freq, long int 1<);
Int BLOK_FUNCTIEOong int Sign_Freq, long int Sample_Freq, long int 1<);

int BLOK_FUNCTIE_NOISE(long int Sign_Freq, long int Sample_Freq, long int 1<);
Invoer TOTAAL_SAMPLES_BEPALlNG(void);
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/* Main function Simulation */

mainO

{
long int SignFreq, SampleFreq;

int start, min, max, eind, Raamgrootte;

int q, n;

long int i, k, AantalSamples;

char FunctieType, PlotSoort, Repeat;

Idiv_t Ramen, SampleslnRaam;

Invoer data;

do {

n = 0;

i = 01;

data = TOTAAL_SAMPLES_BEPAUNGO;

FunctieType = data.function;

PlotSoort = data.algor;

SampleFreq = data.Fsample;

SignFreq = data.Freq;

AantalSamples = data.AantaIMonsters;

Ramen = Idiv(AantalSamples,Oong int)HOR);

Raamgrootte = RAAM_GROOTIE(&Ramen);

/* calculation of window size,

depending on time base etc.*/
printf('The simulation will start now, after you've pressed on < ENTER> .");

getchO;

GRAFISCHO;

X_Y_ASO;

for(k = 0; k < = AantalSamples; + +k) {

switch(FunctieType) {

case's': case'S':

q = SINUS_WAARDE(SignFreq, SampleFreq, k);

break;

case 'b': case 'B':

q = BLOK_FUNCTIE(SignFreq, SampleFreq, k);

break;

case '0': case '0':

q = BLOK_FUNCTIE_NOISE(SignFreq, SampleFreq, k);

break;
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case 'n': case 'N':

q = SINUS_RUIS(SignFreq, SampleFreq, k);

break;

default:

q = SINUS WAARDE(SignFreq, SampleFreq, k);

break;

}

if (Raamgrootte = = 1) {

/* no MIN MAX needed */
start = q;

min = q;

max = q;

eind = q;

SAVE_MM(n, min, max, start, eind);

/* 'address'- counter */
++n;

}

else {

if (k = = 0) {

/* initialization */
min = q;

max = q;

}
MIN_MAX(&min, &max, q);

SampleslnRaam = Idiv(k,Oong int)Raamgrootte);

if (SampleslnRaam.rem == 1) {

/* start of new window */
start = q;

}

if (SampleslnRaam.rem == 0) {

/* end of a window */
eind = q;

/* saving MIN_MAX values in 'memory' */
SAVE_MM(n, min, max, start, eind);

min = q; /* initialization of next window */
max = q;

+ + n; /* address counter */
}

}

if( k > ((i+1)*HOR)) {

++i;
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SCROLL(HOR);

}

putpixel(1 0+ (int)(k-(i*HOR», (VERT/2)-q,WHITE);

/* fits on a screen * /

if (k = = AantalSamples) {

outtextxy(20,330, "Graph with 256-quantization-levels");

}

}

getchO;

X_Y_ASO;

switch(PlotSoort) {

case 'A': case 'a':

PLOT_ALL_DATA(n);

break;

case 'm': case 'M':

PLOT_ALG(n);

break;

case 'I': case 'L':

PLOT_LINE_ALG(n);

break;

default:

PLOT_ALG(n);

break;

}

printfC'Do you want to repeat the simulation?\n");

printf("Press 'q' or '0' to quit, any other key to repeat");

Repeat = getchO;

printfC'\n");

}

while «Repeat! = 'q') && (Repeat! = '0'»;

clrscrO;

printf("*******************************************\n");

printf(''You decided to quit the simulation program,\n");

printf("thank you for your attention, good bye!\n");

printfC'*******************************************\n") ;

return;
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} /* end of main * /
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/* Functie definities * /

void GRAFISCHO

{

int gdriver = DETECT, gmode = HERCMONOHI;

initgraph(&gdriver, &gmode, "C:\\TC\\BGI");

cleardeviceO;

return;

GRADUATION REPORT

} /* end of grafisch * /

/* end of scroll * /

/* end of save_mm */

void X_Y_ASO

{

cleardeviceO;

line(10,174,720,174);

line(1 0,348,10,1);

gotoxy(10,174);

return;

}

void SCROLL(int hor)

{

outtextxy(10,330,"press <ENTER> to continue!");

moverel(-hor,O);

X_Y_ASO;

return;

}

void SAVE_MM(int m, int Min, int Max. int Start, int Eind)

{

START[m) = Start; /* saving of min-max values * /

MIN[m) = Min;

MAX[m) = Max;

EIND[m) = Eind;

return;

}

int RAAM_GROOTTEQdiv_t *r)

{

intW;

if «*r).quot = = 0)

W=1;



/* end of raamgrootte *1
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else { if «*r).rem > 0)

W = (int)«*r).quot + 1);

else

W = (int)(*r).quot;

}

printf("\nil);

printf ("The number of samples per pixel on screen = %1.", W);

printfC'\n") ;

printf("\n") ;

return W;

}

void MIN_MAX(int *Min, int *Max, int Q)

{

if (*Min > Q)

*Min = Q;

if (*Max < Q)

*Max = Q;

return;
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} 1* end of min_max *1

int SINUS_WAARDEQong Int Sign_Freq, long int Sample_Freq, long int I<)
{

int Q;

/* AID conversion of a 1 kHz sine *1
Q :: 128 * (sin (2 * 3.1415926 * K * Sign_Freq I Sample_Freq»;

switch (I<) {

case 100:

Q :: 127; /* simulation of a glitches *1
break;

case 102:

Q = -64;

break;

}

return Q;

} /* end of sinus_waarde *1
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int SINUS_RUIS(long int Sign_Freq, long int Sample_Freq, long int K)

{
int Teken. Q1;

int Q;

GRADUATION REPORT

/* AID conversion of a 1 kHz sine with random noise *1
Teken = pow(-1,random(2));

Q1 = Teken * 11 * exp(-random(101));

Q = (120 * (sin (2 * 3.1415926 * K * Sign_Freq I Sample_Freq))) + Q1;

return Q;

}

int BLOK_FUNCTIEOong int Sign_Freq, long int Sample_Freq, long int K)
{

int B;

if (K = = 100) B = 128; /* simulation of glitches in square *1
else B = 128 * (int)(4/3.1415926 * (sin (2 * 3.1415926 * K * Sign_Freq I Sample_Freq)));

return B;

}

int BLOK_FUNCTIE_NOISEOong int Sign_Freq, long int Sample_Freq, long int K)

{

int B, Teken, Q1;

Teken = pow(-1,random(2));

Q1 = Teken * 11 * exp(-random(101));

if (K = = 100) B = 128; /* simulation of glitches, and noise in square *1
else B = (120 * Ont)(4/3.1415926 * (sin (2 * 3.1415926 * K * Sign_Freq I Sample_Freq)))) + Q1;

return B;

}

Invoer TOTAAL_SAMPLES_BEPALlNG(void)

{

long int FREQ = 01, FTIJDBASIS = 11, FSAMPLE = 01;

char PLOT, Functie;

Invoer Values;
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j* Invoer van frequenties * j

clrscrO;

printf("\n") ;

printfC'****************************************************************\n");

printf("This is a simulation program of the MINMAX-(hardware-)algorithm.\n");

printf("By Leendert J.J. Pengel (c) 1991.\n");
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printf("****************************************************************\n");

printfC'\n") ;

printfC'Which function (b)lock n(0)ise1 or (s)ine or (n)oise2:");

Functie = getchO;

printfC'%c\n", Functie);

printfC'\n") ;

printf('What is the frequency of this signal:");

scanfC'%Ii", &FREQ);

printfC'\nil) ;

printf("lnsert a value for the time base 'frequency':");

scanfC'%Ii",&FTIJDBASIS);

printf("\nil) ;

printfC'lnsert a value for the sampling frequency:");

scanf(I%Ii",&FSAMPLE);

printfC'\nil);

printfCThe values inserted were: %Ii, %Ii and %Ii press <ENTER>",FREQ, FTIJDBASIS, FSAMPLE);

getchO;

printfC'\n") ;

printf("\nil) ;

printfCWhich plottype would you like (a)LL, (m)inMaxAJg or Q)inePlot");

PLOT = getchO;

printfC'%c\n",PLOT);

printf("\n") ;

printf("\n") ;

ValuesJunction = Functie;

Values.Freq = FREQ;

Values.Fsample = FSAMPLE;

Values.AantalMonsters = (FSAMPLEjFTIJDBASIS);

Values.algor = PLOT;

printf("Plot with method %c,", Values.algor);

printfC'\n") ;

printf("\nlt
);
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printf('The number of samples are %Ii,", Values.AantaIMonsters);

printfC'\n");

return Values;

GRADUATION REPORT

} /* end of totaal_samples_bepaling * /

/* Making plot on screen visible * /

void PLOT_ALL_DATA(int N)

{

int x = 0, s = 0;

for(x = 0; x < N; ++x) {

if((4*x) > ((s+1)*HOR)) {

outtextxy(20,330,"press <ENTER> to continue!");

getchO;

moverel(-HOR,O);

X_Y_ASO;

+ +s;

}

putpixel(10+ (4*x)-(s*HOR), (VERT/2)-START[x], WHITE);

putpixel(10 + ((4*x) + 1)-(s*HOR), (VERT/2)-MIN [x], WHITE);

putpixel(10+ ((4*x) +2)-(s*HOR), (VERT/2)-MAX[x], WHITE);

putpixel((10+(4*x) +3)-(s*HOR), (VERT/2)-EIND[x], WHITE);

}

outtextxy(20,330,"End of plot_(A)LL_data!");

getchO;

closegraph0;
return;

}

void PLOT_ALG(int N)

{

int x = 0, s = 0;

for(x = 0; x < N; ++x) {

if(x > ((s+1)*HOR)) {

outtextxy(20,330,"press <ENTER> to continue!");

getchO;

moverel (-HOR,O);

X_Y_ASO;

+ +s;

}
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putpixel(10+x-(s*HOR), (VERTj2)-START[x], WHITE);

putpixel(1 0 +x-(s*HOR), (VERTj2)-MIN[x], WHITE);

putpixel(10+x-(s*HOR), (VERTj2)-MAX[x], WHITE);

putpixel(10+x-(s*HOR), (VERTj2)-EIND[x], WHITE);

}

outtextxy(20,330."End of plot_(M) inMaxAlg_data!");

getchO;

c1osegraphO;

return;
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} /* end of plot_alg * j

j* end of plot_alg 1r j

void PLOT_LINE_ALG(int N)

{

int x = 0, s = 0;

for(x = 0; x < N; ++x) {

if(x > ((s+1)*HOR)) {

outtextxy(20,330,"press <ENTER> to continue!");

getchO;

moverel(-HOR,O);

X_Y_ASO;

++s;

}
putpixel(1 0+x-(s*HOR), (VERTj2)-START[x], WHITE);

line(10+x-(s*HOR), (VERTj2)-MIN[x], 10+x-(s*HOR), (VERTj2)-MAX[x]);

putpixel(1 0+x-(s*HOR), (VERTj2)-EIND[x], WHITE);

}

outtextxy(20,330,"End of plotjL)inePlot_data!");

getchO;

closegraphO;

return;

}
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-..Spoci....... Phlipt: Componenll ECl Product.

Comparator 100166 Comparator 100166

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

NOTE.
For AC leIl setup Inlormalion, aM AC T.lling. ChllpkH 2, SecIJOn 3.

NOTE.
For AC "'II Mtup inlormallon, see AC T••Ing. Chapter 2. Secbon 3

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
FI.I Peclland PLCC VCCt - Veez • ground VEE - ~ BV 10 ~ 2V

52Vt!'!C.eere",1c DIP 'Icc .. VCC2. ground V. £1'. -

LIMITS

SYMBOL PARAUETER TEST CONDlnON TA_a·c TA _ .nGc T, _ .I5GC UNIT

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

"". Propagation delay 1...0 350 1.40 350 , .0 390 n...... Any II'IpUIIo any outpLll Wawfarm I 1.40 350 '40 350 "0 390 n.
In. Tran&llion lime lor a_ oulpUll 0'5 160 0'5 .60 0'5 '.60 n.
It... 0'5 .60 0.5 .80 045 160 n.

LIMITS

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST COIlDmON fA _ aQe fA ••25
Q
C TA ••asoc UNIT

MIN. MAX. UIN. MAX. UIN, MAX.

"". Propagalion dolay "0 3.30 '40 330 140 370 n...... Any inpullO any outpul Wawtarm 1 "0 330 '40 330 140 3.10 n.
IIlH Transilionu. lor at outpulS 0.5 '60 0.45 160 0'5 160 n.
"'" 0'5 .60 0'5 '60 0.5 '60 n.

TEST UUITS

SYMBOL PARAUEtER CONDlTlOHS' UIN. TYP. MAX. UHIT

VEE. ~ ~V -1020 ~10 mV

V"" Hlgh.wI oulpUl wtl8Qe Inp.l1s., V.....u: 01 VI.I"~ VEE·~5V -1025 -955 -.00 mV

VEE _~8V -1035 ~BO mV

Apply V...... or Vl.l.lAlC 10 om Vu _~2V -1030 mV

YUH' High Iowtl au"",t Ihro,hoId vonage OulpUl' inpul 'I • IiIT1lt Other Inpull VEE--.45V -1035 mV

..- .'V........ arVl.l... VEE .-'-BV -1045 mV

_son Apply VHWlNOf VI.Ifl.lllO one V£Ea-.42V -1595 mV

VOl' Law IeYeI OUlpUllhreshoid vobage 1O-2.0V inpul at • 11m•. 0Ihuf ",puts VEE - ..... SV -1610 mV

iOOIDV al V.......ll or Vll...... VEE ........BV '610 mV

VEE .......2V -1810 -.60S mV

VOl low hMII output voiage Inputs .. V.....u: or VUoI", VEE ....... SV -1810 -.705 -1620 mV

VEE'"' -<l.BV -1830 -1620 mV

1M High tewl inpu' c:unenl One inpul under _.Ial V....lll . 0Ih8r InpUlS al Vu .... 250 lOA
I, low IovoIlnpul currenl One inpul urll.i81 .lla' VUIIN. 0ItWIr input, III V...,u. 05 lOA
-In VEE lupply cutfenl "'1 inpurs al V....... ". 140 23. mA

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee.' Vea .....od. V".~ .V"~2V,T.. O'C" .as"C..,101l0_••
lpecified"U

NOTES.
I The lpeci6ed ImllS repr818nllhe worsl ca•• \l81L18. lor Ihe parame". Siftc:e .... WOflll;ll'. values ncwmaly oceLlI .. !he IUppir 'o'OItage

and 18mplJfaeure .rlfGlnel. additional noIw hnmunift can be achieved b¥ dtct.uiog .... 81lowablo operaling condilion range.
2 Conditionllor ""ling shown in Ihe IabCelar. not nec"'.arit., wor.1 case. FOI worll caw te,1ing guidBlinol. '8~ 10 DC T••'ing. Chap.r t,

Sedion 3.
3. The specified Ii",it. thcMn in IN DC .'a<:&ric:al ch.ac:lensbCl latJ'e~ be mel odr llIhot" fMKm81 equilibrium has been ••labIIshed.

Thermal equilibriu'n is 8slablilhed br' applying power lor a' teu1 2 mll'lul8s. wt'llie maintaining lrans,"",U1 allow 01 2 5 mel8n1104; (SOD
linear teetlmll'l) Olfef .... davie., mounled .lltle, lila lOll sock., or on a prinlod CltWII board Tesl vol'lage 1111II001 are glll.n in "'e Dc
operaling ccndItions lable.

4. Thedew:e~ .....nclion down to VEE" -5.7V. BIIowinQ operation with eilh8r the 10K Of the IOKH lamlly Correction lilIClOl's~ be used 10
caJoJlI&e new DC IImi15 10, lho ••&ended VEE rengo For mOf. inlonnallon. sue Chapbu. 5 and 10, Seclion 4

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Cer."'1c DIP Vee1 _ 'lea .. ground VH ... ~ BV m ~ 2V

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Fie. Pacllanet PlCC Vcc\ - VCC2 _ ground VEE _ -S 2V t 5%

LIMITS

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDlnON fA .aGe TA••2SGC TA_ .U·C UNIT

Uln U.. MIn U.. Min Un

""" Propagabon dolay "0 330 '.40 330 "0 310 n...... Any inpUi to any outpul Wavvtorm t "0 330 "0 330 "0 3.10 n.

InH Transition .me for ._ output. 0'5 .60 0'5 '60 0.5 '60 ..'f... 045 .60 0'5 160 0.5 '00 n.
NOTE.
For AC I8Sll18Cup inlormalion, see AC fe.lInV. Chap&er 2. Secbon 3

LIMITS

SYUBOl PARAUETER TEST CONDlnON T.... O"C T.....ZS"C TA_ .t5°C UNIT

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

"l. Propagation dolay "0 350 1.40 3.50 "0 390 n...... Any inpul to any outpLll Walleform I "0 350 "0 350 "0 390 n.

"lH frllln&lQCIn lime lor an outpul& 0.5 '60 0.5 160 0.5 160 n.

"'" 0.5 160 0,45 , 60 0'5 '60 n.

NOTE.
For AC ..lllelup inlormatiora. 188 AC T.sMg. Chap1ltf 2. sectiora 3.

",,--U,199O

AC WAVEFORMS

NOTE:
AU power and ligna! voiag.. IhlftBd up 2 OV lor AC bonc:h ••1plWpOI.'

June U. '880
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ground VE 52V *5%C.r.",lc DIP Vce, - cu· , .-
LIMITS

S'f'MBOl PARAMETER TEST COHlllnONS T•• aoC TA - ...'SoC T•• "UoC UNIT

"IN. MAX. MIN. MAX. IIIN. UAX.

...., Propag.... deia)' OSO 100 060 '8S 000 1.00 n...... ".8,"0..0, Wavvlonn I 000 100 060 18S 000 lBO n.
h, Propagabon delay 100 300 100 340 100 300 n..... So. S,toa... 0" 100 350 .50 3.0 '"0 3SO n•
"", P,opagabOfl dolay OBO 250 100 2_0 100 200 n,.... £"100".0,, Wa'tlBlorms 1.2 090 200 100 2.0 100 200 n.
....H Propagalloo delay 0110 300 000 200 000 300 n.
tp... MA ID 0 ... 0" W.Ilwform2 090 300 OBO 200 OBO 300 n.
IILH 060 220 060 210 045 220 -

'ranl,m.un. a... 0" Wav9'torm I "'I T1lL 060 220 060 210 0...5 220 os

~ Setup lime. A... 8" 10 E'" 090 090 000 n.
~ Hold lime, E" 10 An, 811 WaWtlonn3 0'0 0_0 0.0 n.
~ Setup 'me, So. 5 1 .a E'.. 2.0 240 2,70 n,
~ Hold bmG, E'ft 10 So. 51 -<lS -<lS -OS "'
"

Rolaas. lime. MR m Ell Waveform 2 150 ISO 100 n.
t,,(H) Pulse width. UR Waveform 2 200 200 250 n.
1.(,) PUli8 wid:h. Ell Wawfolm1 250 200 2'0 n.

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Multiplexer-latch

HOTE.
Fot AC 1011 lafUp infotmaDon...AC Tel Mg. Chap* 2. Sec:ilOn3

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
C.ramlc DIP V Y Qlound Y ..... ev 10~ 2Vce, • ""'- ".

UIlITS

SYMBOl PARAUETER TE'lIT CONDI1lOHS h. .ooc T•• "'soc T.....asoc UNIT

UIN. •ux. IIIN. MAX. UIN, IIA.X.

....H Prl)J)8gaaon dBl.ay OSO 190 060 18S 000 1.00 n...... A...SntoO".OIl Wawlorm 1 O.SO 1110 060 18S 000 1110 n'

tp'H Propagation dtJlay '"0 350 1.00 340 100 350 n.
...... So.S, "0..0. ISO 300 ,00 340 100 300 n.

tp,H Propagaboo «hla)' 000 200 100 2.40 \00 2.00 n,
tp... E,,,o..ll,, Waveform 1.2 000 200 100 240 '00 200 n.
tp", Propagatiol'l dotay 000 300 000 200 000 300 n...... MA"o..O, Wavefofm2 000 300 OBO 200 000 300 n.
Ill" Tran&.ilion lime Q ... D" WllWllorml

060 220 060 210 0," 220 n'
IJIIL 060 220 060 210 0" 220 n•

~ Setup ~me.~. e..10 Ell 090 OBO OBO n.
~ Hold time. E"IO""'. Bn WlW6tcrm 3 0'0 040 0.010 n'
~ Sel\lP ~me. So. 5110 Ell 2.0 2.40 2.10 n.
~ Hokt lime. En to So. S, ·OS -<lS -<lS n... Rokl..,. lime. MR \0 Ell Waveform 2 • SO 100 100 n•

t,,(H) PuI$Owdh.MR Wavoloun 2 200 2SO 200 n.
..t<) PU11D .-idlh. Ell Wa\/Olorm I 200 250 200 n.

100155Mulllplexer-latch

HOTES.
I. 1h4t 1p8ci1ied limil, represent the WDlII cale valt.Mtllor Cht pralame•. S!noe Ihea.e WOI.' QM '1"1,181 notmal)' OCCUI' allhe IUppty woIlage

ItId l18/ftperalure ••IRIft\8s. additionat noiae jl1'\f'nt.lnil)' '*'~ lKtlie\Ed bw' dacre•• tng Ihe a1bwablo oporeling candit-on rilfl~"

2 ConciDOn.lor ~,lifIU .hown ll'Ilhe labkn are not n9C8slan"" worlt cue For wonl case I18SlIfIU guidellnel. (ekH 10 DC 'lBs.lIr'lg, C~1Gl1,
Sedion3

3 The apcldliIKI.mtll shown 11'I thII DC eledrical cttarlK1.nIIIC, Kable can be met ony .'-or IheImat eQUlIibrium hal baM establi&hed
TheJmal ~brium Ia ell.3billhod by .ppl)'tng power iof II krllsl 2 minutes, while n\lIintall'lW'lg 1I'i1"I'0'8rle lIirt10W 01 2 5 meierS/soc 1500
Itnoar louVR\IO) 0..... Ihe OOIltC8, mounlod ellhOlln a loll .od.ot or on a pnt\lod aauc boald Test \001\398 Vatuol .,a given In !he DC
oporellng eadllOnl tablo

... Tl\e doEMcucenluncbon dtt-Nn II) Vlt • -5 lV. aIto.lflV OpulHOn With OIlher the lot( 01 !he IOKH larM)' CDlrecbon laclOrI can bit ulGd 10
cek:ulate new DC Iimllslor the ouondod VEl: ranga FDI moro irtkl'malton. sue Ch8ptlM"s 5 and \0 S«ton 01

TEST lIYITS

$'f'U80l PARAMETER CONDITIONS' MIN. TYP. IIAX. UNIT

Vu' ....... 2Y -1020 ....10 mV

V"" High .\0'81 output voltage In"".. aI YHlAllOl" VI.M... Vii ........5V -1025 -i5S -<l8O mV

Vu· ...... 8V -1035 -<l8O mV

ApPty V.......orV....A.mone Vu"-"·2V -1030 mV

V"", Htvh .\118I output tlrelhold 0ulpuI. inpul .Ie Iirne. Oiler inputs Vu --.45Y -1035 mV...... ...- IIIV....... CI'"VUIIN YEE - -.4.8Y -10..5 mV

wilh50n "PP"" V....1lII or YI...ulO one Yu--.42V -lS95 mV

Va.. Low IeWII outpulltvelhold 1O-20V inpulal. tirlMt. 0Ih9llnpoil Vu ....... 5Y -1610 mV

....go jOOtOY • 'V...... DI V...... VEt: '"' --.f.8V -1610 mV

Yn • .......2V -1810 -1605 mV

Ya. l.DW IeWII output wt\aQII ,"puts.1 V",u or VI."14 Vn .......,5V -1810 -1105 -1620 mV

VU· ...... 8V -1830 -1620 mV

So,S, 220 ...
'.. Migh~lnput Eo. E, SOatV....I\l.• One inPUl unc:fDr 118151 AI v.......... orhet' input. 300 ...51 al V .......... &I VI.NI\l.

",",,"I ".B" 3'0 ...
MA '30 ...

I, law Iavel ...... current One Wlpul \n:ilN I18sa "I yl. ... llII. otherinpullal v ......... O. ...
-IU. Vu: supply WI1Pf'l1 Alinputll1l l VIHMU 66 Q3 133 ...

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vce•• v""' .......... v... -.t.8V .. -.t.2Y. T..O'C " ...·C ......."_10.
IpeafJ"c::j1·~"

Phtip.~tsECl Producl'

NOTE.
For AC 1001.oll4' ...Iormalion, 108 AC Tesling. Chspll8r 2. 5ocllDrl3

.b'III4,I990
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Philipa Componenll ECl Produc'1I

Latch 100150

PhIlipo~ ..ECl_

Latch 100150

-

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee,. Vca • ilft".'Id. v" •~OV u ~.2V. T•• 0"C u 4S·C .........._is.
apeClfiadI.u

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
c.remlc DIP VCC1 • VfX2. ground VEE ..... 8V lD .... 2V

NOTES.
I. The a~1iad hmitl rapr...nt Ihe wonl caw \I.kIe, lor lhe pararnaw. SInce "-s. WOf'II ca.. V.uel f'IOfmalWO OCCUI .. INIIUPPIW' ...

and ~mpera~,a••I,ema,. addilional ROI.. immunily can be ac:hiewd br' dac:re.11f\Q !he 8IIowable opuratng condilion rangea
2. ~~.I lor I8sling shown in lhelable. 8I'anol neceaaari1WO woralc.aaa For woralc.aWl8lling gode!",". ra 1U DC Tealing. ChIlpIiIr 1,

3 Th. spec::iMd limits shown in !he DC ekteIricaI dwac&ensUc. WbIe can be INI onlt .her !hermlll ifCJ.lilibrium h bean aatabliabed
Thermal equlibrium il ...latNished by applying POW" kJr .' ....12 mif'lUl... whillr fNIltI~1n4ng "~n'ver..e adow 012.5 INl8fllaec (500
linear ".Vmin) ewer ltie deVICe, mounled Slltief in a.sl aodl.81 or WI a printed aro.Ml boud T.al dage \laluel are gi....n in ltie DC
operating condItiona lebkt.

• Tho device c:an h.lncllon down IU VfE • -6 7V. BIIowing operetton with .... !he 10K or .. 101<H 'emir. CClffeellon '&c1Ot1 can be used 10
calculalU new DC .mrts lor Iho .,IlUnded VEl rang. FClf more inkJnnation. a. ChapCera 5 and 10. Secllon.4

TEST UUlTS

SYMBOl PARAMETER COHDtTIONS' IIIN. TYP. IIAX. UNIT

VIE( ......2V -1020 -870 mV

V... High .....1culPUl vokage InpuIl al V...u ar V,.... Vn: ..... 5V -1025 -855 -8lIO mV

VEE .......8V -1035 -880 mV

Applwo V..... Of V""AX 10 one VU· .... 2V -'030 mV

V..., High 'ewtl OUlpulbeshold voI\l1ge 0uIpuIs InpUlale ..... Olher inputa VEE. -4 5V '035 mV- .. V"'AXOf V,..... VEE. -4.8V -1045 mV

.... son AppIwo Vttu.. Of '1......... 10000 VEE ..... 2V -1596 mV

Vou low teveI output rtveahold Wlftage 10-2.0'1 inpul 81 a lime. Olher II'IpUti '1"'.......5'1 _1110 mV

iOOIOV al V"'AX Of V..MIN. VU ..... 8'1 -1610 mV

VEE ..... 2'1 -1"0 -'805 mV

Va. Law teveI outpul va.ge tnpull ail VMI.u: or V....... VE( ..... 5'1 -1110 -17OS -1620 mV

VEE ..... 8'1 -lll3O -1120 mV

"R ..., ....
'
H H9i "wtI inpul e:utrOnl r0:- 0.. ....' under 18al.1 V........ Olher inputa .. V....... 3<0 ....

~ 520 ...
I. LowlevelinpllCU'...1 0....W1dltr 181181 V....... Olher inpuIa al VNlu. 05 ...
-lEE VEE suppl)' CUlfenl AI 1r'lpUl$ al VNlAX 79 '02 '59 mA

.....,.1., 1GOO '58

L1111tS

aVllaOl. PARAIIETER TEaT CONomOll T._OoC T•••ZS·C fA. "S"C UNIT

MIN. IIAX. IIIN. .....X. MIN. WAX.

.....H P,_lion~ 0<5 .50 050 1.40 050 .50 n•
Ip... 0.100. .. 0. w_. 0..4' .50 050 140 050 .50 n.

.....H Propag.tion de'ey 075 205 075 1.15 075 205 n.

...... E.uo. ..o" 075 205 075 .05 075 205 n•

.....H Propegalion delaWO
W8Ye1onn1 1.2

080 240 0.80 240 090 260 n.
...... IolRuo."o" 080 240 0.90 240 090 260 n•

'nH Tr.nlilion lime a.. or D. W8V8l'onn 2
0.45 '.50 0.<5 '50 0..45 '50 n.

'n<I. O.'tS '50 0.45 1.50 0'5 '50 nl

~ Setup lime. Oft 10 Eft W_3 0.70 070 0.70 n.

~ ~ lime. E" lD 011 Wevelorm3 0.70 070 070 n... Rulea58 lim., MR 10 En Waveform 2 2.10 2.10 2.0 nl

I,,(l) PuIs. wkah low Ell W.....,onn t 2.50 250 250 n.

I,,(HI Pulse width High MR W.veform 2 250 250 250 n.

NOTE:
FOf AC tnt.-up WcM"1N1ion. see AC T.IMg. Chapl8f 2. Secrion 3.

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Cer.mlc DIP VCCI • VCQ. ground VEE • -5 2V t 5...

LIllITS

SYMBOl PARAMETER TEST CONDmON TA·OoC T•••2S·C T.....SoC UNIT

MIN. IIAX. IIIN. .....X. "'N. .....X.

.....H Propag.liondelawo 0.45 1.50 050 1..40 050 '.50 n.

...... 011 10 Qnor On W_ • 0.5 '.50 050 ...0 050 .50 nl

....... Propagation de..WO 075 205 0.75 .85 075 205 n.

...... Eft IoQnOftJ.. 075 2.05 075 '85 0.75 205 nl

.....H Propagadon deJaWO Wavelonnl 1.2 080 2.40 090 240 090 260

...... MAlDanor~ 080 2.0 090 2.40 090 260

'nH Translion .... a.. Of 0" W....1of1ll2 0.5 '50 0.5 1.50 0.5 '.50

"'" 0'5 150 0'5 150 0'5 .50

~ setup lime. Oft 10 E. Waveform 3 0.70 070 070

~ Hold time. E" 10 0" Wavefotm3 0.70 070 070.. Aelea58 lime. MR 10 E. Wall'8lorm 2 210 2.10 2 '0

I,,(LI Pull. width low E. W.v"orm 1 2.50 250 250

I,,(HI Puis. wi<ih High MR Wav.form 2 2.50 250 250

NOTE.
For AC lell I"UP rtlorlNlion. see AC T.,ling. Chapler 2. secion 3
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Pro4d Specific••Jon

Counter/Shift Register

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
c..mIG DIP V V ground V 5 2V :t 5"'"ee•• ee.. [IE· -

WIlTS

SYMBOl PARAMETER TEST COHDInONS T" • DoC T" ••21°C T" ••15°C UNIT

YIN. YAX. MIN. MAl. YIN. MAl

'WAX Me_mum shift frequency CP Waveform I 250 250 250 MH.

""" Propagation dela,. DOS 2.10 085 2'0 DOS 225 no
...... CPloo..ll" W.velonns 1.2 085 2.10 D'S 2.0 085 225 n.

""" ~~rJon delay '.80 .80 '80 .60 180 520 no
...... '80 '00 '80 '60 \80 520 "'
"""

Propagation !:Way '.20 295 1.35 2.85 120 310 n.
...... MAIOQ...C" Waveform 2 '.20 295 1.35 29S '.20 3,10 "'
""" =~Iiondefay 2.10 '80 2.10 ... 2.10 SOO n.
...... 2.10 .80 2.0 '00 2 '0 500 no

""" ~~~Tcdelav
1.40 3.20 140 320 1.40 350 n.

...... Wavelcrrn3 1.40 320 "0 320 "0 350 n.
"'0< tro:fC-tion ~.y '40 <60 '60 .80 '60 '80 no
...... ,<0 '60 ... .60 .60 ,"0 no

ITlH Tlllltlilion lime 0.., c... TC Wa\l8rorm 1 0" l80 0," 1.80 0" ,.. n.
h... 0" '80 O.S 1.00 0," ... n.
~ SelUP lima 0, to CP 1.40 1.40 "0 n.
~ Hold tim. CP 10 0:11 020 020 020 no

~ SeIUp lime P" 10 CP .70 170 170 n.
~ IioId lime CP 10 PI! 0'0 0.10 0'0 n.
~ Setup lim. ¥ET. CE'P lD CP W_2 180 ... 1.80 no

~ Hold lime CP 10 00'CEt CE'P 020 020 020 "'
~ SeDJP lime Sn 10 CP 380 380 380 n.
~ HokI time CP 10 Sn -0. -09 -0.9 no.. ReIu•• time MR lD CP 250 250 250 "'
\,(HI Puts. widlh High. MR, CP Waveforms 1.2 200 200 200 n.

NOTE:
For AC IeII .&CUp inlormallOn. we AC Tesling. ChaplU, 2. Sodion 3

Philips Compcll'*'ta eCl Prol:kds

100136Counter/Shift Register

, ,
WI'TS

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDInOHS T" .crc T" ••2SoC T" ••ISoC UNIT

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAl

"'AX Maximum shift Irequenq CP Wavelorm 1 250 250 250 UH,

""" Prop.gal'ion dela, 0 •• 2.10 085 2,10 085 2.25 n....... CpI00".O" W.....fonn'I.2 085 210 085 2.'0 085 225 no

""" ~~ondelay '80 ... , 00 .60 '80 520 n.
...... '80 '80 ... .... ... 520 no

""" Propagabon delay '20 295 1.35 295 '.20 3.10 n....... MRlDQ",O" Wevefor",2 .20 295 1.35 295 .20 3.10 n.

""" ~~,:~on delay 2.10 4" 2.10 .80 2.10 500 n....... 2'0 ... 2.10 ... 210 .00 n.

""" ~~:nTCdetay .40 320 1.40 320 "0 350 n...... We\l8torm3 1.40 320 \.40 320 "0 350

""" ::O:-¥CbOn delay '40 4.60 '60 .60 ... 080...... '.40 .60 160 "0 '60 080

'n" T,.nsilion lime all' 0". TC Wal/ll4orm I 0.45 l80 0."5 .80 0'5 ...
"'" 0" ..80 0" '00 0.5 , 00

~ Setup lim. 0,10 CP 1.40 140 1.40

~ Hdd lime CP to 0, 0.20 020 0.20

~ SeIUP lime P" 10 CP 170 170 1.70

~ Ho&d lime CP 10 PIt 010 0.0 010

~ So... ""'" Do!CET. eEl' .. Cp Waveform 2 100 '80 180

~ Hold IIff\II CP 10 Oo/CET, CEP 020 020 020

~ SOIUp .... s" .. CP 300 3,80 3 .. n.
~ Hold lime CP 10 Sn -0. -0. -09 n... Relea,. time MR 10 CP 2.50 250 250 n.
\,(H) Pulse widlh ~igh, MR, CP Wavelorms 1,2 200 200 200 n'

NOTES (CONTINUEDI:
and .mper"nt e.trMMI, additional noi.. immunity C8I'I be ac:hiewd br dIIcre.,1ng Ihe "Iowable ope'8~1IIcondition ''''1181

2. Condllon' tar .,"ng Ihown In lhe lable,.nt not necessarily wor" C85e Forwor'l C8MlIe,ling guidehne,. rete, 10 DC Tosling. CtwpM' I.
8odion 3

3. The &pee:ifled lI"'it, shCM'n In .... DC eIectricII cta..a.tslicllable can. be mel onIt efl8f' lhennal eqaJlllInum hal been established.
Thermal equilibrium ••,UIbIl&hed br IIpply!ng power tor al lea51 2 minUl8'. white maintaining "."'\18'&8 airIcM of 2 5 me.r&lsec: (500
In..., teellminl 0'0'81' .... device. moun.d .i"'er in a telllM1Ckel or on a pnnled circuil: board Tell 'o'Oftage values a'. given in "'e DC
OfM"ating condlions 1ab6e

4 The dew::e can luncllon down 10 Vu • -S.N, aIIo.mg ope'alion ...... eilMr!he lot< Of !he I(II(H lamity. Correction leclO" can be uaed 10
calcufa. new DC limti' tor the e.tended VEE. ntnge. For more 'I'ltarmaClon, '88 Chapters 5 and 10, Section.

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
eM....le DiP Vee • Vee • U,ound Vu: • __ 8V lD __ 2V

Philipl Compcll'*'l1 ECl P,oductI

NDTE.
For AC .,'s&CUp Inlorma&IM. &&e AC Te'Iing. Chllpler 2. Sec1lOtl3

June U. 1890 .40 Jt.wla 14. 1M ...



PhlIiptCom_ECl...-

Flip-Flop 100131 Flip-Flop 100131

For AC lell setup inlormalion, ..a AC Te.ting. Chaprer 2. Setlion 3

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Ceramic DIP VCC1 • Veer. ground V[E. 5 'IV t 5110-

UII'TS

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST COIlDlTlONS T... OoC TA ••UoC T.....5"C UNIT

IIIN. IIAX. WIN. MAl. MIN. IIAX.

r,... Muimum 0>g018 Or...,ency
Wa'll8lonn I 350 350 350 loe<.CPo

...'" Propagation deWy 015 2.•0 015 215 0.70 230 n...... lACP 0> 0..0. W....lormll.2.3 015 2'0 015 2 '5 070 230 n.

...'" Propagation delay 010 2.20 070 200 0.70 220 n...... CPll aoa...Cta W.weIonn11.2.3 070 220 070 200 010 220 n•

...... 1.10 270 'OS 260 'OS 210 n...... Prapag"ion de&ay Wa""onnl 2.3 CPIl.V........ 110 2.10 lOS 260 'OS 210 n•
- ......

1oIS."Ao>o".ll" CPIl·V...A•
110 305 , 10 295 110 305 n...... , 10 305 , '0 295 , '0 30S n.

...'"
065 '90 070 '70 070 , 90 n...... Pl'Of)aD8DondiNy Wavelonn12.3 CP

II
_ V....... 065 1.90 070 '70 010 '90 n.

-
""" A.S,ooa..a. CPIl-V...All

0.70 210 070 200 070 220 n...... 0.70 2.10 070 200 0.70 220 n.

'n. Tranliion 11IM
Wawetorm 1

0 •• 200 0.5 '60 0.5 110 n.

'''' 0..0. 0 •• 200 0.5 '60 0.5 110 n.

~
Setup.tNt

090 070 090 n.O... toCPII,MCP W....'0Im12.3

~
HokIWne

060 060CP... MCP 10 Oil 0.80 n'

.. ReIe... time , 50 IAn. s.. k) CPII• MCP W.~0Im12.3
130 '50 n.

.. Rekt.wlme
250MR. MS k) CP.... MCP 230 250 n.

I,,(HI Pulse width High
We'll8lorms 1.2.3 250 250 250 n.UR. MS. R,.. 5.... CP... MCP

NOTE,

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
C.ramlc DIP Vcc, • Vt:C2 • glound, VEE. -4 IV kI-4 2V

UUlTS

SYIIBOL PARAMETER TEST COIlDITIONS f •••·e T,,_dSoC T" ••IS·C _T

IIIN. MAX. U1N. MAX. MIN. MAX.

'.", ....ximum 1Ogg" frequency Wawlonn 1 350 350 350 loe<.CP,

""" Propagation delay 071 2."0 0.75 2.15 0.70 230 n.
..... lACP 0>0..0. w.\I8brn, t ,2,3 0.75 2'0 015 2.15 070 230 n.

""" PropagatIOn delay 0.70 220 0.70 200 070 220 n...... CP.IoO".CI'l W...,etorm.'.2.3 010 220 010 200 0.70 220 n.

""" CP.. - V....IN
1.10 270 1,05 260 lOS 2.70 n.

...... p..."ll...... _ W1Ivelorml2.3 110 2.70 'OS 260 I.OS 210 n.

~ MS.MRma..,OJl CPIl·V......
1.10 30S , '0 2.i5 110 3.05 n...... , '0 305 1.10 205 , 10 305 n.

...'" Cp•• V......
085 '90 070 '.70 070 '90 n...... P~"IDnde&ay W.weIonn12.3 065 '90 070 1.70 010 .90 n.

~ A".S,lDo".a. CP•• V...All
0.70 2.10 070 200 0.70 2.20 n...... 010 2 '0 010 200 070 220 n.

'n. Transition time
Wa'll8tonn I

0.5 200 0.5 '60 0.5 1.70 n.

'T" QII,O" Od 200 0.5 '.60 0.5 1.70 n.

~
Setup lime 090 070 080 n.
Oil to CPI'I' MCP WIi'll81orm1 2.3

~
HokIlime 060 060 080 n.
CP.., MCP 10 Oil

.. Relea58 lime 150 '30 1.50 n.
R". ~ to CP... MCP Waveforms 2.3

.. Rektaselim. 250 230 250 n.Un. US to CPII• YeP

I,,(HI Pulse widlh High
Wa'll8lormll.2.3 250 250 250 n.

MA. MS. ~. SII' CP... MCP

NOTEli (COHTlNUEDI'
3. The specified limit. ,hclwn In the DC electricall ch-.c:a...IicI .... CIn be melodt'f.- lWfmai~ hal been ••tablilhed

Theonal 8QUlaibrium is e.tablished bv' apprlying poww Jof .1 lou' 2 mVlul•• , wh_ maintaini1g Iran....ru airlolw 01 2 5 melerIlMc; (SOD
war IeeVminl O\l8f lhe device. mounted .jlll., in ateillockel Of' on a prinledcircuil beard Ta.1 voltage "'.081 .f. glYen in IhII DC
operaling condlbonl table.

... The dhoic8 can tuncbon down to VEE. -5.7V. a1kJwing oper...... WIIh eilhef Ihe 10K Of IN lOKH lam~ COf'NC.on IKIOrI can be uMdIo
cak:UIaIe now DC Imililor the 8Jl18nded VEE range FOIlnQfe .,lorm81tOn. lee ChaPI8,. 5 and 10, SOCIOO".

NOTE.
for AC 18sll8b4» Inlorfllalion. MI. AC Ta"ng. Chaplef 2. Sec1ian 3.

June I., 1190 .30 June 1•. 'geO



100117

090 240 nJ
090 240 nl

T" • .,,,·C UNIT

YIN. M,AX.

04$ '20 n,
045 1.20 ftI

UIlITS

sYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDlnON T" .oOC TA ••UoC

W'N. IlAX. IIIN. M.,X.

"'" Propagation deIa., 0.90 240 .90 2.30.... Dol", De,.. DC... 00", IO~.a- .90 24. 090 230

"'" Propagation doLaY'
W.\ItJIorml ••• 1.20 .,. 1.10.... E. lOa,.. 0. 0" 120 0" 1.10

In" T...ruilioni.... O'" 0,.
0.45 1.20 ." 1.10

I,.. 0.4$ 1.20 0" 1.10

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
fltic P.cll.nd PLee VCCI • Vccz - grvund. Vu, • -6.2Y t 5'4

Gate

NOTE:
FOI AC 1.'1 ••1Up InbrNlion.... ole T••IirIg, ChllPt8f' 2. Sec:1ion 3

PhlIp.~.. ECL__

100117Gate

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
C.ramlc DIP V V ground V -4 BY k) -4 2Vce•• ceo" ".

LIMITS
SVIIBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITION TA .ooe fA ••25°C TA...SoC UHIT

UIN. "AX. IIIN. IIAX. IIIN. MAX.

"'" Propagation delay .90 26. ... 250 ... 260 n..... OA.,. DOn. DC". DOn. 10 Ct.. a,. .90 260 ... 250 • oo 260 n.
"C" Propagation dolay

Waveform 1 ••• ... ••• .30 0.45 .40 n..... Ell to On. 0.. ••• ••0 ••• 130 0" 140 n.
In" Tranllbon Dme a,.. 0.. ••• 1.20 .,. 1.10 0,45 120 n.
h'll 0" 120 .,. 1.10 o.n '20 n.

NOTE:
FOI AC leal ,elup Wlbrr&alion. see AC Telling, Chaplltr 2, Sec:1ion 3

FOI ole telll8t\J9 inbmalion.... AC Telling, Chaplet 2, Secbon 3

'- ._...'1

~-_-__ .I"'V

NOTE:
AU po...., and aigNIl vo1ao_ thihlld up 2 OV b AC bench letl purpo•••.

,AC WAVEFORMSAC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
C.,emlc: DIP V V ground V -6 zv i 5%

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Fl., Pacll and PLeC Vee • Vccz ground Vu: :II -4 8Y 10 -4 2V

ce, • ceo" ".
LIMITS

SYUBOL PAR.....ETER lEtT CONDITION TA aOOC flo ••2Soe fA a ••S·C UNIT

UIN. IIAX. IIIN. MAX. 11IM. MAX.

"'" Propagalion delay 0." 260 090 .50 090 260 n..... OA", DBn• Dell, DOn, 10 Ct., 0.. .90 2.60 •.90 .50 090 260 n.
"'" ProplQaIion delay

Waveform I 0 •• ... 0" 130 .,. 1.40 n..... E"k)all'~ ••• 1.40 ••• 130 ••• ... n.
11~H Tranllion ime Q,., 0" 0" 120 0" 1.10 0" 1.20 n.
"" ••• 120 0 •• .,. 0" 1.20 n.

NOTE:

.
lI111TS

SYMBOl PARAMETER TEST CONDITION TA lIooe TAl: .noc flo .....SoC UNIT

MIN. IIAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.

"l" Propagalion dolay 090 24. 090 23. 090 24. n..... Dol,.. DB", OCn• DO". ID~. 0" 0.90 240 .90 230 0 .. 24. n.
fpC" Propagabon deLay

Waveform 1 0.45 1.20 0 •• 110 .,. 120 n..... E.IOa,.O• ... 120 ••• 1.10 0" .20 n.
IllH TranSItion bme Q", 0" 0.45 1.20 0" 110 0" 120 n.h.. 0" 1.20 0" 1.10 0" 1.20 n.

NOTE,
For AC '811 lOrup inlormabon, we ole TeslIng. Chapta, 2, Secbon 3

Jy,e 14, 1990 3.2 393



Philip, Camponenta ECl ProductI
P-...Spo<ilic:a....

Gale 100107 Gale 100107

371

AC losl setup ..larmeban. Ioe AC TeSbng, ChIPI8, 2. Secllon 3

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
C.,...dc DIP Vee • V ground V -62V 5. =" ..- ....

liMnS
SYUSOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITlON TA .0"<: TA ••25°C TA. +IS"C UNIT

MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX. MIN. UAX .
....H Pr_otiondoloy 0.55 190 055 180 055...... BnIOOIlloOfD,. '90 n.05_ 180 055 160 055 190 n•
....H P'opagalion delay 0.S5 1.70 055 '60 055...... .... 100",0Ia,. 170 n.Wavrelorm 1 055 170 055 '60 055 '70 n.
""H P,opagation delay 115 2.75 1.15 2.75 1.15 300...... ".o"O>F n.

1.15 215 , 15 .75 1.15 300 n.
'nH

Trana.ilion.me 0... Cillo 01 F 0'5 1.70 0.45 155 0.45'.... 170 n.
0'5 , 70 0'5 I.S5 0'5 '70 n.

NOTE:
For AC lasl Slllup InlormalaOn.... AC r.'Iing, Chaple, 2. Section 3

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
F.., Pack and PlCC Vee V ground V ..... IV ..... 2.. CC,. <E' 0> V

L1UITS
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDmON TA .oOC TA ••25°C TA • +ISoC UNIT

MIN. MAl. UIN. UAl. MIN. MAX.
....H Propagalion delay 055 170 055 '60...... BA lQo. oro.. 055 170 n.

055 170 055 160 055 '70 n.
....H Propagalion delay OS5 1.50 055 ,",,0...... .... 100",0101' 055 '50 n.Wevelorm , 055 150 055 140

0 __

'50 n.
....H Propagalion delay 115 ..- 115 255...... ..... B,,1a F -115 '80 n.

115 '5_ 116
2 __

1 '5 280 n.
"LH T,ansilian 1mB 0 ... On or F 0'5 1.70 0'_ 15_''''' 0'_ 170 n.0.5 1.70 ..- ..- 0._ 170 n.NOTE,

For AC 1811 salup ll'llormabon, ICe AC Tesbng. Chaple, 2, SeclaOn 3

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Flat Pack and PlCC VCCl • VCC2 • ground V 5 'rV t 5%EE .-

LIMITS
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST COHOInoH TA .O"C TA• +25"C TA ••15"'C UNIT

MIN. UAl. MIN. UO' MIN. UAX.
....H Propagation delay 0.5 170 055...... Bn to On 01 On 160 055 '70 n.0_. 170 055 1.60 05. '70 n.
""H P,opagabon dolay 055 '50 055...... ..... 100n Ol'O'' ,.0 05• 150 n•WaY8l'orm 1 0_. 150 0.5 140 0.5 150 n.
....H Propaglillon dulay 115 • 5....... An. B"to F ' '5 ..5 '15 .oo n•

1.15 .55 1.15 ..- 1.15 .oo n.
t'lH

Tranlibon limg a,.. On ew F 0 •• 170 0'5"HL 155 0.5 170 n.
0'5 170 0 •• ..- 0 •• '70 n.NOTE:

F..

JIoWW 14.1990370

TEST UMITS

SYMBOl PARAMETER CONDlTK)NS· MIN. TYP. MAl. UNIT

Yu: ...... 2Y -1020 -<170 mV

VllH High ............. _ ....., eI VN&AlOI v........ VEE ...... 5V -1025 -855 -laO mV

VU ....... IV -1035 -laO mV

Appty '-'MI.... 01 Vu..... 10 VEE .......2V -1030 mV

VllHl High ...... OU!pu1'''8shold vol. 0.._
anelnput at a 1irM. D&hM VI[( ....... 5Y 1035 mV

lJIodod ....IV.....u: OIV....1Il Vu·-4IY -1045 mV

wt.,5Oll Applt VNlIN Of V....AI to Vu· ..... ·2V -1595 mV

V... low teY8I OUlp.llltveshoid ¥Obge 1a-2.GY one Input at. tiIM. 01"" VIE( ....... 5V -1610 mV

to.01OV /nputI.1 VI-IIlAI" 01 V....IIl. VEE .......IV -1610 mV

Vu .-4.2V -1810 1605 mV

Va. Low__'_ Inpol1l IIIVIiIMIlOl V...... Vu .-4.5V -1810 -170S -1620 mV

VEE ..... IV -11130 -1620 mV

'M High ...., ..pu' .......'~ err. tnpuI und8r 1e,la' V....u:. '50 ...
OItwr Inp,l" III V....IIl. 350 ...

'. Low......, inpul currenl err. inp,ll unde, I8sl .. V......... Oh.r inpu.. 1111 V........:- 0.5 ...
-l.. Yn IUPF!', curr..... AI inpultat VtMA.ll .6 68 86 mO

.
UNITS

SYMBOl PARAMETER TEIT CONDmON TA .O~C TA ••25~C TA ••ISoC UNIT

MIN. MAX. U'N. MAl. MIN. MAl.

....H Propaga'on delay 0.55 '90 055 180 055 190 n....... B.-100nDl'a.. 0.5 190 055 180 055 180 n.

....H P,opagabQll delay 055 170 055 160 055 1.10 n....... An 100. or On Wlllwlorm ,

0 __

110 0.55 160 055 110 n.

....H Propagation delay 11_ .75 us 2.75 1.15 300 n....... ...... BnlD F US 21_ 115 215 1.15 300 n.

'nH TranSItion lime a,.. c.. or F 0'5 170 0'_ 155 0.45 1.70 n.
"HL 045 1.70 0'5 , 55 045 .70 n.

June 1", 1890

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Ca,amlc DIP Vee • VCCl • ground VEE ...... IV 10 .... 2V

NOTES.
1 Th8 ,p8C:iNd lilnial ,..sentlhe WOfsl QI.. we..... tor .. pu8l'NtIf. SincI btl. wortl Qlse Yllluel normaly occ:ur .... 1lIPP't dag.

end lemperalure ulrem.l. aci:SiMonll noiH knmunil1 CM be ad'lieved by' dea••sing .... allowable opelaling oondition ranoes
2 Condaions 10, I8s1ing IhaIwn In Ihe _l8s .... no! n8ClJIsanly worsl c:8se. For wor,1 caM lesllng guidelines, r."r Ia DC T.stlng. Chaple, I,

Section 2.
3. Th8 tpedr.d limilllhalwn ll'l .. DC.~ cft.ed8rIStic;S ..tIIe CM be mel onIy.fter """III 8CfJiIibrium has been aslablished

Thatrnal .....briwft il es&8blished by' IPpf)oing power lor al l8asl 2 minules. whirl rnainklining "ansvers. air1low 01 2 5 melerUNC (500Ii,...~in) fNf/lI __• device. maunl8d .i....' in a lesl sodl.el ew on a prinled acuil board T.sl 'tfQ1tag. values a,. giwn in"'e DC
op«ating condilions lable.

4. The device c:an lunction down Ia VEE • ~ TV. 8IawIng op8I8tion wiCh 10K 01 .... IOKH Iamly Correction 'ICIOII c:an be uMd IQ

calcuial8 new DC limila 10' Ihe ell8nded VEE r~ Few manI intonnabOn, Chaplers 5 end 10, Section 4.

NOTE.
Far AC Iell setup ll'llormaoon. H. AC Telling. Chap_ 2. Sedan 3

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS vCC. _Vca-ll"lUftd. VEE ......VIO-l.2V. T. - O"C 10 .'5"C ........II1olwIs.
,pecilied1.U



100102

Phllpt Componen.. ECl_

Gate

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
C.,...10 DIP VCCI .. Vcx:2 -grot.nd, V -4 IV 10 -4 2V

FQ( AC bill letup inlcnnlllon, IN AC Tellftg. Chapte, 2. s.:ion 3.

" .
lllllTl

SYMBOl PARAMETER TEllTCONDI1lON TA_OOC TA••2$oC T....5°C UNIT

II'N. IIAX. IIIN. IIAX. IIIN. ....x....... Propagdon delay 0'5 1.35 0'5 1.15 0.45 140 n."'ot. D.. loo..or~ 0 •• 1.35 0 •• 1.15 0'5 140 n.
....H P,opagalion delay W.-.... OlIO 2.15 095 2.1' U5 220 n....... £ .. 0."'0. OlIO 2.t5 095 215 0.5 220 n.
InH

T,."..Iion .... 0.. OlD,. 0.45 '20 0'5 1.10 0'5 1.10 n.'.... 0<5 120 0<5 tlO 0.5 t.IO n.
NOTE:

AC ELEcmlCAL CHARACTERISTICS
ee,amlo DIP Vex; - V0C2. ground V -5 2V:t: 5'", ".

lIl1lTS
SYIlBOl PARAIIETER TEST CONDmON TA_oOC T

A
_ .1I0C

TA- ..,Ole UIGT

IIIN. IIAX. MIN. IIAX. 1I1N. IIAX.
....H Propagaion dBlay 0.5 135 0 •• tiS 0'5 140 n."'ot. 0,,100.010.. 0.45 1.35 0'$ 1.15 0.5 '.40 n....... Pfopagalion de.... W.-.... OlIO 2.15 095 2.15 us 220 n."'ot. £ .. 0."'0. O.lIO 2.15 0.5 215 U5 2.20 n.
'nH T,anlilion .... 0.. or c.. 0.5 120 0"5 tlO 0<5 1.10 n•.....

0'5 120 0.45 1.10 0'5 1.10 n.
NOTE:

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
FIa' Pac" and PLee Vex;," Vccz- ground. VEE. -4.evlo -4.2V

lllllTS
SYMBOL PARAMnER TEST CONDITION TA_Ooe TA_ .25Ole TA _ .Isoe UNIT

IIIN. YAX, MIN. .UX. MIN. MAX•
....H Propagalion dBlay 0'5 115 0'5 0.5 0.5 120...... 0,,10a..0I0.. n•

0'5 1.15 0.45 095 0 •• 1.20 n.
""H Propagalion delay

W.wetonn , OlIO 185 095 Ul5 0.5 2.00....~ Et;)~«C" n•OlIO Ul5 095 185 0.5 200 n.
'nH T,an..lion .... 0.. or D,. 0 •• 120 0.45 1.10 0 •• 1.10"'" n.

0<5 120 0'5 1. to 0<5 1.10 n•
NOTE:
Fa AC IeIlletup r.bmalion, IN AC Telling. CNptor 2. Sectbn 3.

100102

NOTE:
WhenoperalinQ" o'*"an"e apec:ifiod Va 'o'Ollagel C-4.2V. ""'.5V. -4 8V).1he DC ar'Id AC eklclricalc:haraclerillQwil va,., lligh" tom .....
Ip8Clfled va""'el

DC ELECmlCAL CHARACTERISTICS V""•• V=. gn>Und. V" ......8V ...... 2V. T•• 0"1: ....5·C un......._
specifiedl ,:...

Gate

TEST UIIITS

SYMBOl PARAMnER CONDITIONS 1I1N. NOlI. IIAX. UNIT

VCCI• Veer Circu' gn>Und 0 0 0 V

V" s..Pl"Y .... ....8 .... 5 .....2 V

V"
Supplt vallage when opGfating with ". 1OK Of

-'7 V10KH Eel lamlll)l

VEE ........2"1 -1150

V.. HIgh _Inpul ....... VEE ....... 5V -1165 -880 mV

ViE ........BV -1165

VEE ...... 2V -1"75 mV

V. low "'II8f inpul YOlage VEE .. -45V -1110 -IUS mV

Vn·-48V -1490 mV

T. Operaling .mbient tempel.lJre 'BhQ8 0 .25 .85 'C

Phi.s Cc:mpanenll ECl Pfodul;tI

DC OPERATING CONDITIONS

TEST WIlTS

SYMBOL PARAIIETER CONDlTtoNS
'

IIIN. TIP. IIAX. UNIT

VEE" -4.:ZV -1020 -<170 mV

VllH High ...... OUlpUlvoft. .......tVNWtOfV....... VEE ....... 5V -ID25 ....55 -880 mV

VEE ...... BV -1035 -880 mV

Apply V.....IN« VllMAX 10 VU' .-e.2V -1030 mV

VllHl High ...... oulpUllhr..hoId vallage Outpull one iI'Iput al a 1lme. other VEE. -4 5V -1035 mV

lo_ inpullal V...... Of V.....ft VEE. -4 BV -104!i mV

...,600 Awl., V..... IN or VU1U 10 Vn • ...... 2V -1595 mV

V"'-, Low IwM output h.lhoId voltage 1D-20V on. input .. a1lme. 0Uwr Vu: ...... 5V 1610 mV

.!.O.OIOV inpull 81 V........ Of V..... VEE .......BV -1610 mV

V,u .. -42V -ielO -1605 mV

V"'- tow_ ........... Inpull at VHIM• Of V........ VEE ........ SV 1810 -1705 -1620 mV

VEE" --4.8V -1830 -1620 mV

'.. H;gh_ .....' .......'~ OneInpUi under tell at V...... 350 .....
Er.pul 0Iher Inputl .. VUlIH' 300 .....

'. Low IeYfiII input cur,ont One r.pul!llder "'1 al Va.iol~. Othe, inpull al VH..... 05 .....
-In Vf.E IUPpir curroi'll All inpull ill V....l1 3. 55 80 mA

NOTES.
1 The ,pecilied hrnltI ,..eMnlIhe wot,1 C11le vakJellor Ihe perM'lelillf. SW::e Nle wonl all. valuel normaly oa;:ur .. Ihe IUppfy voftage

and tempofalUra ektreme" aO:iIIionai not", immunltr can be actllewd by deaeasing lhe allowable opDfating condition 'engo,
2 CondiDonl1or lO,.ng &hown In the &ablol afe not nocunanl)' wenl case For wotll caw IIoSIIng' guidufinVi. feto, 10 DC Telling. Ch8pter 1.

Section 3
3. The specified imila shown ... the DC e"ctneIiI c:haraderi,lICs bible can be mel ontr after lhermll eeplibftJM hal been .'l8bIshed.

Thoon~ equdibrium ilel&ablil.hed by 8pplytng power 10, 811oa&12 minUlOI. wh~ mar.laining Un,w"e airtow Of 2 5 mate,./sec (500
line" toeUl1\tn) ovw lha deVIC•• mounlUd ellhe, In. 1811 'ockel Of on a ponied circuit board Te,' 'o'Ollage vallJ81 Ble given in !he DC
operaling' condliofu lable

4 The dwlC8 can lunckwl clown 10 ViE .. -5.7V, a1~ operallon wilh 01'* !he 10K or lh8 10KHt~ CGtl'llClion tllClDr'l can be uMd 110
CIIlculate nuw DC Iimllli tor lho 8xlondod Vt' 'In;e FQ( mOl"e InIo,maDon, IMI Chaplofl 5 and 10. Socbon 4.

.bMt U. 1990 ..... ... '100
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LrL + + + + + + + reset

+ I + + + + + + Input_2

+ + + + + + + Mul tL5

+ + + + + + + Input_5

+ t + + + + + trigger

+ + + + + + + I en_start

28.8

+- - - - - -
+

+

GGr +

GGr +

GGr +
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GClr +
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Gar +

(XX')(GGr +
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GGr +

GGr +
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+
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+

38.8

+
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+ + + + + + + reset ~
+ + + + + + + . 1nput_2 ()

+ + + + + + + MU I ti_5

+ + + + + + 1nput_5

+ + + + + + tr1gger

+ + + + + + + en_stort

ql/q28/1n1 t

c I k_od I

258M_clk

doto_odS

ql/qI7/M1n1MuM

+ + + + + + + ql/qI9/M1nresult

81 + + EE + 88 + 62 + EF + ql/qI6/Mox1MuM

GGr 81 + 88 + + + + + ql/qI8/Moxresult

+ + + + + + + stort

II! + {)I! + 8F + 31 + 11 + BB + AA +

32 + EE + 81 + 88 + 62 + EF +

98.8 188.8 118.8 128.8 138.8 lLJ8.8 1S8.8 168.8



........

........
0\

+ + + + + + + reset

+ + + + + + + 1npul_2

+ + + + + + + Mul l LS

+ + + + + + + 1npul_5

+ + + + + lrlgger

+ + + + + + en_s lor l

q1/q28/1nll

c 1k_od 1

258M_clk

88 dolo_od1

dolo_od2

doto_od3

dolo_odlJ

dolo_odS

ql/q17/M1nlMuM

+ + + + q1/q19/M1nresull

+ + F6 + + q1/q16/MoxIMuM

+ + + + F6 + q1/q18/Moxresu1l

+ + + + + + star t

~31 87 + 31 + 11 + + Min

81 88 + 91 + 98 + FfiI. MaX §:
178.8 188.8 198.8 288.8 218.8 228.8 238.8 2lJ8.8 ::j

~

~
~
~
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+ + + + + + + reset ~
+ + + + + + + 1nput_2 (J

+ + + + + + + MU 1 t 1_5

+ + + + + + + Input_5

+ + + + + + + tr1gger

+ + + + + + en_s tor t

+ + + + + + + ql/q28/1n1t- -- - -- - -- - - - -- - --
c lICod 1

258M_clk

doto_odl

doto_od2

doto_od3

doto_od4

doto_od5

ql/q17/Mln1MuM

86 + + + + + + ql/qI9/Mlnresult

81 85 + 23 + EE + 88 + 88 + 16 + ql/qI6/MoxlMUM

Fa + + + + + + + ql/qI8/Moxresult

BB + + + + + G-1 + s tor t
86 + + + + + + 841- M1n

Fa + + + + + + + MOX

258.8 268.8 278.8 288.8 298.8 388.8 318.8 328.8



+ + + + + + + reset

+ + + + + + + 1nput_2

+ + + + + + + Mul ti_5

+ + + + + + + 1nput_5

+ + + + + + + trigger

+ + + + + + + en_s tor t

+ + + J + I + + + ql/q28/1n1t,..---- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - --
I + I + I + I + I + I + I + I c I k_od 1

258M3Ik

55 + + + + + + + doto_odl

33 + + + + + + + doto_od2

55 + + + + + + + doto_od3

AA + + + + + + + doto_odl!

67 + + + + + + + doto_od5

fl3 X66 + Xli + X01 + X33 + + + + ql/qI7/M1n1MuM

04 X83 + + + 01 + X33 + + + ql/qI9/M1nresult

~DD + XEE + X32 + XAA + + + + ql/q16/Mox1I'1uM
t------'

F9 + + + + XAA + + + ql/q18/Moxresult

01 + + + + + + + s tor t

84 Xl:l3t- + + Xfllt- X33 + + + M1n

F9 + + + + AA + + + MOX

338.8 348.8 358.8 368.8 378.8 388.8 398.8 488.8

......

......
00
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i simulation file for mm i
t Reset

RESET SIM Time -Clear
radix hex
t check options

Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace
t definition timing

Assign tp 1;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

t Trace signals
TRAce MR en 1 en 2 en 3 q5/a_lt_b databus1 databus2
scale trace-time-l

t check coverage of input stimuli
Check Toggle;

t Initiali%e
init Os;

t simulation stimuli
FORCE low in 0 0
FORCE MR 1 0
FORCE en 1 1 0
FORCE en-2 1 0
FORCE en-3 1 0
FORCE MR- 0 3.0
FORCE en 1 0 7.0
FORCE en-2 0 9.0
FORCE en-3 0 15.0
FORCE en-1 1 10.0
FORCE en-2 1 12.0
FORCE en-3 1 18.0
FORCE en-l 0 17.0
FORCE en-2 0 19.0
FORCE en-3 0 25.0
FORCE en-l 1 20.0
FORCE en-2 1 22.0
FORCE en-3 1 28.0
FORCE en-1 0 27.0
FORCE en-2 0 29.0
FORCE en-3 0 35.0
FORCE en-1 1 30.0
FORCE en-2 1 32.0
FORCE en-3 1 38.0
FORCE databus1 81 7.5
iORCE databus2 01 9.5
FORCE databusl 55 15.0
FORCE databus2 aa 17.0
FORCE databus1 88 17.5
FORCE databus2 11 19.5
FORCE databus1 12 25.0
FORCE databus2 33 27.0
FORCE databusl 98 27.5
FORCE databus2 67 29.5

GRADUATION REPORT
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t simulation file for min i
t Reset

RESET SIM T~e -Clear
radix hex
t check options

Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace
t definition timing

Assign tp 1;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

t Trace signals
TRAce MR en 1 en 2 en 3 q5/a It b databus1 databus2 minimum.
scale trace-time-1 - --

t check coverage of input stimuli
Check Toggle;

t Initialize
init Os;

t simulation stimuli
FORCE low in 0 0
FORCE MR - 1 0
FORCE en 1 1 0
FORCE en-2 1 0
FORCE en-3 1 0
FORCE MR- 0 3.0
FORCE en 1 0 7.0
FORCE en-2 0 9.0
FORCE en-3 0 15.0
FORCE en-1 1 10.0
FORCE en-2 1 12.0
FORCE en-3 1 18.0
FORCE en-1 0 17.0
FORCE en-2 0 19.0
FORCE en-3 0 25.0
FORCE en-l 1 20.0
FORCE en-2 1 22.0
FORCE en-3 1 28.0
FORCE en-1 0 27.0
FORCE en-2 0 29.0
FORCE en-3 0 35.0
FORCE en-1 1 30.0
FORCE en-2 1 32.0
FORCE en-3 1 38.0
FORCE databus1 81 7.5
FORCE databus2 01 9.5
FORCE databus 1 55 15.0
FORCE databus2 aa 17.0
FORCE databusl 88 17.5
FORCE databus2 11 19.5
FORCE databus1 12 25.0
FORCE databus2 33 27.0

·FORCE databus1 98 27.5
FORCE databus2 67 29.5
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i s~lation file for max i
t Reset

RESET SIM Time -Clear
r3.ctix hex
t check options

Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace
t definition timing

Assign tp 1;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

t Trace signals
TRAce MR en 1 en 2 en_3 q5/a_1t_b databusl databus2 maximum
scale trace-time-l

t check coverage of input stimuli
Check Toggle;

t Initialize
init as;

t s~lation stimuli
FORCE low in a 0
FORCE MR - 1 a
FORCE en 1 1 a
FORCE en-2 1 a
FORCE en-3 1 a
FORCE MIt 0 3.0
FORCE en 1 0 7.0
FORCE en-2 a 9.0
FORCE en-3 0 15. a
FORCE en-1 1 10.0
FORCE en-2 1 12.0
FORCE en-3 1 18.0
FORCE en-1 a 17.0
FORCE en-2 a 19.0
FORCE en-3 a 25.0
FORCE en-1 1 20.0
FORCE en-2 1 22.0
FORCE en-3 1 28.0
FORCE en-l a 27.0
FORCE en-2 0 29.0
FORCE en-3 0 35.0
FORCE en-1 1 30.0
FORCE en-2 1 32.0
FORCE en-3 1 38.0
FORCE databus1 81 7.5
FORCE databus2 01 9.5
FORCE databusl 55 15.0
FORCE databus2 aa 17.0
FORCE databus1 88 17.5
FORCE databus2 11 19.5
FORCE databus1 12 25.0
FORCE databus2 33 27.0
FORCE databusl 98 27.5
FORCE databus2 67 29.5
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stimuli
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
1 S
1 7
1 9
1 13
o 10
o 12
o 14
o 18
1 lS
1 17
1 19
1 23
o 20
o 22
o 24
o 28
1 2S
1 27
1 29
1 33
o 30
o 32
o 34
o 38
1 3S
1 37
1 39
1 43

t simulation file for en_gen
t Reset

RESET SIM T~e -Clear
radix hex
t check options

Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace
t definition timing

Assign tp 1;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tp1 1;

t Trace signals
TRAce low in ad i ad i+1 ad i+2
scale trace time 1

t check coverage of input stimuli
Check Toggle;

t Initialize
init Os;

t simulation
FORCE low in
FORCE ad T
FORCE ad-i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE ad-i
FORCE ad-i+l
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE ad-i
FORCE ad-i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE ad-i
FORCE ad-i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE ad-i
FORCE ad-i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE ad-i
FORCE ad-i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE ad-i
FORCE ad-i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE ad-i
FORCE ad-i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4

ad i+4 en 1 en 2 en_3
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stimuli
o 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
o 3.0
81 12.5
o 10.0
18 14.5
88 19.0
11 21. 0
o 12.0
o 14.0
o 18.0
1 15.0
1 17.0
1 19.0
1 23.0
22 22.5
o 20.0
bb 24.5
88 29.0
ff 31. 0
o 22.0
o 24.0
o 28.0
1 25.0
1 27.0
1 29.0
1 33.0
84 32.5
o 30.0
48 34.5
ef 39.0
df 41. 0
o 32.0
o 34.0
o 38.0

I simulation file for rnm_i-Flus
I Reset

RESET SIM Time -Clear
radix hex
t check options

Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace
I definition timinq

Msign tp 1;
Msign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

I Trace signals
TRAce low in MR ad i ad i+1 ad i+2 ad i+4 /rnm i/q3/ ea /mm i/q1/ ea
TRAce /mm-i/q5/a It b /iiim i/q57a qt b-databusl databus2
TRAce /mm-i/q6/ e1 iUini.mu.m maximUm -
scale trace t~ 1

I check coveraqe of input stimuli
Check Toqqle;

I Initialize
init Os;

I simulation
FORCE low in
FORCE MR 
FORCE ad i
FORCE ad-i+1
FORCE adi+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE MR
FORCE databus1
FORCE ad i
FORCE databus2
FORCE databus1
FORCE databus2
FORCE ad i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE ad-i
FORCE ad-i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE databus1
FORCE ad i
FORCE databus2
FORCE databus1
FORCE databus2
F<;lRCE ad i+l
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE ad-i
FORCE ad-i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad-i+4
FORCE databus1
FORCE ad i
FORCE databus2
FORCE databus1
FORCE databus2
FORCE ad i+1
FORCE ad-i+2
FORCE ad:i+4

FORCE ad i 1 35.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 37.0
FORCE ad-i+2 1 39.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 43.0

FORCE ad i o 40.0
FORCE ad-i+1 o 42.0 FORCE ad i+1 0 52.0
FORCE ad-i+2 o 44.0 FORCE ad-i+2 0 54.0
FORCE ad:i+4 o 48.0 FORCE ad-i+4 0 58.0

FORCE ad i 1 45.0 FORCE ad i 1 55.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 47.0 FORCE ad-i+1 1 57.0
FORCE ad-i+2 1 49.0 FORCE ad-i+2 1 59.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 53.0 FORCE ad-i+4 1 63.0

FORCE ad_i 0 50.0
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f simulation file for min_i-9lus
f RelSet

RESET SIM T~e -Clear
radix hex
f check options

Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace
f definition t~ng

Assign tp 1;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

f Trace signallS
TRAce low in MR ad i ad i+1 ad i+2 ad i+4 /min i/q3/ ea /min_i/q1/_ea /min_i/q5/a_lt_b
TRAce databus1 databus2-/min i7q6/ e1-min~um - -
lScale trace time 1 - _.

f check coverage of input stimuli
Check Toggle;

f Initialize
init Os;

f lSimulation stimuli
FORCE low in 0 0
FORCE MR 1 0
FORCE ad i 1 0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 0
FORCE ad-i+2 1 0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 0
FORCE MR- 0 3.0
FORCE databus1 81 12.5
FORCE ad i 0 10.0
FORCE databus2 18 14.5
FORCE databus1 88 19.0
FORCE databulS2 11 21.0
FORCE ad i+1 0 12.0
FORCE ad-i+2 0 14.0
FORCE ad-i+4 0 18.0
FORCE ad-i 1 15.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 17.0
FORCE ad-i+2 1 19.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 23.0
FORCE databus1 22 22.5
FORCE ad i 0 20.0
FORCE databus2 bb 24.5
FORCE databus1 88 29.0
FORCE databus2 ff 31.0
FORCE ad i+1 0 22.0
FORCE ad-i+2 0 24.0
FORCE ad-i+4 0 28.0
FORCE ad-i 1 25.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 27.0
FORCE ad-i+2 1 29.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 33.0
FORCE· databus1 84 32.5
FORCE ad i 0 30.0
FORCE databulS2 48 34.5
FORCE databus1 ef 39.0
FORCE databus2 d£ 41. 0
FORCE ad i+1 0 32.0
FORCE ad-i+2 0 34.0
FORCE ad-i+4 0 38.0

FORCE ad i 1 35.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 37.0
FORCE ad-i+2 1 39.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 43.0

FORCE ad i 0 40.0
FORCE ad-i+1 0 42.0
FORCE ad-i+2 0 44.0
FORCE ad-i+4 0 48.0

FORCE ad i 1 45.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 47.0
FORCE ad-i+2 1 49.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 53.0
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t simulation file for clock_circ.
t Reset

RESET SIM T~e -Clear
radix hex

t check options
Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace

t definition timdng
Assign tp 20
Assign dt 1
~sign tpl 1

f definition of tace-scale
f SCAle TRace Time 0.5
I clock definition

CLOck Period Atp
FORCe sys elk 0 0 -Repeat
FORCe sys-clk 1 A(tp div 2) -Repeat

FORCE low in- 0 0
FORCE high in 1 0
FORCE reset 1 0
FORCE reset 0 13.0
f Trace signals

TRAce sys elk high in low in reset
TRAce qOloe q3/cpO-q3/cpl q3/cp2 q4/cpO q4/cpl
TRAce clk_ad1 clk_ad2 elk ad3 clk ad4 elk adS

t simulation file for counter.
i Reset

RESET SIM T~e -Clear
radix hex

t check options
Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace

t definition timdng
Assign tp 4;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

f clock definition
CLOck Period Atp
FORCe clock in 1 0 -Repeat
FORCe clock-in 0 A(tp div 2) -Repeat

FORCE low in - 0 0
FORCE high in 1 0
FORCE reset 1 0
FORCE reset 0 3.0
t Trace signals

TRAce clock in
TRAce high_in low_in reset count out

GRADUATION REPORT
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t simulation file for init_circ
t Reset

RESET SIM Time -Clear
radix hex

t check options
Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace

t definition timing
Assign tp 10;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

t clock definition
CLOck Period Atp
FORCe ad i 1 0 -Repeat
FORCe ad-i 0 A(tp div 2) -Repeat

t Trace sigIials
TRAce low in high in reset ad i trigger en start input_5
TRAce qO/cp q1/ob-init -

scale trace time 1
t check coverage of input stimuli

Check Toggle;
t Initialize

init Os;
t simulation stimuli
FORCE low in 0 0
FORCE high_in 1 0

FORCE reset 1 0
FORCE reset 0 S

FORCE input 5 0 0
FORCE input=S 1 25

FORCE trigger 0 0
FORCE trigger 1 30
FORCE trigger 0 100
FORCE trigger 1 150

FORCE en start 0 0
FORCE en-start 1 250
FORCE en-start 0 255
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t simulation file for MinMax (minimum part)
t Reset

RESET SIM Time -Clear
radix hex

t check options
Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace

t check coverage of input stimuli
Check Toggle;

t Initialize
init Os;

t definition timing
Assign tp1 10;
Assign tp2 4;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

t Trace signals
TRAce reset
TRAce q1/clk ad1 q1/clk ad2 q1/clk ad3 q1/clk ad4 q1/clk adS
TRAce data acil data ad2-data ad3 dita ad4 data ad5 -
TRAce q1/ql/minimum-q1/q2/minimum q1/q3/minimuiU
TRAce q1/q4/minimum q1/q5/minimum
TRAce q1/q9/minimum q1/q10/minimum q1/q11/minimum
TRAce q1/q14/minimum q1/q15/minimum q1/q17/minimum
scale trace time 1

t clock definition 100 MHz clock
CLOck Period Atp1
FORCe clk ad1 0 0
FORCe clk-adl 1 20 -Repeat
FORCe clk- adl 0 A(tp1 div 2) -Repeat

t clock definition 250MHz clock
CLOck Period Atp2
FORCe 250M clk 0 0
FORCe 250M-clk 1 20 -Repeat
FORCe 250M-clk 0 A(tp2 div 2) -Repeat

f simulation data from A/D's
FORCE data ad1 81 27.5
FORCE data-ad2 01 29.5
FORCE data-ad3 45 31.5
FORCE data-ad4 31 33.5
FORCE data-adS 54 35.5

FORCE data ad1 55 34.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 36.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 38.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 40.0
FORCE data-adS 55 42.0

FORCE data ad1 88 37.5
FORCE data-ad2 11 39.5
FORCE data-ad3 44 41.5
FORCE data-ad4 33 43.5
FORCE data-ad5 14 45.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 44.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 46.0
FORCE data-ad3 aa 48.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 50.0
FORCE data:adS aa 52.0

FORCE data ad1 00 47.5
FORCE data-ad2 02 49.5
I'ORCE data-ad3 04 51.5
FORCE data-ad4 08 53.5
FORCE data-adS 16 55.5

FORCE data ad1 55 54.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 56.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 58.0
I'ORCE data-ad4 aa 60.0
FORCE data-adS 55 62.0

FORCE data ad1 bb 57.5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 59.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 61.5
FORCE data-ad4 ee 63.5
FORCE data-adS aa 65.5
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FORCE data ad2 01 189.5 FORCE data_adS 16 255.5
FORCE data-ad3 45 191.5
FORCE data-ad4 31 193.5 FORCE data ad1 12 254.0
FORCE data-adS 54 195.5 FORCE data-ad2 cc 256.0

FORCE data-ad3 25 258.0
FORCE data ad1 55 194.0 FORCE data-ad4 aa 260.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 196.0 FORCE data:adS 30 262.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 198.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 200.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 257.5
FORCE data-adS 55 202.0 FORCE data-ad2 ff 259.5

FORCE data-ad3 dd 261.5
FORCE data ad1 88 197.5 FORCE data-ad4 ee 263.5
FORCE data-ad2 11 199.5 FORCE data-adS aa 265.5
FORCE data-ad3 44 201.5
FORCE data-ad4 33 203.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 264.0
FORCE data-adS 55 205.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 266.0

FORCE data-ad3 aa 268.0
FORCE data ad1 aa 204.0 FORCE data-ad4 55 270.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 206.0 FORCE data-adS aa 272 .0
FORCE data-ad3 aa 208.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 210.0 FORCE data ad1 03 267.5
FORCE data-adS aa 212.0 FORCE data-ad2 02 269.5

FORCE data-ad3 11 271.5
FORCE data ad1 00 207.5 FORCE data-ad4 98 273.5
FORCE data-ad2 02 209.5 FORCE data:adS 16 275.5
FORCE data-ad3 04 211.5
FORCE data-ad4 08 213.5 FORCE data ad1 55 274.0
FORCE data-adS 16 215.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 276.0

FORCE data-ad3 55 278.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 280.0

FORCE data ad1 55 214.0 FORCE data-adS 55 282.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 216.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 218.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 277 .5
FORCE data-ad4 aa 220.0 FORCE data-ad2 ff 279.5
FORCE data-adS 55 222.0 FORCE data-ad3 dd 281.5

FORCE data-ad4 db 283.5
FORCE data ad1 bb 217.5 FORCE data:adS aa 285.5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 219.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 221.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 284.0
FORCE data-ad4 ee 223.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 286.0
FORCE data:adS aa 225.5 FORCE data-ad3 22 288.0

FORCE data-ad4 55 290.0
FORCE data aci1 aa 224.0 FORCE data:adS 21 292.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 226.0
FORCE data-ad3 aa 228.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 287.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 230.0 FORCE data-ad2 ff 289.5
FORCE data-adS aa 232.0 FORCE data-ad3 dd 291.5

FORCE data-ad4 ee 293.5
FORCE data ad1 81 227.5 FORCE data:adS aa 295.5
FORCE data-ad2 01 229.5
FORCE data-ad3 45 231.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 294.0
FORCE data-ad4 31 233.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 296.0
FORCE data:ad5 54 235.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 298.0

FORCE data-ad4 55 300.0 FORCE input 5 1 100
FORCE data ad1 55 234.0 FORCE data-adS aa 302.0 FORCE trigger 0 0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 236.0 FORCE trigger 1 20
FORCE data-ad3 55 238.0 FORCE data ad1 88 297.5 FORCE trigger 0 80
FORCE data-ad4 aa 240.0 FORCE data-ad2 ·02 299.5 FORCE trigger 1 100
FORCE data-adS 55 242.0 FORCE data-ad3 10 301.5 FORCE trigger 0 200

FORCE data-ad4 08 303.5 FORCE trigger 1 220
E'ORCE data adl 88 237.5 FORCE data:adS 16 305.5

i·
FORCE en_start 0 0

FORCE data-ad2 11 239.5 FORCE en· start 1 175
FORCE data-ad3 44 241.5 FORCE data ad1 55 304.0 FORCE en-start 0 180
E'ORCE data-ad4 33 243.5 FORCE data-ad2 33 306.0 FORCE en-start 1 295
FORCE data-adS 55 245.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 308.0 FORCE en-start 0 300

FORCE data-ad4 aa 310.0 FORCE input 2 0 0
FORCE data ad1 af 244.0 FORCE data:adS 67 312.0 FORCE input-2 1 15
FORCE data-ad2 55 246.0 FORCE input-2 0 80
FORCE data-ad3 aa 248.0 f simulation controlling signals FORCE rnulti-5 0 0
E'ORCE data-ad4 d5 250.0 FORCE low in 0 0 FORCE rnulti-5 1 215
FORCE data-adS 4a 252.0 FORCE high_in 1 0

FORCE reset 0 0
E'ORCE data ad1 00 247.5 FORCE reset 1 1
FORCE data-ad2 02 249.5 FORCE reset 0 4
FORCE data-ad3 04 251.5
FORCE data:ad4 08 253.5 FORCE input_5 0 0
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i simulation file for MinMax (maximum part)
i Reset

RESET SIM T~e -Clear
radix hex

i check options
Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace

t check coverage of input stimuli
Check Toggle;

t Initialize
init Os;

t definition t~ng

Assign tp1 10;
Assign tp2 4;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

t Trace signals
TRAce reset
TRAce q1/clk adl q1/clk ad2 q1/clk ad3 q1/clk ad4 q1/clk adS
TRAce data ad1 data ad2-data ad3 data ad4 data adS -
TRAce q1/ql/maximum-q1/q2/maximum q1/q3/maximuiii
TRAce q1/q4/maximum q1/q5/max~um

TRAce q1/q6/maximum q1/q7/max~um q1/q8/maximum
TRAce q1/q12/maximum q1/q13/max~q1/q16/max~

scale trace time 1
t clock definition 100 MHz clock

CLOck Period Atpl
FORCe clk ad1 0 0
FORCe clk-adl 1 20 -Repeat
FORCe clk- adl 0 A(tp1 div 2) -Repeat

i clock def~ition 250MHz clock
CLOck Period Atp2
FORCe 250M clk 0 0
FORCe 250Mclk 1 20 -Repeat
FORCe 250M-clk 0 A(tp2 div 2) -Repeat

i simulation data from A/D's
FORCE data ad1 81 27.5
FORCE data-ad2 01 29.5
FORCE data-ad3 45 31.5
FORCE data-ad4 31 33.5
FORCE data-adS 54 35.5

FORCE data ad1 55 34.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 36.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 38.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 40.0
FORCE data:adS 55 42.0

FORCE data ad1 88 37.5
FORCE data-ad2 11 39.5
FORCE data-ad3 44 41.5
FORCE data-ad4 33 43.5
FORCE data-adS 14 45.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 44.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 46.0
FORCE data-ad3 aa 48.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 50.0
FORCE data:ad5 aa 52.0

FORCE data ad1 00 47.5
FORCE data-ad2 02 49.5
FORCE data-ad3 04 51.5
FORCE data-ad4 08 53.5
FORCE data-adS 16 55.5

FORCE data ad1 55 54.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 56.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 58.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 60.0
FORCE data:ad5 55 62.0

FORCE data ad1 bb 57.5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 59.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 61.5
FORCE data-ad4 ee 63.5
FORCE data-adS aa 65.5
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FORCE data ad4 55 130.0 FORCE data ad2 01 189.5
FORCE data ad1 aa 64.0 FORCE data-ad5 aa 132.0 FORCE data-ad3 45 191.5
FORCE data-ad2 55 66.0 FORCE data-ad4 31 193.5
FORCE data-ad3 aa 68.0 FORCE data ad1 00 127.5 FORCE data-ad5 54 195.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 70.0 FORCE data-ad2 02 129.5
FORCE data:ad5 13 72.0 FORCE data-ad3 04 131.5 FORCE data ad1 55 194.0

FORCE data-ad4 08 133.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 196.0
FORCE data ad1 81 67.5 FORCE data-adS 16 135.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 198.0
FORCE data-ad2 01 69.5 FORCE data-ad4 aa 200.0
FORCE data-ad3 45 71.5 FORCE data ad1 55 134.0 FORCE data-adS 55 202.0
FORCE data-ad4 31 73.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 136.0
FORCE data-adS 54 75.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 138.0 FORCE data ad1 88 197.5

FORCE data-ad4 aa 140.0 FORCE data-ad2 11 199.5
FORCE data ad1 55 74.0 FORCE data-ad5 55 142.0 FORCE data-ad3 44 201.5
FORCE data-ad2 aa 76.0 FORCE data-ad4 33 203.5
FORCE data-ad3 55 78.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 137.5 FORCE data-ad5 55 205.5
FORCE data-ad4 aa 80.0 FORCE data-ad2 ff 139.5
FORCE data:ad5 55 82.0 FORCE data-ad3 dd 141.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 204.0

FORCE data-ad4 ee 143.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 206.0
FORCE data ad1 88 77 .5 FORCE data-ad5 aa 145.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 208.0
FORCE data-ad2 11 79.5 FORCE data-ad4 55 210.0
FORCE data-ad3 44 81.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 144.0 FORCE data-ad5 aa 212.0
FORCE data-ad4 33 83.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 146.0
FORCE data-ad5 12 85.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 148.0 FORCE data ad1 00 207.5

FORCE data-ad4 55 150.0 FORCE data-ad2 02 209.5
FORCE data ad1 aa 84.0 FORCE data-ad5 aa 152.0 FORCE data-ad3 04 211.5
FORCE data-ad2 55 86.0 FORCE data-ad4 08 213.5
FORCE data-ad3 aa 88.0 FORCE data ad1 81 147.5 FORCE data-adS 16 215.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 90.0 FORCE data-ad2 01 149.5
FORCE data-adS aa 92.0 FORCE data-ad3 45 151.5

FORCE data-ad4 31 153.5 FORCE data ad1 55 214.0
FORCE data ad1 00 87.5 FORCE data:adS 54 155.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 216.0
FORCE data-ad2 02 89.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 218.0
FORCE data-ad3 04 91.5 FORCE data ad1 55 154.0 FORCE data-ad4 aa 220.0
FORCE data-ad4 08 93.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 156.0 FORCE data-adS 55 222.0
FORCE data-adS 16 95.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 158.0

FORCE data-ad4 aa 160.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 217.5
FORCE data ad1 55 94.0 fORCE data-adS 55 162.0 FORCE data-ad2 ff 219.5
FORCE data-ad2 aa 96.0 FORCE data-ad3 dd 221.5
FORCE data-ad3 55 98.0 FORCE data ad1 88 157.5 FORCE data-ad4 ee 223.5
FORCE data-ad4 aa 100.0 FORCE data-ad2 11 159.5: FORCE data-adS aa 225.5
FORCE data-adS 55 102.0 FORCE data-ad3 44 161.51

FORCE data-ad4 33 163.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 224.0 '
FORCE data ad1 bb 97.5 FORCE data-adS 55 165.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 226.0
FORCE data-ad2 ff 99.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 228.0
FORCE data-ad3 dd 101.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 164.0 FORCE data-ad4 55 230.0
FORCE data-ad4 ee 103.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 166.0 FORCE data-adS aa 232.0
FORCE data-adS aa 105.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 168.0

FORCE data-ad4 55 170.0 FORCE data ad1 81 227.5
FORCE data ad1 aa 104.0 FORCE data-adS aa 172 .0 FORCE data-ad2 01 229.5
FORCE data-ad2 55 106.0 FORCE data-ad3 45 231.5
FORCE data-ad3 aa 108.0 FORCE data ad1 00 167.5 FORCE data-ad4 31 233.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 110.0 FORCE data-ad2 02 169.5 FORCE data-adS 54 235.5
FORCE data:ad5 09 112.0 FORCE data-ad3 04 171.5

FORCE data-ad4 08 173.5 FORCE data ad1 55 234.0
FORCE data ad1 81 107.5 FORCE data-adS 16 175.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 236.0
FORCE dat'a-ad2 01 109.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 238.0
FORCE data-ad3 45 111.5 FORCE data ad1 55 174.0 FORCE data-ad4 aa 240.0
FORCE data-ad4 31 113.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 176.0 I FORCE data-adS 55 242.0
FORCE data-adS 54 115.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 178.0 :

i'ORCE data-ad4 aa 180.0 • FORCE data ad1 88 237.5
FORCE data ad1 55 114.0 FORCE data-adS 55 182.0 FORCE data-ad2 11 239.5
FORCE data-ad2 116.0 -i FORCE data-ad3 44 241.5aa
FORCE data-ad3 55 118.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 177.5 ' FORCE data-ad4 33 243.5
FORCE data-ad4 aa 120.0 FORCE data-ad2 ff 179.5 FORCE data-adS 55 245.5
FORCE data-ad5 S5 122.0 data-ad3 - - ,FORCE dd 181.5

FORCE data-ad4 ee 183.5 FORCE data ad1 af 244.0
FORCE data ad1 88 117.5 FORCE data-adS aa 185.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 246.0
FORCE data-ad2 11 119.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 248.0
FORCE data-ad3 44 121.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 184.0 FORCE data-ad4 dS 250~0

FORCE data-ad4 33 123.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 186.0 FORCE data-ad5 4a 252.0
FORCE data-adS 15 125.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 188.0

FORCE data-ad4 55 190.0 FORCE data ad1 00 247.5
FORCE data ad1 aa 124.0 FORCE data-ad5 aa 192.0 FORCE data-ad2 02 249.5
FORCE data-ad2 55 126.0 FORCE data-ad3 04 251.5
FORCE data-ad3 aa 128.0 FORCE 'data ad1 81 187.5 FORCE data-ad.. 08 253.5
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FORCE data_ad5 16 255.5

FORCE input_5 0 0

i simulation controlling
FORCE low in 0 0
FORCE high in 1 0
FORCE reset 0 0
FORCE reset 1 1
FORCE reset 0 4

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data-ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data-adS

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data-ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data:adS

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data-ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data:ad5

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data-ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data:adS

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data-ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data-adS

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data- ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data-adS

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data-ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data-adS

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data-ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data:adS

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data-ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data-adS

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data- ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data-ad5

FORCE data ad1
FORCE data-ad2
FORCE data-ad3
FORCE data-ad4
FORCE data:adS

12 254.0
cc 256.0
2S 258.0
aa 260.0
30 262.0

Db 257.5
ff 259.5
dd 261.5
ee 263.5
aa 265.5

aa 264.0
55 266.0
aa 268.0
55 270.0
aa 272.0

03 267.5
02 269.5
11 271.5
98 273.5
16 275.5

55 274.0
aa 276.0
55 278.0
aa 280.0
55 282.0

bb 277.5
ff 279.5
dd 281.5
db 283.5
aa 285.5

aa 284.0
55 286.0
22 288.0
55 290.0
21 292.0

bb .287.5
ff 289.5
dd 291.5
ee 293.5
aa 295.5

aa 294.0
55 296.0
aa 298.0
55 300.0
aa 302.0

88 297.5
02 299.5
10 301.5
08 303.5
16 305.5

55 304.0
33 306.0
55 308.0
aa 310.0
67 312.0

signals

FORCE input 5
FORCE trigger
FORCE trigger
FORCE trigger
FORCE trigger
FORCE trigger
FORCE trigger
FORCE en_start
FORCE en start
FORCE en-start
FORCE en:start
FORCE en start
FORCE input 2
FORCE input:2
FORCE input_2
FORCE multi 5
FORCE multi-5

1 100
o 0
1 20
o 80
1 100
o 200
1 220
o 0
1 175
o 180
1 295
o 300
o 0
1 15
o 80
o 0
1 215
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i simulation file for MinMax (only primary result)
t Reset

RESET SIM Time -Clear
radix hex

t check options
Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace

t check coverage of input stimuli
Check Toggle;

t Initialize
init Os;

t definition timing
A:3sign tp1 10;
A:3sign tp2 4;
Assign dt 1;
A:3sign tpl 1;

t Trace signals
TRAce low in reset
TRAce q1/clk_adl q1/clk_ad2 q1/clk_ad3 q1/clk_ad4 q1/clk_adS
TRAce data ad1 data ad2 data ad3 data ad4 data_adS
TRAce q1/qT7/min~ q1/q16/maximwn -
scale trace time 1

t clock definition 100 MHz clock
CLOck Period Atp1
FORCe clk ad1 0 0
FORCe clk-ad1 1 20 -Repeat
FORCe clk-ad1 0 A(tp1 div 2) -Repeat

t clock definition 250MHz clock
CLOck Period Atp2
FORCe 250M clk 0 0
FORCe 250M-clk 1 20 -Repeat
FORCe 250M-clk 0 A(tp2 div 2) -Repeat

t simulation data from A/D's
FORCE data ad1 81 27.5
FORCE data-ad2 01 29.5
FORCE data-ad3 45 31.5
FORCE data-ad4 31 33.5
FORCE data-adS 54 35.5

FORCE data ad1 55 34.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 36.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 38.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 40.0
FORCE data-adS 55 42.0

FORCE data ad1 88 37.5
FORCE data-ad2 11 39.5
FORCE data-ad3 44 41.5
FORCE data-ad4 33 43.5
FORCE data-ad5 14 45.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 44.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 46.0
FORCE data-ad3 aa 48.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 50.0
FORCE data-adS aa 52.0

FORCE data ad1 00 47.5
FORCE data-ad2 02 49.5
FORCE data-ad3 04 51.5
FORCE data-ad4 08 53.5
FORCE data-ad5 16 55.5

FORCE data ad1 55 54.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 56.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 58.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 60.0
FORCE data:adS 55 62.0

FORCE data ad1 bb 57.5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 59.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 61.5
FORCE data-ad4 ee 63.5
FORCE data-ad5 aa 65.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 64.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 66.0
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FORCE data ad3 aa 68.0 FORCE data ad1 00 127.5 FORCE data ad5 54 195.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 70.0 FORCE data-ad2 02 129.5
FORCE data-ad5 13 72.0 FORCE data-ad3 04 131.5 FORCE data ad1 55 194.0

FORCE data-ad4 08 133.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 196.0
FORCE data ad1 81 67.5 FORCE data-ad5 16 135.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 198.0
FORCE data-ad2 01 69.5 FORCE data-ad4 aa 200.0
FORCE data-ad3 45 71.5 FORCE data ad1 55 134.0 FORCE data-adS 55 202.0
FORCE data-ad4 31 73.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 136.0:
FORCE data-adS 54 75.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 138.0 FORCE data ad1 88 197.5

FORCE data-ad4 aa 140.0: FORCE data-ad2 11 199.5
FORCE data ad1 55 74.0 FORCE data-adS 55 142.0: FORCE data-ad3 44 201.5
FORCE data-ad2 aa 76.0 FORCE data-ad4 33 203.5
FORCE data-ad3 55 78.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 137.5 FORCE data-adS 55 205.5
FORCE data-ad4 aa 80.0 FORCE data-ad2 ff 139.5.
FORCE data-adS 55 82.0 FORCE data-ad3 dd 141.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 204.0

FORCE data-ad4 ee 143.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 206.0
FORCE data ad1 88 77 .5 FORCE data-ad5 aa 145.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 208.0
FORCE data-ad2 11 79.5 FORCE data-ad4 55 210.0
FORCE data-ad3 44 81.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 144.0, FORCE data-adS aa 212.0
FORCE data-ad4 33 83.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 146.0
FORCE data-adS 12 85.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 148.0 FORCE data ad1 00 207.5

FORCE data-ad4 55 150.0 FORCE data-ad2 02 209.5
FORCE data ad1 aa 84.0 FORCE data-adS aa 152.0 FORCE data-ad3 04 211.5
FORCE data-ad2 55 86.0 FORCE data-ad4U 08 213.5
FORCE data-ad3 aa 88.0 FORCE data ad1 81 147.5 FORCE data:ad~.l16 215.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 90.0 FORCE data-ad2 01 149.5,
FORCE data:adS aa 92.0 FORCE data-ad3 45 151.5;

FORCE data-ad4 31 153.5; FORCE data ad1 55 214.0
FORCE data ad1 00 87.5 FORCE data-ad5 54 155.51 FORCE data-ad2 aa 216.0
FORCE data-ad2 02 89.5 I FORCE data-ad3 55 218.0
FORCE data-ad3 04 91.5 FORCE data ad1 55 154.01 FORCE data-ad4 aa 220.0
FORCE data-ad4 08 93.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 156.0~ FORCE data-adS 55 222.0
FORCE data:adS 16 95.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 158.0:

FORCE data-ad4 aa 160.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 217.5
FORCE data ad1 55 94.0 FORCE data-adS 55 162.0' FORCE data-ad2 ff 219.5
FORCE data-ad2 aa 96.0 FORCE data-ad3 dd 221.5
FORCE data-ad3 55 98.0 FORCE data ad1 88 157.5 FORCE data-ad4 ee 223.5
FORCE data-ad4 aa 100.0 FORCE data-ad2 11 159.5 FORCE data-adS aa 225.5
FORCE data-adS 55 102.0 FORCE data-ad3 44 161.5

FORCE data-ad4 33 163.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 224.0
FORCE data ad1 bb 97.5 FORCE data-adS 55 165.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 226.0
FORCE data-ad2 ff 99.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 228.0
FORCE data-ad3 dd 101.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 164.0 FORCE data-ad4 55 230.0
FORCE data-ad4 ee 103.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 166.0 FORCE data:ad5 aa 232.0
FORCE data-adS aa 105.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 168.0

FORCE data-ad4 55 170.0 FORCE data ad1 81 227.5
FORCE data ad1 aa 104.0 FORCE data-adS aa 172.0 ' FORCE data-ad2 01 229.5
FORCE data-ad2 55 106.0

I

FORCE data-ad3 45 231.5I

FORCE data-ad3 aa 108.0 FORCE data ad1 00 167.5' FORCE data-ad4 31 233.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 110.0 FORCE data-ad2 02 169.5 FORCE data-adS 54 235.5
FORCE data-adS 09 112.0 FORCE data-ad3 04 171.5

FORCE data-ad4 08 173.5 FORCE data ad1 55 234.0'
FORCE data ad1 81 107.5 FORCE data-adS 16 175.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 236.0
FORCE data-ad2 01 109.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 238.0
FORCE data-ad3 45 111.5 FORCE data ad1 55 174.0 FORCE data-ad4 aa 240.0
FORCE data-ad4 31 113.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 176.0 FORCE data-adS 55 242.0
FORCE data-adS 54 115.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 178.0;

FORCE data-ad4 aa 180.0, FORCE data ad1 88 237~5

FORCE data ad1 55 114.0 FORCE data-adS 55 182.0; FORCE data-ad2 11 239.5
FORCE data-ad2 aa 116.0 I FORCE data-ad3 44 241.5
FORCE data-ad3 55 118.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 177.5; FORCE data-ad4 33 243.5,
FORCE data-ad4 aa 120.0 FORCE data-ad2 ff 179.5 i FORCE data-adS 55 245.5
FORCE data-adS 55 122.0 FORCE data-ad3 dd 181.5 ;

FORCE data-ad4 ee 183.5. FORCE data ad1 af 244.0.
FORCE data ad1 88 117.5 FORCE data-adS aa 185.5 ; FORCE data.-ad2 55 246.0
FORCE data-ad2 11 119.5 I FORCE data-ad3 aa 248.0
FORCE data-ad3 44 121.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 184.01 FORCE data-ad4 dS 250.0
FORCE data-ad4 33 123.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 186.0i FORCE data:adS 4a 252.0
FORCE data-adS 15 125.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 188.0:

FORCE data-ad4 55 190.0! FORCE data ad1 00 247.5
FORCE data ad1 aa 124.0 FORCE data-adS aa 192.0i FORCE data:ad2 02 249.5
FORCE data-ad2 55 126.0

187.5 \
FORCE data ad3· 04 251.5

FORCE data-ad3 aa 128.0 FORCE data ad1 81 FORCE data-ad~:.08 253.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 130.0 FORCE data-ad2 01 189.5 FORCE data-adS '16 255.5
FORCE data-ad5 aa 132.0 FORCE data-ad3 45 191.5 .

FORCE data-ad4 31 193.5 i FORCE data ad1 12 254.0
~
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FORCE data ad2 cc 256.0
FORCE data-ad3 25 258.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 260.0
FORCE data=ad5 30 262.0

FORCE data ad1 bb 257.5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 259.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 261.5
FORCE data-ad4 ee 263.5
FORCE data-adS aa 265.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 264.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 266.0
FORCE data-ad3 aa 268.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 270.0
FORCE data=adS aa 272.0

FORCE data ad1 03 267.5
FORCE data-ad2 02 269.5
FORCE data-ad3 11 271.5
FORCE data-ad4 9a 273.5
FORCE data-adS 16 275.5

FORCE data ad1 55 274.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 276.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 278.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 280.0
FORCE data-adS 55 282.0

FORCE data ad1 bb 277.5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 279.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 281.5
FORCE dataad4 db 283.5
FORCE data-adS aa 285.5

FORCE data adl aa 284.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 286.0
FORCE data-ad3 22 288.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 290.0
FORCE data-adS 21 292.0

FORCE data ad1 bb 287.5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 289.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 291.5
FORCE data-ad4 ee 293.5
FORCE data-adS aa 295.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 294.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 296.0
FORCE data-ad3 aa 298.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 300.0
FORCE data-ad5 aa 302.0

FORCE data ad1 a8 297.5
FORCE data-ad2 02 299.5
FORCE data-ad3 10 301.5
FORCE data-ad4 08 303.5
FORCE data-adS 16 305.5

FORCE data ad1 55 304.0
FORCE data-ad2 33 306.0 FORCE trigger 0 80
FORCE data-ad3 55 308.0 FORCE trigger 1 100
FORCE data-ad4 aa 310.0 FORCE trigger 0 200
FORCE data-adS 67 312.0 FORCE trigger 1 220

FORCE en start 0 0
t simulation controlling signals FORCE en-start 1 175
FORCE low in 0 0 FORCE en-start 0 180
FORCE high_in 1 0 FORCE en-start 1 295
FORCE reset 0 0 FORCE en-start 0 300
FORCE reset 1 1 FORCE input 2 0 0
FORCE reset 0 4 FORCE input=2 1 15

FORCE input_2 0 80
FORCE input 5 0 0 FORCE multi 5 0 0
FORCE input-5 1 100 FORCE multi=5 1 215
FORCE trigger 0 0
FORCE trigger 1 20
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t s~ulation file for multmin
Reset SIM T~e -Clear
radix hex

-Nohazard -NoraceCheck -Nospike
A:ssign tp 10;
A:ssign dt 1;
A:ssign tpl 1;

t CLOck Period Atp
t FORCe ad i 1 0 -Repeat
t FORCe ad-i 0 A(tp div 2) -Repeat

TRAce low in reset ad_i ad_i+1 ad_i+3 ad_i+4
TRAce init q6/ob q6/oc q5/a_lt_b q6/_oe q6/_od
TRAce databus1 minresult
scale trace time 1
Check Toggle;
init Os;

FORCE low in o 0
FORCE reset 1 0
FORCE reset o 5.0
FORCE init o 0
FORCE init 1 35.0
FORCE init o 38.0

FORCE ad i 1 0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 0
FORCE ad-i+3 1 0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 0

FORCE ad i 0 10.0
FORCE ad-i+1 0 12.0
FORCE ad-i+3 0 16.0 FORCE ad i o 50.0
FORCE ad-i+4 0 18.0 FORCE ad-i+1 o 52.0
FORCE ad-i 1 15.0 FORCE ad::i+3 o 56.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 17.0
FORCE ad-i+3 1 21.0 FORCE databus1 01 64.5
FORCE ad-i+4 1 23.0 FORCE ad i+4 o 58.0

FORCE ad i 0 20.0 FORCE databus1 33 74.5
FORCE ad-i+1 0 22.0 FORCE databus1 ff 84.5
FORCE ad-i+3 0 26.0
FORCE ad-i+4 0 28.0 FORCE ad i 1 55.0

FORCE ad-i+1 1 57.0
FORCE ad i 1 25.0 FORCE ad-i+3 1 61.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 27.0 FORCE ad::i+4 1 63.0

FORCE databus1 11 34.5 FORCE ad i 0 60.0
FORCE ad-i+1 0 62.0

FORCE ad i+3 1 31.0 FORCE ad-i+3 0 66.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 33.0 FORCE ad::i+4 0 68.0

FORCE ad i 0 30.0 FORCE ad i 1 65.0
FORCE ad-i+1 0 32.0 FORCE ad-i+l 1 67.0
FORCE ad-i+3 0 36.0 FORCE ad-i+3 1 71.0

FORCE ad-i+4 1 73.0
FORCE databus1 81 44.5

FORCE ad i 0 70.0
FORCE ad i+4 0 38.0 FORCE ad-i+1 0 72.0

FORCE ad-i+3 0 76.0
FORCE ad i 1 35.0 FORCE ad-i+4 0 78.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 37.0
FORCE ad-i+3 1 41.0 FORCE ad i 1 75.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 43.0 FORCE ad-i+1 1 77.0

FORCE ad-i+3 1 81.0
FORCE ad i 0 40.0 FORCE ad-i+4 1 83.0
FORCE ad-i+1 0 42.0
FORCE ad-i+3 0 46.0 FORCE ad i 0 80.0

FORCE ad-i+1 0 82.0
FORCE databus1 03 54.5 FORCE ad-i+3 0 86.0

FORCE ad-i+4 0 88.0
FORCE ad i+4 0 48.0

FORCE ad i 1 85.0
FORCE ad i 1 45.0 FORCE ad-i+1 1 87.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 47.0 FORCE ad-i+3 1 91.0
FORCE ad-i+3 1 51.0 FORCE ad-i+4 1 93.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 53.0
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t aimulation file for multmax
Reaet SIM Time -Clear
radix hex
Check -Noapike -Nohazard -Norace
Asaiqn tp 10;
Asaiqn dt 1;
Asaiqn tpl 1;

t CLOck period Atp
t FORCe ad i 1 0 -Repeat
t FORCe ad-i 0 A(tp div 2) -Repeat

TRAce low in reaet ad i ad i+1 ad i+3 ad i+4
TRAce init q6/ob q6/oc q5/a_lt_b q6/oe q6/_od
TRAce databua1 maxreault
scale trace time 1
Check Toggle;
init 015;

FORCE low in 0 0
FORCE reset 1 0
FORCE reaet o 5.0
FORCE init o 0
FORCE init 1 35.0
FORCE init o 38.0

FORCE ad i 1 0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 0
FORCE ad-i+3 1 0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 0

FORCE ad i 0 10.0
FORCE ad-i+1 0 12.0
FORCE ad-i+3 0 16.0 FORCE ad i 0 50.0
FORCE ad-i+4 0 18.0 FORCE ad-i+1 0 52.0
FORCE ad-i 1 15.0 FORCE ad-i+3 0 56.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 17.0
FORCE ad-i+3 1 21.0 FORCE databua1 ££ 64.5
FORCE ad-i+4 1 23.0 FORCE ad i+4 o 58.0

FORCE ad i o 20.0 FORCE databua1 33 74.5
FORCE ad-i+1 o 22.0 FORCE databua1 01 84.5
FORCE ad-i+3 o 26.0
FORCE ad:i+4 o 28.0 FORCE ad i 1 55.0

FORCE ad-i+1 1 57.0
FORCE ad i 1 25.0 FORCE ad-i+3 1 61.0
FORCE ad:i+1 1 27.0 FORCE ad-i+4 1 63.0

FORCE databua1 11 34.5 FORCE ad i 0 60.0
FORCE ad-i+1 0 62.0

FORCE ad i+3 1 31.0 FORCE ad-i+3 0 66.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 33.0 FORCE ad-i+4 0 68.0

FORCE ad i 0 30.0 FORCE ad i 1 65.0
FORCE ad-i+1 0 32.0 FORCE ad-i+1 1 67.0
FORCE ad:i+3 0 36.0 FORCE ad-i+3 1 71.0

FORCE ad-i+4 1 73.0
FORCE databua1 81 44.5

FORCE ad i 0 70.0
FORCE ad i+4 o 38.0 FORCE ad-i+1 0 72.0

FORCE ad-i+3 0 76.0
FORCE ad i 1 35.0 FORCE ad:i+4 0 78.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 37.0
FORCE ad-i+3 1 41.0 FORCE ad i 1 75.0
FORCE ad:i+4 1 43.0 FORCE ad-i+1 1 77.0

FORCE ad-i+3 1 81.0
FORCE ad i 0 40.0 FORCE ad-i+4 1 83.0
FORCE ad-i+1 0 42.0
FORCE ad-i+3 0 46.0 FORCE ad i 0 80.0

FORCE ad-i+1 0 82.0
FORCE databus1 35 54.5 FORCE ad-i+3 0 86.0

FORCE ad-i+4 0 88.0
FORCE ad_i+4 0 48.0

FORCE ad i 1 85.0
FORCE ad i 1 45.0 FORCE ad-i+1 1 87.0
FORCE ad-i+1 1 47.0 FORCE ad-i+3 1 91.0
FORCE ad-i+3 1 51.0 FORCE ad-i+4 1 93.0
FORCE ad-i+4 1 53.0
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• ~imulation file for MinMax (Result after mult-max/min)
• Reset

RESET SIM Time -Clear
radix hex

t check options
Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace

t check coverage of input stimuli
Check Toggle;

t Initialize
init Os;

t definition timing
Assign tp1 10;
Assign tp2 4;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

t Trace signals
TRAce reset trigger input 5 en start q1/q20/init
TRAce clk adl 250M c1k - -
TRAce data ad1 data ad2 data ad3 data ad4 data adS
TRAce ql/q17/minimUm q1/q19/i1nresult-
TRAce ql/q16/maximum q1/q18/maxresult
scale trace time 1

t clock definition 100 MHz clock
CLOck Period Atp1
FORCe clk adl 0 0
FORCe clk:adl 1 20 -Repeat
FORCe clk_ad1 0 A(tp1 div 2) -Repeat

t clock definition 250MHz clock
CLOck Period Atp2
FORCe 250M clk 0 0
FORCe 250M-clk 1 20 -Repeat
FORCe 250M:clk 0 A(tp2 div 2) -Repeat

t simulation data from A/D's
FORCE data ad1 81 27.5
FORCE data-ad2 01 29.5
FORCE data-ad3 45 31.5
FORCE data-ad4 31 33.5
FORCE data:adS 54 35.5

FORCE data ad1 55 34.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 36.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 38.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 40.0
FORCE data-adS 55 42.0

FORCE data ad1 88 37.5
FORCE data-ad2 11 39.5
FORCE data-ad3 44 41.5
FORCE data-ad4 33 43.5
FORCE data-adS 55 45.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 44.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 46.0
FORCE data-ad3 aa 48.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 50.0
FORCE data-adS aa 52.0

FORCE data ad1 00 47.5
FORCE data-ad2 02 49.5
FORCE data-ad3 04 51.5
FORCE data-ad4 08 53.5
FORCE data-adS 16 55.5

FORCE data ad1 55 54.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 56.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 58.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 60.0
FORCE data-adS 55 62.0

FORCE data ad1 bb 57.5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 59.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 61.5
FORCE data-ad4 ee 63.5
FORCE data-adS aa 65.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 64.0
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FORCE data ad2 55 66.0 FORCE data ad4 31 193.5
FORCE data-ad3 aa 68.0 FORCE data ad1 00 127.5 FORCE data-ad5 54 195.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 70.0 FORCE data-adZ 02 129.5
FORCE data-adS aa 72 .0 FORCE data-ad3 04 131.5 FORCE data ad1 55 194.0

FORCE data-ad4 08 133.5 FORCE data-adZ aa 196.0
FORCE data ad1 81 67.5 FORCE data-adS 16 135.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 198.0
FORCE data-ad2 01 69.5 FORCE data-ad4 aa 200.0
FORCE data-ad3 45 71.5 FORCE data ad1 55 134.0 FORCE data-adS 55 202.0
FORCE data-ad4 31 73.5 FORCE data-adZ aa 136.0
FORCE data:adS 54 75.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 138.0 FORCE data ad1 88 197.5

FORCE data-ad4 aa 140.0 FORCE data-adZ 11 199.5
FORCE data ad1 55 74.0 FORCE data-adS 55 142.0 FORCE data-ad3 44 201.5
FORCE data-ad2 aa 76.0 FORCE data-ad4 33 203.5
FORCE data-ad3 55 78.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 137.5 FORCE data-adS 55 205.5
FORCE data-ad4 aa 80.0 FORCE data-adZ ff 139.5
FORCE data-adS 55 82.0 FORCE data-ad3 dd 141.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 204.0

FORCE data-ad4 ee 143.5 FORCE data-adZ 55 206.0
FORCE data ad1 88 77 .5 FORCE data-adS aa 145.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 208.0
FORCE data-ad2 11 79.5 FORCE data-ad4 55 210.0
FORCE data-ad3 44 81.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 144.0 FORCE data-adS aa 212.0
FORCE data-ad4 33 83.5 FORCE data-adZ 55 146.0
FORCE data:adS 55 85.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 148.0 FORCE data ad1 00 207.5

FORCE data-ad4 55 150.0 FORCE data-adZ 02 209.5
FORCE data ad1 aa 84.0 FORCE data-adS aa 152.0 FORCE data-ad3 04 211.5
FORCE data-ad2 55 86.0 FORCE data-ad4 08 213.5
FORCE data-ad3 aa 88.0 FORCE data ad1 81 147.5 FORCE data-adS 16 215.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 90.0 FORCE data-ad2 01 149.5
FORCE data:adS aa 92.0 FORCE data-ad3 45 151.5

FORCE data-ad4 31 153.5 FORCE data ad1 55 214.0
FORCE data ad1 00 87.5 FORCE data-adS 54 155.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 216.0
FORCE data-ad2 02 89.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 218.0
FORCE data-ad3 04 91.5 FORCE data ad1 55 154.0 FORCE data-ad4 aa 220.0
FORCE data-ad4 08 93.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 156.0 FORCE data:adS 55 222.0
FORCE data:adS 16 95.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 158.0

FORCE data-ad4 aa 160.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 217.5
FORCE data ad1 55 94.0 FORCE data-adS 55 162.0 FORCE data-ad2 ff 219.5
FORCE data-ad2 aa 96.0 FORCE data-ad3 dd 221.5
FORCE data-ad3 55 98.0 FORCE data ad1 88 157.5 FORCE data-ad4 ee 223.5
FORCE data-ad4 aa 100.0 FORCE data-ad2 11 159.5 FORCE data-adS aa 225.5
FORCE data:adS 55 102.0 FORCE data-ad3 44 161.5

FORCE data-ad4 33 163.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 224.0
FORCE data ad1 bb 97.5 FORCE data-adS 55 165.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 226.0
FORCE data-ad2 ff 99.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 228.0
FORCE data-ad3 dd 101.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 164.0 FORCE data-ad4 55 230.0
FORCE data-ad4 ee 103.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 166.0 FORCE data-adS aa 232.0
FORCE data:adS aa 105.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 168.0

FORCE data-ad4 55 170.0 FORCE data ad1 81 227.5
FORCE data ad1 aa 104.0 FORCE data-adS aa 172 .0 FORCE data-ad2 01 229.5
FORCE data-ad2 55 106.0 FORCE data-ad3 45 231.5
FORCE data-ad3 aa 108.0 FORCE data ad1 00 167.5 FORCE data-ad4 31 233.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 110.0 FORCE data-ad2 02 169.5 FORCE data-adS 54 235.5
FORCE data:adS aa 112.0 FORCE data-ad3 04 171.5

FORCE data-ad4 08 173.5 FORCE data ad1 55 234.0
FORCE data ad1 81 107.5 FORCE data:ad5 16 175.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 236.0
FORCE data-ad2 01 109.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 238.0
FORCE data-ad3 45 111.5 FORCE data ad1 55 174.0 FORCE data-ad4 aa 240.0
FORCE data-ad4 31 113.5 FORCE data-ad2 aa 176.0 FORCE data-adS 55 242.0
FORCE data-ad5 54 115.5 FORCE data-ad3 55 178.0

FORCE data-ad4 aa 180.0 FORCE data ad1 88 237.5
FORCE data ad1 55 114.0 FORCE data-adS 55 182.0 FORCE data-ad2 11 239.5
FORCE data-ad2 aa 116.0 FORCE data-ad3 44 241.5
FORCE data-ad3 55 118.0 FORCE data ad1 bb 177 .5 FORCE data-ad4 33 243.5
FORCE data-ad4 aa 120.0 FORCE data-ad2 ff 179.5 FORCE data:adS 55 245.5
FORCE data:adS 55 122.0 FORCE data-ad3 dd 181.5

FORCE data-ad4 ee 183.5 FORCE data ad1 af 244.0
FORCE data ad1 88 117.5 FORCE data-adS aa 185.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 246.0
FORCE data-ad2 11 119.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 248.0
FORCE data-ad3 44 121.5 FORCE data ad1 aa 184.0 FORCE data-ad4 dS 250.0
FORCE data-ad4 33 123.5 FORCE data-ad2 55 186.0 FORCE data-adS 4a 252.0
FORCE data:adS 55 125.5 FORCE data-ad3 aa 188.0

FORCE data-ad4 55 190.0 FORCE data ad1 00 247.5
FORCE data ad1 aa 124.0 FORCE data-adS aa 192.0 FORCE data-ad2 02 249.5
FORCE data-adZ 55 126.0 FORCE data-ad3 04 251.5
FORCE data-ad3 aa 128.0 FORCE data ad1 81 187.5 FORCE data-ad4 08 253.5
FORCE data-ad4 55 130.0 FORCE data-ad2 01 189.5 FORCE data:adS 16 255.5
FORCE data:ad5 aa 132.0 FORCE data:ad3 45 191.5
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FORCE data ad1 12 254.0
FORCE data-ad2 cc 256.0
FORCE data-ad3 25 258.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 260.0
FORCE data: a d.5 30 262.0

FORCE data ad1 bb 257.5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 259.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 261.5
FORCE data-ad4 ee 263.5
FORCE data:adS aa 265.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 264.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 266.0
FORCE data-ad3 aa 268.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 270.0
FORCE data:adS aa 272.0

FORCE data ad1 03 267.5
FORCE data-ad2 02 269.5
FORCE data-ad3 11 271.5
FORCE data-ad4 98 273.5
FORCE data:adS 16 275.5

FORCE data ad1 55 274.0
FORCE data-ad2 aa 276.0
FORCE data-ad3 55 278.0
FORCE data-ad4 aa 280.0
FORCE data:adS 55 282.0

FORCE data ad1 bb 277 .5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 279.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 281.5
FORCE data-ad4 db 283.5
FORCE data:adS aa 285.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 284.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 286.0
FORCE data-ad3 22 288.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 290.0
FORCE data:adS 21 292.0

FORCE data ad1 bb 287.5
FORCE data-ad2 ff 289.5
FORCE data-ad3 dd 291.5
FORCE data-ad4 ee 293.5
FORCE data:ad5 aa 295.5

FORCE data ad1 aa 294.0
FORCE data-ad2 55 296.0
FORCE data-ad3 aa 298.0
FORCE data-ad4 55 300.0
FORCE data:adS aa 302.0

FORCE data ad1 88 297.5
FORCE data-ad2 02 299.5 FORCE trigger 1 20
FORCE data-ad3 10 301.5 FORCE trigger 0 80
FORCE data-ad4 08 303.5 FORCE trigger 1 100
FORCE data:adS 16 305.5 FORCE trigger 0 200

FORCE trigger 1 220
FORCE data ad1 55 304.0 FORCE en start 0 0
FORCE data-ad2 33 306.0 FORCE en-start 1 75
FORCE data-ad3 55 308.0 FORCE en-start o 80
FORCE data-ad4 aa 310.0 FORCE en-start 1 175
FORCE data:ad5 67 312.0 FORCE en-start o 180

FORCE en-start 1 29S
f simulation controlling signals FORCE en-start o 300
FORCE low in 0 0 FORCE input_2 o 0
FORCE high_in 1 0 FORCE input_2 1 lS
FORCE reset 0 0 FORCE input_2 o 80
FORCE reset 1 1 FORCE multi 5 o 0
FORCE reset 0 4 FORCE multi:S 1 215

FORCE input_S 0 0
FORCE input_S 1 100
FORCE trigger 0 0
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i simulation file for mtpx_l
i Reset

RESET SIM Time -Clear
radix hex
i check options

Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace
I definition timing

Assign tp 1;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

I Trace signals
TRAce low in min max multmin max c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
TRAce sO 31 152 min max out -

scale trace time 1 -
i check coverage of input stimuli

I
Check Toggle;
Initialize
init Os;

I simulation stimuli
FORCE low in 0 0
FORCE mult'min max 81 0
FORCE min max- 18 0
FORCE c4 11 0
FORCE c2 22 0
FORCE c5 bb 0
FORCE c3 88 0
FORCE c1 55 0
FORCE sO 0 0
FORCE 151 0 0
FORCE 152 0 0
FORCE sO 1 4
FORCE 151 0 4
FORCE 152 0 4
FORCE sO 0 8
FORCE 151 1 8
FORCE 152 o 8
FORCE sO 1 12
FORCE 151 1 12
FORCE s2 o 12
FORCE sO o 16
FORCE sl o 16
FORCE 152 1 16
FORCE sO 1 20
FORCE 151 o 20
FORCE s2 1 20
FORCE sO o 24
FORCE 151 1 24
FORCE 152 1 24
FORCE sO 1 28
FORCE sl 1 28
FORCE 152 1 28
FORCE sO o 32
FORCE 151 o 32
FORCE s2 o 32 FORCE 151 0 64

FORCE sO 1 36 FORCE 152 0 64

FORCE 151 o 36 FORCE sO 1 68

FORCE 152 o 36 FORCE 151 0 68

FORCE sO o 40 FORCE 152 0 68

FORCE 151 1 40 FORCE sO 0 72

FORCE 152 o 40 FORCE 151 1 72

FORCE sO 1 44 FORCE 152 0 72

FORCE 151 1 44 FORCE sO 1 76

FORCE 152 o 44 FORCE 151 1 76

FORCE sO o 48 FORCE 152 0 76

FORCE 151 o 48 FORCE sO 0 80

FORCE 152 1 48 FORCE 151 0 80

FORCE sO 1 52 FORCE 152 1 80

FORCE 151 o 52 FORCE sO 1 84

FORCE 152 1 52
FORCE s1 0 84

FORCE sO o 56 FORCE s2 1 84

FORCE 151 1 56
FORCE sO 0 88

FORCE 152 1 56 FORCE 151 1 88

FORCE sO 1 60 FORCE 152 1 88

FORCE sl 1 60 FORCE sO 1 92

FORCE 152 1 60 FORCE 151 1 92

FORCE sa a 64 FORCE 152 1 92
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t simulation file for mtpx_ctrl.
t Reset

RESET SIM Time -Clear
radix hex

t check options
Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace

t definition timing
Assign tp2 4;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

t clock definition 250MHz clock
CLOck Period Atp2
FORCe 250M clk 0 0
FORCe 250M-clk 1 20 -Repeat
FORCe 250M-clk 0 A(tp2 div 2) -Repeat

FORCE low in - 0 0
FORCE high in 1 0
FORCE reset 0 0
FORCE reset 1 1
FORCE reset 0 4
FORCE input 2 1 0
FORCE multi-5 0 0
FORCE input-2 0 70
FORCE multi-5 1 80
FORCE multi-5 0 100
t Trace sigIials

TRAce 250M clk
TRAce high=in low_in reset
TRAce input_2 multi_5 out_sO out_s1 out_s2
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t simulation file for .brq-_mtp:c..
t Reset

RESET SIM Time -Clear
radix hex

t check options
Check -Nospike -Nohazard -Norace

t check coverage of input stimuli
Check Toggle;

t Initialize
init Os;

t definition timing
Assign tp2 4;
Assign dt 1;
Assign tpl 1;

t clock definition 250MHz clock
CLOck Period Atp2
FORCe 250M clk 0 0
FORCe 250M-clk 1 20 -Repeat
FORCe 250M-clk 0 A(tp2 div 2) -Repeat

t simulation stimuli
FORCE low in 0 0
FORCE high in 1 0
FORCE reset 0 0
FORCE reset 1 1
FORCE reset 0 4
FORCE input_2 1 0
FORCE multi 5 0 0
FORCE input-2 0 70
FORCE multi-5 1 80
FORCE multi-5 0 100
FORCE minres 81 0
FORCE min 18 0
FORCE c4min 11 0
FORCE c2min 22 0
FORCE c5min bb 0
FORCE c3min 88 0
FORCE clmin 55 0
FORCE maxres 81 0
FORCE max 18 0
FORCE c4max 11 0
FORCE c2max 22 0
FORCE c5max bb 0
FORCE c3max 88 0
FORCE c1max 55 0

t Trace signals
TRAce 250M clk
TRAce high-in low in reset
TRAce input_2 multi_5 .
TRAce c1min c2min c3min c4IllJ.n c5min min minres
TRAce clmax c2max c3max c4max c5max max maxres
TRAce mini maxi
scale trace time 1
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